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HEARING ON H.R. 3347, A NATIONAL DEMON-
STRATION PROGRAM FOR EDUCATIONAL PER-
FORMANCE AGREEMENTS FOR SCHOOL RE-

STRUCTURING

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1989

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SUBCOMMITTEE ON ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY,

AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION,
COMMrFrEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:40 a.m., in Room
2175, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Glenn Poshard presid-
ing.

Members present: Representatives Poshard, Hawkins, Martinez,
Hayes, Sawyer, Owens, Good ling, Grandy, Smith, Bartlett, Gunder-
son and Petri.

Staff present: John Jennings, counsel; June L. Harris, legislative
specialist; Beverly Griffin, staff assistant; and Beth Buelhmann,
minority education coordinator.

[The text of H.R. 3347 follows:]

(1)
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101sT CONGRESS
1ST SESSION H. R. 3347

To establish a National Demonstration Program for Educational Performance
Agreements for School Restructuring.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

SEPTEMBER 26, 1989

Mr. SMITH OF VERMONT (for himself, Mr. POSHARD, Mr. GUNDERSON, Mr.
FAWELL, Mr, HENRY, Mr. (hANDY, and Mr. HAYES of Illinois) introduced
the following bill; which was referred to the Committee on Education and
Labor

A BILL
To establish a National Demonstratisu Program for Educational

Performance Agreements for Schuol Restructuring.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1, FINDINGS AND PURPOSE.

4 (a) FINDINGs.The Congress finds and declares that-

5 (1) the abilicy of the United States to deliver more

6 effective educational services to its citizens, especially

7 disadvantaged citizens and traditionally underserved

8 citizens, is of primary importance to the national secu-

6
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1 rity and to the continued role of the United States as 9.

2 world leader;

3 (2) the ability of local school authorities to direct

4 and inspire confidence in the public schools under their

5 leadership is severely impeded by the paperwork
6 burden and regulatory limitations imposed by numer-

7 ous, widely dissimilar education programs administered

8 by the Federal Government and by the States, such as

9 elementary and secondary education programs, voca-

10 tional education programs, and education programs for

11 special populations;

12 (3) local school authorities, parents, and teachers

13 in disadvantaged areas, whether rural or urban, are
14 better able to lead the children under their supervision

15 away from involvement in drugs and violence and

16 toward revitalization of the community in which they
17 live, than is the Federal Government through uniform

18 regulation;

19 (4) local school authorities have requested greater
20 freedom in designing innovative programs in exchange

21 for an agreement to achieve higher, clearly stated per-

22 formance levels in a reasonable period of time; and

23 (5) all public education in this country will benefit

24 from school improvement models developed under such

UR 9347 111
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3

an agreement, as identified by the Secretszy of Educa-

tion.

(b) PURPOSE.It is the purpose of this Act to establish

a national demonstration program for educational perform-

ance agreements, under which States make available such

funds as may be necessary to plan, develop, and monitor edu-

cational performance agreements designed to allow greater

flexibility to local school authorities by consolidating funds

available to a school under various Federal, State, and local

programs and allowing local school authorities to implement

innovative programs to achieve higher performance levels in

schools. Such agreements shall maintain appropriate protec-

tions with respect to civil rights, discrimination, and safety.

SEC. 2. NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM FOR EDUCA-

15 TIONAL PERFORMANCE AGREEMENTS FOR

16 SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING.

17 (a) ESTABLISHMENT OF PROGRAM.

18 (1) GENERAL AmmoRrrY.Subject to the provi-

19 sions of this Act, the Secretly), of Education shall

20 enter into educational performance agreements with

21 State and local school authorities which submit a pro-

22 posal to carry out the purposes under section 1(b).

23 (2) FEDERAL PROGRAMS.Such educational per-

24 formance agreements may consolidate Federal, State,

HR 9347 M
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1 agd local funds available for programs relating to edu-

2 cation and youth services, including-

3 (A) The Elementary and Secondary Educa-,
4 tion Act of 1965.

5 (B) Carl D. Perkins Vocational Education

6 Act.

7 (0) The Adult Education Act.

8 (D) The Job Training Partnership Act.

9 (E) Subtitles A, B, and C of title VII of the

10 Stewart B. McKinney Homeless Assistance Act.

11 (F) Programs relating to teenage pregnancy.

12 (G) Drug education and prevention pro-

13 grams.

14 (H) Youth gangs programs.

15 (I) The Education of the Handicapped Act.

16 (3) LIMITATION.Nothing in this Act may be

17 construed to authorize any changes in, substitutions

18 for, or lessening of the protections of Federal laws and

19 regulations regarding civil right% discrimination, and

20 safety or to affect regulations and prohibitions concern-

21 ing the diversion of Federal funds for private use.

22 (b) STATE AND LtICAL PROPOSALS.-

23 (1) STATE SELECTION CRITERIA.-

24 (A) States shall give priority to proposals

25 with local school authorities concerning schools in

9
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1 areas with high poverty rates or other indices of

2 disadvantaged status.

3 (B) States shall consider-

4 (i) the geographical distribution of pro-

5 posals; and

6 (ii) the distribution between urban and

rural areas.

8 (0) In determining areas with high poverty

9 rates under this subsection, the State shall utilize

10 the most recent United States Department of

11 Labor criteria of poverty.

12 (2) ASSURAMES.-A proposal shall be submitted

13 to the Secretary of Education by the State and all af-

14 fected local school authorities. Such proposal shall con-

15 tain such information, commitments, and assurances as

16 the Secretary may determine are necessary including-

17 (A) commitments from the State and local

18 school authorities concerning the initial year for

19 development of a plan for implementation of the

20 agreement;

21 (B) assurances that sufficient State funds will

22 be available for technical assistance, planning and

23 development, implementation, and assessment

24 under the agreement;

liE 3347 III
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1 (0) commitments from the State and local
2 school authorities that a local educational per-
3 formance agreement committee will he formed to
4 develop and implement the plan and for oversight

5 during the implementation of the plan under the
6 agreement;

(D) a preliminary determination of the Feder-
8 al, State, and local funds which will be affected
9 under the agreement and the manner in which

10 such funds will be consolidated;

11 (E) a preliminary determination of, and a
12 commitment to adhere to, alternative Federal and
13 State regulations under the agreement;

14 (F) assurances from State and local school

15 authorities that appropriate indices and goals for
16 higher educational performance will be developed

17 in a plan; and

18 (0) commitments from State and local school

19 authorities that the implementation plan will be
20 developed with the full-time assistance of class-
21 room personnel (including paid release-time for

22 teachers).

23 (C) EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE AGREEMENTS.
24 (1) IN GENERAL.An educational performance

25 agreement under this Act shall be effective for six

HE 3347 111
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1 fiscal years. The first year of any agreement shall be a

2 planning year for the development of a plan for imple-

3 mentation under subsection (d). No Federal funds may

4 be diverted or consolidated during such planning year.

5 The second year under the agreement and each subse-

6 quent year through year six shall be implementation

7 years in which the educational performance agreement,

8 as detailed in the plan, is carried out.

9 (2) INITIAL PLANNING YEAR.During the initial

10 planning year, the State shall provide to the local

11 school authorities-

12 (i) such technical assistance as may be neces-

13 sary; and

14 (ii) funds sufficient to meet the costs of de-

15 veloping a comprohensive and detailed plan for

16 the implementation of the project over five fiscal

17 years.

18 (3) IMPLEMENTATION YEARELFor the second

19 and each subsequent year through year six in which an

20 agreement under this Act is in effect, the State shall

21 make such funds available to the local school authori-

22 ties as are necessary for continuing technical assistance

23 and project administration, monitoring, and annual

24 evaluation.

HR 3347 Di
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1 (d) PLAN.--A plan for the implementation of the educa-

2 tional performance agreement during years two through six

3 shall-

4 (1) be coordinated by a local educational perferm-

5 ance agreement committee;

6 (2) be the result of participation by parents, busi-

7 ness and community representatives, the appropriate

8 private industry council established under section 102

9 of the Job Training Partnership Act, and local school

10 authorities;

11 (3) be entered into by the schools, the local educa-

12 tional agency, the State, and the Secretary;

13 (4) be amendable through negotiation during the

14 term of the agreement;

15 (5) include any relevant provisions of the proposal

16 under subsection (b);

17 (6) contain goals for each respective group cov-

18 ered by the pertinent program authorities used in the

19 agreement;

20 (7) include a set of intermediate performance

21 goals;

22 (8) include higher outcomes than previously dem-

23 onstrated for each respective group covered by the per-

24 tinent program authorities used in the agreement;

HR 9347
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1 (9) identify which entity will be responsible for the

2 achievement of the stated goals at the end of each year

3 of the agreement;

4 (10) include-

5 (A) a description of the indices to be meas-

6 tired in order to ascertain the amount of progress

7 made toward the stated goals of the agreement,

8 which indices shaR include-

9 (i) the dropout rate;

10 (ii) teacher and student absenteeism

11 rates;

12 (iii) skill levels of students in reading

13 and mathematics; and

14 (iv) other factors considered to be ap-

15 propriate by the local educational agency;

16 (B) a description of the methods to be used

17 in measuring such indices; and

18 (0) a measurement of such indices as of the

19 date the educational porformance agreement is en-

20 tered into;

21 (11) provide for the termination of the agreement

22 if for any two of the first three years of implementation

23 of the plan, the indices for assessment of progress

24 made toward the stated goals under the agreement in-

RR 9347 Di
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1 dicate insufficient improvement in educational perform-

2 awe;

3 (12) include a plan for coordinated services and

4 service delivery;

5 (13) describe what services will be provided under

6 the agreement;

(14) describe rewards and incentives that will be

8 provided to students and successful service providers,

9 particularly incentives for service providers that meet

10 goals for students who are members of special popula-

11 tions and dropouts; and

12 (15) include a commitment that-

13 (A) the project will be evaluated by the local

14 educational agency not less often them once annu-

15 ally during the term of the agreement; and

16 (8) the State shall submit the results of the

17 evaluations conducted under subparagraph (A) to

18 the Secretary.

19 (e) EVALUATION AND REPORT TO CONGRESS.

20 (1) FINAL.

21 (A) The Secretary of Education, in consulta-

22 tion with the heads of other affected Federal ex-

23 6cutive agencies, shall enter into a contract for an

24 independent evaluation of each educational per-

25 fonnance agreement under this Act and submit to

HII 3347 III
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1 the appropriate committees of the Congress a

2 report that contains an analysis of that education-

3 al performance agreement and a description of the

4 results achieved through such agreement.

5 (B) Each report required by subparagraph

6 (A) shall be submitted not later than one year

7 after the termination or completion of the educe-

8 tional performance agreement.

9 (2) INTERIMThe Secretszy shall provide inter-

10 im progress reports to the Congress with respect to

11 each educational performance agreement under this

12 Act, based on an analysiz of the yearly evaluations

13 conducted pursuant to each agreement.

14 (f) DEFINITION.For the purposes of this Act, the term

15 "local school authorities" shall include, LIS appropriate, local

16 educational agencies and administrators of all affected

17 schools.
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Mr. POSHARD. I will now convene the Subcoromittee oi Elemen-
tary, Secondary, and Vocational Education of the Committee onEducation and Labor at this point in time. Do we need a roll call
this morning? No, we do not.

I thank Chairman Hawkins for allowing me to chair the meeting
this morning as one of the cosponsors of the bill. I am pleased to do
that. I thank the chairman and the minority for their attendancethis morning.

Let me just make a short opening statement, if I may. I have not
been too many years removed from the classroom and from the ad-
ministration of local public school programs. I have some familiari-
ty with the implementation of many of the Federal and state level
programs.

I have perceived over the years in trying to teach in these pro-
grams and administer the programs a great deal of dissatisfactionat the local level in the way we go about that.

I think, if I can paraphrase what local administrators, teachers,
other officials with local school districts are saying today, it would
be something similar to this: "If you are going to continue to pass
the mandates at both the state and Federal levels without provid-
ing the resources, then at least give us the flexibility to utilize
those resources that we have"which, by the way, are for the most
part our own resources, since at least in the state of Illinois, whereI am from, most of the resources for education are local property
tax moniesgive us the flexibility to try to do this in the most cost
effective, efficient way possible to achieve the very good and well
intentioned mandates of the legislative assemblies at both the stateand the Federal levels.

We are not contesting the desired results of the Federal and
state programs. We agree with you that the objectives that the
Congress and state legislatures have set forth are good. They are
commendable. They are what we ought to be about.

We cannot achieve those results given the restraints upon us
with the present system. I realize that if Congress and the respec-
tive state assemblies do not articulate broad national based objec-tiv.- for educo::nal systems, many local school districts will never
take up th.... task.

We need to keep up the pressure for accomplishment of these na-
mal educational objectives, but in my judgment it is time that we

at least take a look at giving local boards a chance to see if they
can meet these objectives in a way that is educationally sound but
economically efficient.

I was a member of the Illinois state senate a few years back,
when we passed one of the most comprehensive, perhaps the most
comprehensive, school education reform bills in the State of Illi-nois history.

We had pledged as members of the legislature to put into that
reform movement over a three-year period $1.3 billion. At the end
of the first year and the first allocation of $300 million to accom-
plish the desired reforms, we never got past that. We never came
through with the additional moneys.

We had implemented unbelievable reform mandates which were
good. They were well intentioned. All of us agreed that they were
what our educational system needed, and yet we ended up leaving

17
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the locals holding the bag, so to speak, to meet those mandates
without the resources to get the job done in the fashion, at least,

which we had all agreed upon.
The mandates are still in place, the strings are still attached, but

the frustration level for people at the local educational level is so
high now in trying to carry forward with those reforms without the
necessary resources.

They need flexibility. This can be done. I think the bill that we
are going to be discussing here today goes a long way toward allow-
ing that flexibility to accomplish the same objectives and the same
standards which we all agree are good for our children.

With that I will recognize Mr. Smith, who is the sponsor of the
bill.

Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Poshard. I do have a short statement
that I will submit for the record and will excerp from it, and then
we will get on, because I am not blind and see that we have Gover-
nor Kean here, and he was prescient enough to come last night and
spend the evening in Washington, so we are delighted to have him
here. So I will try to speed up.

I cannot help noticing that we operate with twin whirlwinds
today. On the outside we have the natural kind and on the inside

we have the Congressional ethics and pay raise bill operating from
quarter of ten until eleven o'clock in other parts of this building, so

we operate in a time of great change both inside and outside this
institution.

Mr. Chairman, and also Mr. Chairman of the Committee, Mr.
Hawkins, I want to thank you for providing an opportunity for this
hearing on this school restructuring bill. I want to thank those of
our guests and witnesses who were able finally to fight the weather
to get here on a difficult day.

In Vermont there is a piece of advice that we abide by that says,
"If it ain't broke don't fix it."

In public education in America today something is broke, and

there are very few educators and parents who have not realized

that.
The idea of restructuring schools to improve education isn't new,

but so far we have been unable to combine the political will with
the right idea to affect policy and practice on the National and
state levels together.

Fortunately, some school systems have not waited for a national
partnership. We know about Miami. We know about Pittsburgh.
We know about others.

Nor have states waited. Notably, North Carolina with its new
state restructuring bill, which has passed the North Carolina Legis-
lature and is law, which I will submit for the record later today;

New Jersey; my own Vermont; the state of Washingtonmany
states have taken a leadership role in trying to energize schools at

the local level to higher performance.
Most recently the concept of restructuring spilled into the politi-

cal and public arena as a result of the historic education summit
between the president and our nation's governors.

The summit and the attention which it has commanded has
given us an extraordinary opportunity, I believe, here in Congress

to work with the administration and the governors toward a na-

.1 8
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tional policy that will restructure our public school system for the
better.

That brings me to the reason we are here, H.R. 3347, the Educa-
tional Performance Agreements for School Restructuring Act.

In general terms this legislation is a pact between the Federal
Government and the states and local school districts. It is a trade.
It improves student performances locally for fewer restrictions
from the Federal and state levels, particularly on the use of Feder-
al and state education dollars.

Local educators would have far greater control over how best to
use those dollars to meet the particular educational needs of their
students. Participation would be voluntary and would be based on
a state commitment through challenge grants and planning money
to assist in the process. There would be no cost to the Federal Gov-
ernment.

In addition, continued participation in the program would
depend on the school's ability to improve student performance. If
that worsens, all bets are off. The performance agreement would be
cancelled.

Some people have worried that restructuring could endanger pro-
grams for disadvantaged children if local schools decided to siphon
and divert Federal and state money now supporting these pro-
grams for other purposes.

Let me be very clear on that point. It will not happen. H.R. 3847
very specifically says that the civil rights of students in no way,
shape or form may be abridged. The local flexibility provided by
H.R. 3347 does not mean local ability to disregard or neglect any
program for disadvantaged students. If anything, in fact, the effect
would be the opposite.

As you will hear today, the local flexibility that it will provide
would allow local schools to improve these critical programs, tailor-
ing them to the specific needs of individual students.

One well-publicized example of that, thanks to the movie "Stand
and Deliver," is the program at Garfield High School in East Los
Angeles, California. There principal Maria Tostado and teacher
Jaime Escalante have been using remedial education dollars for ad-
vanced calculus classes. In so doing they have broken Federal regu-
lations, but they have also made it possible for an extraordinary
number of poor hispanic students to receive college credit after
taking the courses. In short, they are using the money to finish the
job that all too often with our Federal money we only begin.

H.R. 3347 would allow all of our Garfield High Schools to pursue
innovations like this without being forced to break the rules. We
should be encouraging good education, not penalizing it.

In closing, let me say that H.R. 3347 is not written in concrete. I
am sure that I speak for everyone involved when I say we are look-
ing forward to working with all of you on both sides of the aisle
and that side of the witness table and this to build a good, solid,
enduring national policy connected to state policies that will genu-
inely meet the needs of our students in their future.

1 9
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CONGRESSMAN PETER SMTIH

November 16, 1989
Subcommittee Hearing

H.R. 3347
Education Performance Agreements for Sclo1 Restructuring Act

MR. CHAIRMAN,

FIRST AND FOREMOST, I WOULD LIKE TO THANK YOU FOR PROVIDING

THIS HEARING ON MY SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING BILL. EQUALLY, / WOULD

VERY MUCH LIKE TO THANK OUR GUESTS AND WITNESSES FOR BEING HERE

TODAY. THEIR PARTICIPATION IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT AS WE LEGISLATE

IMPORTANT IDEAS INTO REALITY.

MR. CHAIRMAN, THERE'S A BIT OF SAGE ADVICE THAT VERMCNTERS

ABIDE BY, AND THAT IS, "/F IT AIN'T BROKE, DON'T FIX IT." WELL,

SOMETHING IA "BROKE" WITHIN OUR PUBLIC ELEMENTARY ANU SECONDARY

SCHOOL SYSTEM, AND THERE ARE VERY FEV EDUCATORS AND PARENTS WHO

HAVE NOT REALIZED THAT. GENERAL STUDENT PERFORMANCES HAVE BEEN

FALLING AS SCHOOLS AND TEACHERS STRUGGLE WITHIN A STRAIGHTJACKET oF

STATE AND FEDERAL RULES, REGULATIONS AND CENTRALIZATION.

THE IDEA OF RESTRUCTURING SCHOOLS TO IMPROVE EDUCATION IS NOT

NEW, BUT SO FAR WE HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO COMBINE THE POLITICAL WILL

WITH THE RIGHT IDEA TO AFFECT POLICY AND PRACTICE ON THE NATIONAL

LEVEL. FORTUNATELY, SOME SCHOOL SYSTEMS HAVE NOT WAITED FOR A

NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP -- WE KNOW ABOUT MIAMI, ABOUT PITTSBURGH. NOR

HAVE SOME STATES WAITED, NOTABLY NORTH CAROLINA WITH ITS STATE

RESTRUCTURING BILL AND MY OWN VERMONT, WHICH INITIATED A LOCAL

CHALLENSE GRANT PROGRAM TO PROMOTE IMPROVED SCHOOL PERFORMANCE.
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MOST RECENTLY, THE CONCEPT OF RESTRUCTURING SPILLED INTO THE

POLITICAL AND PUBLIC ARENA AS A RESULT OF THE HISTORIC EDUCATION

SUMMIT BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND OUR NATION'S GOVERNORS. THE

SUMMIT, AND THE ATTENTION IT COMMANDED, HAVE GIVEN US AN

EXTRAORDINARY OPPORTUNITY HERE IN CONGRESS TO WORK WITH THE

ADMINISTRATION AND THE GOVERNORS TOWARD A NATIONAL POLICY THAT WILL

RESTRUCTURE OUR PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM FOR THE BETTER.

THAT BRINGS ME TO THE REASON WE ARE HERE -- H.R. 3347, THE

EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE AGREEMENTS FOR SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING ACT.

IN VERY GENERAL TERMS, THIS
LEGISLATION IS A PACT BETWEEN THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE STATES AND LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS, IT'S

A TRADE: IMPROVED STUDENT
PERFORMANCES LOCALLY FOR FEWER

RESTRICTIONS FROM THE FEDERAL AND STATE LEVELS, PARTICULARLY ON THE

USE OF FEDERAL AND STATE EDUCATION OOLLARS.

UNDER THE PROGRAM, LOCAL EDUCATORS WOULD HAVE FAR GREATER

CONTROL OVER HOW BEST TO USE FEDERAL AND STATE DOLLARS TO MEET THE

PARTICULAR EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THEIR STUDENTS. PARTICIPATION IN

THE PROGRAM WOULD BE VOLUNTARY, AND WOULD BE BASED ON STATE

CHALLENGE GRANTS. THERE WOULD BE NO COST TO THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT. IN ADDITION, CONTINUED
PARTICIPATION IN THE PROGRAM

WOULD DEPEND ON THE SCHOOL'S ABILITY TO IMPROVE STUDENT

PERFORMANCE. IF THAT WORSENED, ALL BETS WOULD BE OFF; THE

EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT WOULD BE CANCELLED.

FOR YEARS, MANY EDUCATORS ACROSS THIS COUNTRY HAVE CONTENDED

THAT QUALITY EDUCATION HAS SUFFERED AS GOVERNMENT RULES AND

REGULATIONS HAVE STIFFENED. EVEN IN CASES WHERE FEDERAL RULES HAVE

BEEN FAIRLY RELAXED AND BROAD,
EDUCATORS HAVE OFTEN HAD TO DEAL

22
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WITH MORE RESTRICTIVE STATE AND LOCAL INTERPRETATIONS OF THOSE

RULES. H.R. 3347 wAS CONCEIVED AND wRITTEN IN DIRECT RESPONSE TO

THAT PROBLEM. AND IT IS OFFERED AS BOTH A SOLUTION AND A

CHALLENGE, BECAUSE IT BASICALLY SAYS TO OUR EDUCATORS, IF YOU CAN

DO BETTER WITH FEWER RULES AND REGULATIONS, PROVE IT.

SOME PEOPLE HAVE WORRIED THAT RESTRUCTURING COULD ENDANGER

PROGRAMS FOR DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN IF LOCAL SCHOOLS DECIDED TO

SIPHON AND DIVERT FEDERAL AND STATE MONEY NOW SUPPORTING THESE

PROGRAMS FOR OTHER PURPOSES. LET ME BE VERY CLEAR ON THAT POINT:

THAT WILL NOT HAPPEN. H.R. 3347 VERY SPECIFICALLY SAYS THAT THE

CIVIL RIGHTS OF STUDENTS IN NO WAY, SHAPE OR FORM CAN BE ABRIDGED.

THE LOCAL FLEXIBILITY PROVIDED BY H.R. 3347 DOES WI MEAN LOCAL

ABILITY TO DISREGARD OR NEGLECT ANY PROGRAM FOR DISADVANTAGED

STUDENTS. IF ANYTHING, IN FACT, THE EFFECT OF H.R. 3347 WOULD BE

THE OPPOSITE. AS YOU WILL HEAR TODAY, THE LOCAL FLEXIBILITY IT

PROVIDES COULD ALLOW LOCAL SCHOOLS TO IMPROVE THESE CRITICAL

PROGRAMS, TAILORING THEM TO THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL

STUDENTS.

ONE WELL-PUBLICIZED EXAMPLE OF THAT, THANKS TO THE MOVIE

"STAND AND DELIVER," IS THE PROGPAM AT GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL IN EAST

LOG ANGELES. THERE, PRINCIPAL MARIA TOSTADO AND TEACHER JAIME

ESCALANTE HP:0. BEEN USING REMEDIAL EDUCATION DOLLARS FOR ADVANCED

CALCULUS CLASSES. IN DOING SO, THEY HAVE BROKEN FEDERAL

REGULATIONS. BUT THEY'VE ALSO MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR AN AMAZING

NUMBER OF POOR H/SPANIC STUDENTS TO RECEIVE COLLEGE CREDIT AFTER

TAKING THE COURSES. IN SHORT, THEY'RE USING THE MONEY TO FINISH

THE JOB THAT, ALL TOO OFTEN, WE ONLY START.
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H.R. 3347 WOULD ALLOW ALL OUR GARFIELD HIGHS TO PURSUE SUCH

INNOVATIONS WITHOUT BEING FORCED TO BREAK THE RULES. WE SHOULD RE

ENCOURAGING GOOD EDUCATION, NOT PENALIZING IT.

H.R. 3347 WAS NOT WRITTEN IN CONCRETE. I'M SURE THAT I SPEAK

FOR EVERYONE INVOLVED WHEN I SAY WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO WORKING

WITH ALL OF YOU TO BUILD A GOOD, SOL/D NATIONAL POL/CY THAT WILL

GENUINELY MEET THE NEEDS OF OUR STUDENTS AND THEIR FUTURE.

RIGHT NOW, WE GUARANTEE A FREE AND PUBL/C EDUCATION FOR THE

CHILDREN OF AMERICA. BUT THAT GUARANTEE IS MEANINGLESS IF THE

EDUCATION WE PROV/DE IS INADEQUATE. I AM CONVINCED THAT IF LOCAL

EDUCATOWS ARE GIVEN MORE REIN TO TEACH, TO EDUCATE, WE WILL PRODUCE

A PUBL/C SCHOOL SYSTEM THAT WILL BE SECOND TO NONE, BENEFITTING

BOTH OUR CHILDREN AND THE FUTURE OF THIS NATION.

THANK YOU.

30 -
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VERMONT CONGRESSMAN

PETER SMITH

CONGRESSMAN PETER SMTIH

November 16, 1989
Subcommittee Hearing

H.R. 3347
Education Performance Agreements for School Restructuring Act

MR. CHAIRMAN,

FIRST AND FOREMOST, / WoULD L/KE TO THANK YOU FOR PROVIDING
THIS HEARING ON NY mom RESTRUCTORING BILL. EqUALLY, I WOULD
VERY MUCH LIKE TO THANK OUR GUESTS AND WITNESSES FOR BEING HERE
TODAY. WEIR PARTICIPATION /8 EXTREMELY IMPORTANT A8 WE LEGISLATE
IMPORTANT /DEAS INTO REALITY.

ER. CHAIRKAN, THERE'S A BIT OF SAGE ADVICE THAT VERMONTERS
ABIDE BY, AND THAT IS, "IF /T AIN'T BROKE, DON'T FIX IT." NELL,
SOMETHING IS "DRONE" WITHIN OUR PUZLIC ELEMENTARY AND sitcoNDARY
soma swam, AND THERE ARE VERY riw EDUCATOR!! AND PARENTS WHO
HAVE NOT REALIZED THAT. GENERAL STUDENT PERFORMANCES HAVE BEEN
FALLING AS SCHOOLN AND TEACHERS STRUGGLE WITHIN A STRAIGHTJACKET OF
STATE AND FEDERAL RULES, REGULATIONS AND CENTRALIZATION.

THE /DIA OF RESTRUCTURING SCHOOLS TO IMPROVE EDUCATION IS NOT
NEW, BUT SO FAR WZ HAVE BEEN UNABLE TO COMBINE TUE POLITICAL WILL
WITS THE RIGHT IDEA TO AFFECT POLICY AND PRACTICE ON THE RATIONAL
LEVEL. PORTCWATILT, SONE SCHOOL SYSTEMS RAVE NOT WAITED FOR A
NATIONAL PAMIR:ROM -- WE KNOW ABOUT MIMI, ABOUT PITTSBURGH. NOR
HAVE SOME STATES WAITED, NOTABLY NORTH CAROLINA WITH /TS STATE
RESTRUCTURING BILL AND MY OWN VERMONT, WHICH INITIATED A LOCAL
CHALLMIGE GRANT PROGRAM TO PROMOTE IMPROVED SCHOOL PERFORMANCE.

HOST RECENTLY, THE CONCEPT OF RESTRUCTURING SPILLED INTO THE
POLITICAL AND PUBLIC ARENA AS A RESULT OF THE HISTORIC EDUCATION
sneer BETWEEN THE PRESIDENT AND OUR NATION'S GOVERNORS. THE
SUMMT, ASD THE ATTENTION IT =WARDED, HAVE G/VEN US AN
ExTRAoRDINARY OPPORTUNITY HERE IN CONGRESS TO WORE WITH THE
ADNINISTRATION AND THE GOVERNORS TOMARD A NATIONAL POLICY THAT WILL
RESTRUCTURE OUR PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM roR THE urrim.
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THAT BRINGS ME TO THE REASoN WE ARE HERE -- H.R. 3347, THE
EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE AGREEMENTS FOR SCHOoL RESTRUCTURING ACT.

IN VEpy GENERAL TERMS, THIS LEGISLATION IS A PACT BETWEEN THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND THE STATES AND LOCAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS. IT'S

A TRADE: IMPROVED STUDENT PERFORMANCES LOCALLY FOR FEWER
RESTRICTIONS FRoM THE FEDERAL AND STATE LEVELS, PARTICULARLY ON THE

USE OF FEDERAL AND STATE EDUCATION DOLLARS.

UNDER THE PROGRAM, LOCAL EDUCATORS WOULD HAVE FAR GREATER
CONTROL OVER HOW BEST TO USE FEDERAL AND STATE DOLLARS TO MEET THE
PARTICULAR EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF THEIR STUDENTS. PARTICIPATION IN

THE PROGRAM WOULD BE VOLUNTARY, AND WOULD BE BASED ON STATE

CHALLEEGE GRANTS. THERE WOULD BE NO COST TO THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT. IN ADDITION, CONTINUED PARTICIPATION TN THE PROGRAM

WOULD DEPEND ON THE SCHOOL'S ABILITY TO IMPROVE STUDENT

PERFORMANCE. IF THAT WORSENED, ALL BETS WOULD BE OFF; THE
EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT WOULD BE CANCELLED.

FOR YEARS, MANY EDUCATORS ACROSS THIS COUNTRY HAVE CONTENDED

THAT QUALITY EDUCATION HAS SUFFERED AS GOVERNMENT RULES AND

REGULVTIONS HAVE STIFFENED. EVEN IN CASES WHERE FEDERAL RULES HAVE
BEEN FAIRLY RELAXED AND BROAD, EDUCATORS HAVE OFTEN HAD TO DEAL

WITH MORE RESTRICTIVE STATE AND LOCAL INTERPRETATIONS OF THOSE

RULES. H.R. 3347 WAS CONCEIVED AND WRITTEN IN DIRECT RESPONSE TO

THAT PROBLEM. AND IT IS OFFERED AS BOTH A SOLUTION AND A
CHALLENGE, BECAUSE IT BASICALLY SAYS TO OUR EDUCATORS, IF YOU CAN

DO BETTER WITH FEWER RULES AND REGULATIONS, PROVE IT.

SOME PEOPLE HAVE WORRIED THAT RESTRUCTURING COULD ENDANGER

PROGRAMS FOR DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN IF LOCAL SCHOOLS DECIDED TO

SIPHON AND DIVERT FEDERAL AND STATE MONEY NOW SUPPORTING THESE

PROGRAMS FOR OTHER PURPOSES. LET ME BE VERY CLEAR ON THAT POINT:

THAT WILL NOT HAPPEN. H.R. 3347 VERY SPECIFICALLY SAYS THAT THE

CIVIL RIGHTS OF STUDENTS IN NO WAY, SHAPE OP FORM CAN BE ABRIDGED.

THE LOCAL FLEXIBILITY PROVIDED BY H.R. 3347 DOES NOT MEAN LOCAL

ABILITY TO DISREGARD OR NEGLECT ANY PROGRAM FOR DISADVANTAGED
STUDENTS. IF ANYTHING, IN FACT, THE EFFECT OF H.R. 3347 WOULD BE

THE OPPOSITE. AS YOU WILL HEAR TODAY, THE LOCAL FLEXIBILITY IT

PROVIDES COULD ALLOW LocAL SCHOOLS TO IMPROVE THESE CRITICAL
PROGRAMS, TAILORING THEM TO THE SPECIFIC NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL

STUDENTS.

ONE WELL-PUBLICIZED EXAMPLE OF THAT, THANKS TO THE MOVIE
"STAND AND DELIVER," IS THE PROGRAM AT GARFIELD HIGH SCHOOL IN EAST

LOS ANGELES. THERE, PRINCIPAL MARIA TOSTADO AND TEACHER JAIME

ESCALANTE HAVE BEEN USING REMEDIAL EDUCATION DOLLARS FOR ADVANCED

CALCULUS CLASSES. IN DOING SO, THEY HAVE BROKEN FEDERAL

REGULATIONS. BUT THEY'VE ALSO MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR AN AMAZING

NUMBER OF POOR HISPANIC STUDENTS TO RECEIVE COLLEGE CREDIT AFTER

TAKING THE COURSES. IN SHORT, THEY'RE USING THE MONEY TO FINISH

THE JOB THAT, ALL TOO OFTEN, WE ONLY START.

H.R. 3347 WOULD ALLOW ALL OUR GARFIELD HIGHS TO PURSUE SUCH
INNOVATIONS WITHOUT BEING FORCED TO BREAK THE RULES. WE SHOULD BE

ENCOURAGING GOOD EDUCATION, NOT PENALIZING IT.
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SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR PROVISIONS OF THE PETER SMITH (VT.)
EDUCATIONAL PERFORmANCE AGREEMENT

FDR SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING ACT
September 21. 1989

PURPOSS: To provide the opportunity to those states that

dedicate sufficient funds to enter into educational performance

agreements with local educational agencies and the Federal

goverment. Such agreements would allow for the combining of

programmatic funds and regulatory relief in return for enhanced

performance.

AORNEVNTS: Educational Performance Agreements are negotiated

at the lccal level through the participation of parents,

business and community representatives,
representatives of the

private industry council (PIC) and schoca personnel and

authorities. Agreements are for six years, the first of which

comprises a :gaming year, and are jointly adopted at the local,

state and Feder*/ levels. Areas of high poverty rates or other

indications of disadvantaged status shall 1,,e considered for such

agreements on a priority basis.

CONTENTS OF SOSENENTS: Subject to alternative regulations

developed at the State and Federal level, the local educational

agency can combine local, state and Federal funds, frau programs

relating to a broad base of education and youth services, in

order.to achieve improved student performance outcomes. Nothing

in the agreement can be construed as removing any civil right or

safety protection, or permitting diversion of funds for private

use. The agreement must include performance outcomes for

students that are higher than previously demonstrated, based on

indices determined in the local negotiations. The funds

-available from the State to operate such agreements do not

replace the prortammatic funds but are to be used for such

purposes as pliu.ning, developing performance goals, release

time, technical assistance, monitoring, and evaluation.

TISNIXATION OF AORISMNTI If for any of 2 of the first 3

years of the project, the performance outcomes worsen, the

negotiated agreement is nullified and the alternative

regulations are no longer effective.

VALUATION: Each project will be evaluated not less than once

annually. Such evaluations *hall be forwarded to the State and

Secretary. The Secretary is to provide Congress with interim

reports, and has the authority to utilise funds available to the

Department for a final, independent evaluation, to be made

within Om year after the expiration of the Act.

0 S
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The Education Performance
Agreement
BY PETER SMITH

Don't look now. America. But
your schools may finally chunge
for the better. After 30 years of

false starts.nrand clsons.hend wnnging
and mixed sisals. it looks as If we we
et last sang to do di one thing we
haven'tdane before: treat communities.
parents. teachers. Pluutnels and who°
boards as if they were importent In the
process al anpeovula education for all
children in America.

Since the Russians first shocked us
towarth action with the launching of
Sputnik in 1937. America's sclicols
have 'Wend a aeries of false sorts
aimed at Waving and rejuvenating a
parte education system that was un-
responsivelotheneeds of the omes.lhe

approach refonn Ms been Mat term
urgent. Own and Onion wallow es-
option. peedicated on the notion that
schools could be fixed from above.
It's been almcm 30 yon since Spa-

wk. And soli the debate abouteducation
reform continues. Bin there is a dd.
fere= dus dose. We are In the sixth
year of a refam movement that has
been building in its focus and intensity
+toddy srace the 1983 report. 'A his-
don At Risk.'

It is a national policy that understands
that until we improve the quality at
wort lite in our public schools for
teachers and ados'restroors, we comiat
pouf* improve the kerning Isle Ice
the students who go dote every day. It
is a poky which says we should respect
poems. community owls and school
waders HUntich the we ask them how
they would like to restructure their
schools in oder to produce Hew and
bluer results toroth mad era/student
in their schools.

lust what we dse stakes in this latest

Peter Smith Is awoke cf Costa=
from Vermont and a aweeber of the
Noon Ceetaressiotall Advisory Board

&bite about excellence in America s
schools? Many of us believe that the
*Why to delivers distinctively better
and more appropriate public education
foe every American youngster is the
leading national security issue of the
2Ist century.

Ten yesn ago we could talk about irru
proving our schools. But now, because

of a changing demognphy. changing
family structun.changingskillsneeded
lathe work force.andaebangtassiobal
economy. we need to not only do a bet-
ter job, but a different job for our
childless. Amidst a rate of change that
mccks our traditional notion of dull
development when amen children
for the work face of the future, our
deroograilly as * nation and the back-
ground of young people entering
kindergaten is changing radically.

For example an increasing percentage

of our youngsters comes Mod-
venogedhouseholds.They andildren
who historically have not prospered in
ow educational institutions: specifical-
ly the rural poor and ethnic minorities
This means that. foe +lefti time snow
history, the catsup mos of failing to
oducste all of our c atm well and ap
propnately will &reedy affect our so-
cial. Civic and economic meaty in the
yors ahead.

We face the poesibility ofatwoosered
econarate soya= that locks out those
whan our schools have failed to serve.
We face the possibility of businesses
having to either export the good jots
they create or unport skilled workers
frorn other countries to do those jobs:
nOt Nouse we have been out-in-
novated bet beanie we have failed to
train and educate durchildren for the fu-

ture.
The nolorielpalicy which allows es to

deliverdo edwation they need relies cm
die utoodinary divenity which is the
Whack of Amnion culture. Recently

TI
The national policy which
allows us to deliver the

education they need relies
on the extraordinary diver-
suy which is the hallmark

of American culture.

emoted in the report. -To Secure our
Future.' published by the Masons!
Center For Education and the Economy,
the policy will encourage individual
schools or school districts to restructure
their operations - curriculum. staffing
putern, calendar end more- to achieve
higher and better performance for their
students.

At the heart.this national poky would
create an all-important trade in which
dir perocipsting sehool &soot would
commit to higher academic achieve-
ment in reruns for flexibility in dealing
with fedenl and state regulations. In
short, it's a trade of professional
freedom for accountability.

The trade would be represented in a
contract. the Educenaral Performance
Agreement. which would be accepted
by the local. state and federal par-
dements. Drawn by an mograted kcal
plows torn with the relOWCCS and
orne to do do job well, the contract
would lay out a mulo.year plan for
restructunng and higher achievement.
including the perfamance expected and
measurements to be undertaken.
It is important to know that, while

regulations may be waived in this
process, the law will not be glowed.
Over the loaner term, as models fct

restructuring our public schools fee ex-
cellence Noisome around the country.
the Department of Education would be
engaged in research and development

oratottse d ott ptge 21
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.rnise when the federal budgetis con
strai ned in such areas as public housing '

Moreover, how can the GOP hope to
recruit more minonty voters when its
'southern strategy.' which has been in
place since Richard Nizon's 190 csm
muso. n pnmanly aimed at miming
alienated white voters? And enated"
mems lower sad middle class white
male voters who predominantly op-
posed die social and mai changes of
the last 20 yean.

As the Bush administra-
tion tries to return the

party of Lincoln to its com-
mitment to civil rights. Mc-

Clure and his colleagues
are attempting to put into
place private sector solu-
tions for public problems.

Consider also the problem of the
Republicm ?Wool Comma. There
are nc blacks among its 153 voting
members. As OOP rules expert Lee
Auspin wrote recently: 'As long as the
IliNCI isstiff structured ass ccefedera-
non -4 state parties. it cannot otter
equality of opporninity to minonues."
That ts an essential question the

Republian Pity must face. While Fnd
McClure serves as a reminder that
minorities can find a borne in the GOP,
the Republican Petty faces a formidable
task m broadentng its base. Perhaps as
die Bush administration tri i to moon
the petty of Lincoln beck to us 11:0M/Iiits
Milt to civil rights, and McClure and
his colleagues attempt to gut into place
private sector solutions for public
problems, the administration may have
its most inmortant task defined.

41..ltf111 il PrOnl AN, 10

.orh to cull the re.ults JnJ make
recommendations about the most
promising practices to surface schools
would he expected to compete for a
limited number of Educational Fedor.
mance Agreement opportunities within
each state or each region. By making
this momam in attractive alterninve as
opposed m a requuement. it ts our feel.
nig that the effort sad the alias will be
more enthusiastic and effective.

The Educatonal Petfonnance Agree.
man assumes that If we give schools.
the people who work in them end their
extended COnlInUnInel what we have
never given them before - the time sad
the resources to plan arid thiak - they
will be eble to create a school enure-
ment that fosters the type of educancn-
al excellence critical to our children's
future and to the future of our nation.

More than five years in ns develop-
ment, reviewed favorably by groups
ranging from the Nations) Goveraces'
Assocutsoct to the Nkomo commis-
non of the nun On worms pofes-
tonal groups, summed by fun the
Carnegie Corporatice of New Tat and
now the State of New York and the
Rockefeller Foutidadmi. the Edo:Mon-
et Petformance Agreement cement n
ready kens maiden voyage in the Ccn-
mess this year.

As the House Educaocn and Labor
Committee struggles with the questions
of school excellencereised by President
Bush, this concept and the work Much
hes behind it will play a major role in
the policy discussions whch occur.

For mat information about ttus idea,
please contact either my office at 1020
Longworth House Office Building.
Washington D C 20515 ce the Hasson.
al Center on Education and the
Eccoomy at 39 State Sam, Sum 54:0.
Rcchester. New Tat 14614.

What's Ahead in the Ripon Forum:

Interviews with Ladies Republicans
a A Defeat for the '90s

Who's Who in the Bush Administration
I How to Resolve Envimonsests1 Conflicts

in Memoriam. waiter N Thayer

Dt LLL II //f. f.B\LR As,D
THOWAS L PETRI

Walter N Thayer. a great Inc nd of the
Ripon Society, died at 78 in March At
Ripon's tncepoon in the early '60s.
when our small political research group
was looking for a way to he heard, the
advice we recened on virtually every,
hand was 'talk to Walter.Maya. And
so we did. And like so may who went
to Walter Thart through the years. we
CUM away bright with exictement. For
he listened to us. He took us seriously.
And be made things Menem

From 1952. when be became /gal Id-
yl= to Citizens for Eisenhower. until
lus death. Walter Thayer was a motel
figure In the effort to make what Pimp
dent Eisenhower called 'modern
Republicanism' a continuing political
force. He helped organize the Re.
publican °trams Committee, tod he
strongly supponed the cempaigns of
Nelson Rockefeller, Jacob Jaws and
John Lindsay. He also was an inhumes
President Richard Nixon. snd. In the
beginning, be. along with Joint Hay
Whaney and William Coolidge.
enabled the Ripon Society to estabhsh
and mimeo its financial viability.
Maya knew how to raise money snd.
just as tmportantly. be knew bow wi pr.
pone sad impue and lead. Over a 20-
yea men be was tratrumental tn raising
hundreds of thousands of dollars fee
Ripon.

Walter Thayer not only made things
happen. he made them happen well.
One of the sources of Walter 's mysti.
mu was that be could extend his ener-
gies snots many fields without tier
losine hts unfaltering sense of com-
mend. His self-dtscipline was pert oftes
secret. He seensed to have a system for
everything: be abhorred loose ends. lie
wanted dungs buttoned sip properly, he
would say, the first time anumd.
Walter Thayer set the higtest sand-

ards fce himself and then met the =d-
ards beset. Weshall miss hisadvicemd
his help, but we will conthrse to be in-
spired by his example.

Lee W. Heebner le publisher of Me In.
sensational Herald Vaasa oil
Thomas E . PM it e member e I Coo.
tress from Wisconsin. Roth were
original lin tbers'of the Aron Soda].

1UPON FORUM. MAY 1989 11
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF NORTH CAROLINA
1989 SESSION

RATIFILD BILL

CHAPTER 778
SENATE BILL 2

AN ACT TO APPROPRIATE FUNDS hOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

SCHOOL. IMPROVE/NI:NT AND ACCOUNTABILITY ACT OF 1989.

The General Assembly of Noith Carolina enacts:

Section I. Title of Act. -- This act may bc referred to as the ''School

Improvement and Accuuntahility Act of 1989."
Sec. 2. Legislative intent. -- It is the intent of the General Assembly that

this act be Implemented with a minimum of regulations.
Sec. 3. Performunce.based Accountability Program. Article 16 of

Chapter 11SC of thy General Statutes IN amended by adding a new Part to read:

"fart 4 Perform no-hastal Accountal/ility Plus [gun,
Aceeentab Mt, Programa aeyeierseat aid

rd_o iJ ation shall develop and innhottent a ferformanecebased
I I

sudent_ne orntance The . rd o Ethtcation shalL ado tl

1.11
.. , I, h w

WM' ear. local school administrative units _may

sguttelpatu_in e Program;
(2) Quidelines_lot devehwing 'mai school improyement plans with

illate19-ilve.4SaLsiutlen.L.perforrnammsmals and annual nttleatonia

tojpeusure pr in at those Is: an

(.3.1
. I. rf. III I I

. I,
. I I

MIZQUI rates. ICII SCOICS. narent involvement, and post-

gugsaitillarato-1°nsoncom

"3

p,
tk

. "ance-basedAcsountabohil PtograhL
II-.

rewired toongticipate

Ampuntabilit Program;
Are mpt from_State_renuirements to submit Eggprts and p

(21

. I II I IP It I ILI b.. I. 4 It

Public Edit= On: Am arc not exeinz mg] federal mum=
reportkand_o1enam..1hr...De mac&

44, i -4 I I. I Iii 4 I \ t 1 l 4, 4,- . I
.4 t / t 44 II
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These tcsts shall be designed ..t.o_Justuire_litogisss toward_seleciej ccwipeteaugs,
m 11 .1 tandard Corse of Study

I 1

gracannang_laidardsujnagnac_grog.rpss. end-of-come and eng..1 -grade Jestof 1 .5 , r iinaxi
aghlevin.sutisfactury academic ,progress,"

See. 5. Testing for Comparisons of Student Achievement. EffectiveJuly 1. 1992. G.S. I 1SC-174.11(a) reads as rewritten:
"(a) Annual Testing Program. letetteeeesseas--tfteeffeetivettesaefthe

v. I

"t44"*""4"glffiT"'The State Boar o Education shall close- adopt and provide to the local schooladministrative units developmentally appropriate individualized assessmentinstruments consistent with the Basle Education Program for the first and secondgrades, rather than standardized tests. Local school administrative units may use
these assessment tnstruments provided to thcm by the State Board for first and
second grade students, and shall not use standardized tests. The State Board ofEducation shall leport to the Joint Legislative Commission on Governmental
Operations prior to May I. 1988. and to the Senate and House AppropriationsCommittees on Education prior to March I, 1989, on the assessment instruments itdevelops.

lithe State Board of Education finds tbat testmg in grades other than the first &net
itegaiL4gad_e_is_Accesslrylp allow comparisons with national indicators of gad=achiev II 1 th t n , 'ii I . i w "hest...size sample otstudentsnecessary to_anure van( comparisons with_other_states,"

Sec. 6. Annual Report Cards for Schools. G.S. 11SC-12(9) reads as

"(9) Miscellaneous Powers and Duties. -- All the powers and duties
exercised by thc State Board of Education shall be in conformity
with the Constitution and subject to such laws as may be enactedfrom lime to time by thc General Assembly. Among such dutiesare:
a. To certify and regulate the grade and salary of teachers and

inhei sehOol employees.
b. To adopt and supply textbooks.
c. To adopt rules requiring all local boards of education to

implement the Busie Education Program on an incremental
basis within funds appropriated for that purpose by the
General Assembly and by units of local government.

The Board shall develop a State accreditation program
that meets or exceeds the standards and requirements of the
Basic Education Program. The Board shall require each
local school administrative unit to comply with the State

rewritten:

Senate Bill 2

24- 389 0 - 90 -
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mooified to reite th. Lou Its of end.ot.comse and eathof-grada
legs. IP:k.) 5t: the ti,isp, tor _de.eloome the Medea
petformalte indicators adopted by thiLState floard of Educatiop
pursuatn to USA I5C-238.),

f.D May receiss_ lungs jar difteientioted pay for teachers _and
adminigrators. in accordance with GS. I ISC-23K-1 if they elect to
particulate m_a itilfcreaotial_pay plan.

(II May he alkiwed increased flexibility m the expenditure of State
funds, in accoidap% with GS, l).SC-23/0,
Muy be grautett waiveek_ of certain State laws. regulations, and
policies that inhibit their ahility_tit reach local accountability goals,

in aecordpnce with GS. liSC,2311.6(a),
(fa Shall continp pi uc the Teaeher Performance Appraigpl

Instrument_ Cl*PAU, for evaluating...wigwam...A=1ms dunng thç
first three years of their employment. they may. hewever. Ucvelo d
other evaluation approaches for teachca who hascjiwiint.d
slaw,

"1 115C-2311.1 Fiatmeats_of localzbus,
(ol_Thst. board of ethical= in a_ Local school administrative unit that ;facts to

participate m the Program shall submit_ a local sctatiobruiimmgoulattg
Superintendent of Public instruetion heitire April IS pi the fisealysar preceding the
fiscal year itt which painemation is sought. l'hu Jocal board of education shall
actively involve a sohstaittial Lin ter of leacheo. school atinuniArators. and other
School staftk develoging_the local %hoot unprosement Wan.

(P1 The local school mipioveolcot plan shall set forth tit the student performanco
guall_mudgfilisdAythecal hoard of_cdocatmrt for the beat school admimstrative

end aniljji the unit's strategies and Mans I'm attaining them,
The performance _goak for the Weil, school mimstrative unit shall addrell

I ud rf o in

bard. Factors that determine gains in achievement vary from school to_ gehpo
therefore.socioeconomic factqrs and previous gtalent nerfuniumee indicators shall he

used as the basis of the local school impiovement plan,
Tbe strategiesior attaining the local student oerformance goals shall be based oil

plans for_each inchytdual school in the_local school administrative uoit. The principal
ar each school and hes staff oaf.' developioilan to address student performance goals

nate to the school front those
he h.. m *v I ,llti,i 1 I

The local olan shall include apLiii far differentiated pay..__in accordance with ,
JISC.238.4. unless the local %Owl administrauye unit_elects not to particulate in any
difkreausiteil pay plan,

01 The local -Ilan may include:2a reuiteds for a waiver, of State laws. regulations. or

pigmies. 'Dm ,requst for a waiver shall identify the State laws. resolatiops. or

policteuhat iohil,it unit's_abigu2QiisLitLw114?linluhligwthelosallteach its local accountability gogh arid
w Ixaulun gon is,

"F MCMIlale41
fa) Local school administrative units may incluik._hut ao not required to indult,

a diffesentiated pa plan for certified
ff n ff s

DOI I

. I . II II I

plans. Units_ electing to include diffcrentiat nay plans in their school Improvement
plans shall base their diffetentiated slay. plans onl

alThe Career Devefo vat Pilot Program. G S.115C-363 et
The_LciaLleacher Pilg Program. G.S. I lIC-363.28 /1101.;

2
Senate Bill 2
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1.1). A locally designed school-based perforniance
limindiens and guidelines adapigd ity the State Tgir-d of
Education;0) A differenli
bz been successhillY unigemented m_snother stse. or

=sista0 differentiated pay plan: therefore.salocal board_of education that. decides that Asliffergiatiatedjay Ian should beincluded in itslotal school improvement plan shallprevia a proe4.differcqared pay slan to affected staftmemberlipubeirjevilw
. . *. 14 t . I

II I I. .
ggildicated_instniciio andipstusclup utapsnitaff _and g majpritx oithe ected

41951frilyVeSinge yel=a differentiated_gAi olan_nceites such info*. the localImurd.of men ii_nr000sed olart_tucontinue. discontinue.. or modtfythat
1C,..1111I, 1 I.

1 1

II r 40;.. I . 1 11 o I ' 1 I I I n 1

I tinnI aps) instructional
support staff and a majority of_the_affected certificated adnunistrators,

plarLstiall receive State1undsaccordLngiQJJicitmsof the plan but /int (fa exceed*,
1,1) 1990-91: two percent 2%1 of wad= and Adis1nisugg4a/gides,

siorteachsoacicllassiccagfarturgetzmumieM;(.21
11911t-142:eltriFC:°ore'rsc=itt3rol

,0 I I

1 . 11 . 1,1

Ii 1
1992-93. four

.0 I. ti ,
I t II 1

1 I II I
peront 4%1 of teacher

11 I I
and administrator sa artes,41 IIand

(4). 1993-94 and thereafter: seven percent (7%) of teacher an
11 4,1 I I If11 I 1

seep ity aid retirement,
.n e with this mstion_shall

ung1ementecl_mihin_51=kattipsauttrds ayailatys fortfferenjiated pgy,I II I

1

Iow sal
succ Hy Items yrobattonacy ifenximmull_itluiisnarmalitinjrzoiutunijnod,

. k
11 I ,

I II
4, 1I n 11. II I I Ipt receiveOfge . III 1 Mnirratill-RPMFT Jai compensation shall not be

11'444 1

jimcalt,A,Ditabkhathge,
I 1,11 1

I I I . 1 1
I

1 .
1 II

I 41 I 1
I 1,0

I I.
clitegoly the existing categortes for instructional _materials. sup iesIs , ' 0 II III
teitchers pf drivrs c

Senate Bill 2
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pawpaw in the terformance-based Amuntabiltly Progiam eligible to
rcecivizthis flexible funding,

Local boards of education shatl_providc_ maximum ficaibility In the use of fonds to
individual schools to enahle thgnuo acsomolish their indivialahebools goals,
'I 1 sc-334.6, licsi sebsill_admintdrattve unit Wan by the State

supsLiattaitsaL4agaighctot
uno subm
with polleies and4 orniune indkatort adorned bvjhc St t
shcSiattlitaaimmilsnt_4121101.13.1.1111.3gio trice local school adintrastrative_unit. that
uWt shall participate in the Program for the next final vepr,

lf a local plan_contams a tryientiOlit Ikatver of Stateiaws. regulatiousacmheies
in accordance with DA, 11 -238.3(e). the State Supprintendent shall determine
whether _and to what extent the identified lawt regglaggps. or policies should be
w.aikx4-111012
the mate Bo= o soon, rd of_ Edueatism deems it to

, I

I -1 111 1 II I I

I . P e,
i.1 I 11 11 1

, 1

I. 11 1 1 1 It .1' 141- .1

f.1.1
m. assignment

gif teacher assistants._the use of State42121W jsznolikinputic
orpcges for which _State funds for theaublic schools mayjmzed,
ing

( All State_regulations and licks-except those pertaining to State
air
gducation Panam. the_ustem of emolo,ynicnt for public school
teachers and atiministrato set out in 0 115C-325. health ancl
safety codes. commilsorv whool attendance. the minimum lengths
pf tht.school day anii year._ and the iimform Education Reporting
System,

aLlaraulasmi Ladminautive units shall eontinue to participate la the Program
aad receive funds for differentiated navif_their local glans call for differentiatedva
s) long Ata.thra.Acmgmicam_saisfaigiyA il.gijLtmtivar ,aucltni_prf

. is,
1 ti

11 accordance with
gagehues_set.hy the State Board of Education,

If the local school administrative units do not achieve their goalszfter two years
the Department of fothejpgrugli iia_shaluggykle..themjagurshuigaLikasatinee_t2

ihem_meeLkeir gosc. lLnftcr 3Lue_atiditional year_ they do not achieve their
. the State_Roard of Education shall decide what steps shall De taken to improve

Uie education of studeztin_the unit."
Sec. 4. End-of-course and End-of-grade Tests. -- G.S. 115C-174.11(c)

reads as rewritten:
tas-eiebieventent

griwies-anti-iti-mekina-ministrusive-tleeittons.
(c) End-of-course and End-oftgrade Tests. -- The State diaardig_Education shall

adopt a system of end-of-course and cop-of-grade tests for grades three through 12

4

3 6
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accreditation program to the extent that funds have been
Indite IVa illailie to the local school administrative unit for
implementation of the Otisic rducntion l'rogram.

The Boaid shall use the State acerechtation program to
monitor the implementation of the Basle Edvcation
Program.d, To issue AIL:annual 'report s:ard* tor the fitatejotior_gagli
local school toLoOnistrative unit. assessipg each untt's effortsti2_ilunays, johlgaubanuago_ing_takin
ylogress nysrtttg previous years' level of performance mut

'S performance in comparison wJ I
This mamma_ shall Ake into account demographic,
geunuuniv. los:pars that have been shown to_affect
A uds rmapee,

ti. 10 formulate rui- and regulations for thc enforeemeitt ot
the compulsory attendance iaw.

c. To manage and operate a system of insurance for public
school property, as provided in Article 38 of thisChapter.tn making substantial policy changes in administration,

curriculum, or programs the Board should conduct hearings
throughout the report of the State, whenever feasible, in etudet
that the public muy be heard regarding these matters."

Sec. 7. Existing Career Development and Lead Teacher Pilot ProsfUills.
(a) Notwithstanding the provisions of Article 24B of Chapter 113C of the

General Statutes, Arttele 24D of Chupter 115C of the General Statutes, or any otherprovision of law, funding for the career development pilot projects und the leadteacher pdot protects shall continue through the 1989-90 fiscal year: Provided,
however, that any additional compensation is:culvert by an employee as a result of the
unit's participation in the Hot piogram for the 1989-90 fiscal year and for subsequent
fiscal years shall be paid as a bonus or supplement to the employce's regular salary.

Punding of these pilot projects shall continue fiat subsequent fiscal years
only if the pilot units successfully submit local school improvement plans puisuant to
the Performance-based Aceountahility Program. during the 1989-90 school ycat and
during subsequent school years.

(b) Beginning with the 1993-94 fiscal year. the came- development und
the lead teacher pilot units shall receive only the amount of State funds available for
school units participating tn a differentiated pay plan pursuant to the School
improvement and Accountability Act of 1989; they shall receive no State funding as
career develo ment pilot units in lead teat.her pilot units.

(c The local school improvement plan for each careei development pilot
program shall include a schedule of modifications to the career development
program. -This schedule shall result In an incremental reduction or increase, as
appropriate, in the amount of funds allovated for difterentated pay so that, for the
1993-94 fiscal year and subsequent fiscal years, the cost of the differentiated puy plun
equals the amount of State and local funds available for differentiated pay for schoolunits participating in differenuated pay plans putsuant to the School Improvement
and Accountability Act of 1989.

(d) If an employee in a career development pilot unit is recommended
for Career Status 1 or 11 and that status is approved by the loyal board of education
prior to the beginning of the 19119-90 school year, the local board of education muy
pay that employee a brinus or supplement to his regular salary. 1-or the 1989-90 fiscal
year only, thelocal board of education may use any State or local funds available toit for the career development pilot program to pay these bonuses or supplements.

37
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(el Effeetivt: at the beginning ol the 19H9-90 school year, an employee
may be con red for Careei Status 11 no earlier than his third year in Career Status
it an emplOyee may he considered tor Career Status III no earlier than his third year
in Career Status II.

(f) Any career ladder pilot project in a school amt that has resulted from
a merger of school units. within the last calendar year preceding the effective date qf
this act, may be modified by the local school board, upon the recommendation of tlfe
State Superintendent of Public Instruction and with the approval of the State Board
of Education. This modification shall require no more funds than allocated to the
particular project by the State Board of Education from funds appropriated to the
State Board of Education in Chapter 500 of the 1989 Session Laws, the Curre'
Operations Appropriations Asa of 1989.

Sec. 8.. The Depanment of Public Edumon shall report prior to May 1,
1990, end annually then-lifter, on the implementation of the School Improvement and
Accountibllity Act of 1989. to the chairmen of the Senate and House of
Representatives committees on education, appropriations, and appropriations on
education.

Sec. 9. Nothing in this act shall be construed to obligate the General
Assembly to appropriate any tends to implement the provisions of this act. .

S. 10. Thic act is effective upon ratifkation.
In the General Assembly read three timts and ratified this the 12th day of

August, 1989.

JAMES C. GARDNER

James C. Gardner
President of the Senate

I L MIWRETIC
J. L. Mavretie
Speaker of the !louse of Representatives

Senate Bill 2 7
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Key Provisions of Senate Bill 2
1989 General Assembly

ftwed ey maim ilwaveocm $un

I. Performance bawd Accousubility nropun
A Notary Cual"to import* student

It

performance"

State kind role
I Develop procedures for voluntavy kcal

perticipetinn to begin 199041
2. Develop guideline* which must Include 3

to 5 war student performance pals and
annual milestones to meow prove's.

3 identify indent measures which may
include attendance rate% dropout rates.
test EOM. parent Involvement post.
secondary outcomes.

4 May gnint waivers upon recOmmaidation
of State Superintendent.

II. Ilinefits of Wintery Leal Participation
A. Are exempt from state requirements to

fut.rrnt reports and plane.

It AM SUbted tojcnnanc, ,tan4Øs but
not opportvnsf er stalfirig ratio,
of State Accreditation Program.

C. May receive funds for differentiated pay.

D. may be allowed Increased flexibility on
spending state funds.

E May be vented waivers of laws,
resulatione end polkles that inhibit ability
to reach pain

f Shall use 2TAI for evaluming beelruting
reedier* during first 3 years of
vmmanti may develop other
approaches for leachers with career stow.

illements et Lea Plane
A. "Shall actively involve a substantial limber

of *Kim% school adminierstort, and
other Khasi staff In developing the kcal
school Improvement plan:

Shall include student performance pals
and strategies to attain:
/ Specific, measurable pals for all

indicators adopted by State Board, me"
econoenk factor. and previous
performance shall be UNIa.

2. Strateves shell be based on plans for
each echool unit developed Ivy principal
and the and in eech school

11111.41V6I consider a plan for diffeendated pay,
but unit mey elect not to participate in
the pay plan.

D. Mey request waiver with eiplenation of
how waives of laws. reflulebons m Polk**
w21 pm* local unit to reach local goals.

Diffstentfaled Pay-0016W
A. May include differentiated p" plan for all

certified staff Including administrator' bold
on the followinv
I Carter Development P1110 in CS115C.343.
2. Lead Trochee Moe !menu' in

CSII5C.363.21
3. WINS dmigned school.based

pedormanee plan sullied to guidelines
adopted by SON board.

4. A differentisted pay plan that State
Dosed Mlle has been successfuir
implemented la another stew.

5 Locally designed pin thet combines or
modifies the above dem

5. Requires moony vole by secret ballot of
"afreeeed paid certificated mstnietional and
mgructional support Neff and a majority of
tht afkcled oa.uf dministrators"

C Requires a majority vote I/ secret ballot
roily Mare yam lo continue, discontinue.
or modify that deferentImed pay plan."

D. Punding for units decting to participate in
PaY P4n.
I. 139041: 2% of teacher and administrator

salaries

2 leel.92: 3% of teacher and administrator
sainrie.

3. 19,243: 4% of teacher and admtnIstrator
solarise

4. 1993.94 and thereafter: Mt of teacher
and administrator eateries

L Shall pay added compensation as a -bonus
or euppismeor to regular salary failure to
motive edded bonus shall not be a
demotion under GS12,5C-323.

Plextbie Pendia.

A. In 114041. elate funds may be combined
ineo a single Merry for current funds for
instructional materials. supplies. and
equipment, todboOlia. OWN support. and
driven ed Kept ior fun& fir teachers In
drhem education.

II Local boards shall provide maximum
flexibility to individual schools.

39
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY or NORTH CAROI.1NA
1989 SESSION

RATIFIED BILL

CHAPTER 778
SENATE BII.L 2

AN ACT TO APPROPR1ATL FUNDS 10R THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
SCHOOL IMPROVEMMT AND ACCOUNTABILITY ALT OF 1989.

The General Assembly of Noith Carolina enacts:

Section I. Title of Act. -- This act may bc referred to as the 'School
Improvement and Accountability Act of 1989."

Sec. 2. Legislative Intent. It is the intent of the General Assembly that
this act be implemented with a minimum of regulations.

Sec. 3. Performance.b.esed Accountahility Program. - Article 16 of
Chapter !IX Of the General Statutes is amended by adding a new Part to read:

"fart 4, Performance.hased Accountability Program,
.11.. .1 a. JiretleenseaLAnd

witIPP-111r1'014.r:vallion shah develop and implement ayerformancecbmgd

gudent performance. The State ardi Education shall adopt;
(j) ?MCC arcs and_ guidelines throuch which. beginrtigg with the

1 year. local school administrative units may
atutwipate in e Program;

(21 Lida:lines for developing local school improvement plans with
three-to-five year student nerformancr._evals and annuaLmtlestones
puneasure progrow ;n meeting theve goals: and

(..11 A set of student Performance indicators for measurtog_And
assessint student performance in the participating local school

'4 II I 14 II

nirti

II JO

A" I I. ii I I

rocs. drgpgut rates, test scores. parent involvement. and post-
scondary outcomes,

.2. UseaLeenIchottloo_ le_Ihe Pratfalls voluntary: the...WM' of igral

IC wets in
the erformancc-based Accountability Piogram,

(b1 Local school admtP1Stratin units that norticipate in the Performance-based
Accountabilit ProtA=

re exempt kom State recuirementuo submit reports mid plans
I. . I ...I 11111 II I.. t I.

Public. &Luca on: they are not exempUrggi fedetal requirements
its submit marts and Atm to the_Deggaingiu.
Are subject tg the .gerformance standards, tun nut the gpnortunity
standards or Ie.i1AffinL ratios of thc State_accredgation Program.

performance standards in the Stale_Accreditation
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These tests shaj) he designed to measure progiess towaril )elec(e ompetencies.

especiallt core academic competencies described in the 5
W e 1 tude

slemqpgrating satisfactory academic 4rogross. cnil-siLcoutse and endi) zade test

results shall Ile_used in developing strategies and plans lor assisting lbw students m
agftlevInt satisfactory academic progress,"

Sec. 5. Testing for Comparisons of Stederit Achievement. - Effective

July I. 1992, G.S. 115C-174.11(u) reads as rewritten:

"(a). Annual Testing Program. 10-orteer-t.1-essess-the-effeetiveneas-ef-the

designated-as-c4iMe-frpartierpesiari-wi-suels-pregrasea-istay-be-eaelskied-fresn-the

the-typt-tor-types-ef-testa--te-be

used-in-the-testing I:tetras*:
Thc State Board of Education shall else adopt and provide to the local school

administrative units developmentally appropriate individualized acsessmem

instruments consistent with the Basic Education Program for the first and second
grades, rather than standardi/ed tests. Local school administrative units may use

these assessment instruments provided to them by the State Board for first and
second grade students, and shall not use standartlizeil tests. The State Board of

Education shall report to the Joint Legislative Commission on Governmental
Operations prior to May I. 1988. :Ind to the Senate and House Appropriations
Committees on Educmion prior to March I. 1989. on the assessment instruments it

develops.
Jf_the State Boaid of Education finds that testing in_eratles other than the first and

lecond grade is n=ssaly_to_loy_c_cooarmiajtph national indicators of student
achievement. Motioning shall be conducted wah_the smallest size sample of students

v II t
rewritten:

Sec. 6. Annual Report Cards for Schools. -- G.S. 115C-12(9) reads as

"(9) Miscellaneous Powers and Duties. -- All the powers and duties
exercised by the State Board of Education shall be in conformity
with the Constitution and s..hject to such laws as may be enacted
from time to time by the General Assembly. Among such duties
are:
a. To certify and regulate the grade and salary of teachers and

oil= school employees.
b. To adopt and supply textbooks.
C.

To adopt rules requiring all local boards of education to
implement the Basic Education Program cn an incremental
basis within funds appropriated for that purpose by the
General Assembly and by pelts of local government.

Thu Board shall develop a State accreditation program
that meets or exceeds the standards and requirements of the
Basic Education Program. The Board shall require each
local school administrative unit to comply with .the State

Senate Bill 2
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modified to reneti esults of Lod-ol-coutsc .and end-of-grade
tests. may seivc .1. the basis_ tor tieseloping the Joudent
....(fsstualt..e_totticaisos. wooed by the Maw rst.oct of Educatioq

tlatita.(4.,SJISsalal,
fJj May reccote funds WI dilleictitiated pay 'or teachers ad

adminigrators, in acconlanse with G.S. 115C :3N.4. if they elect tq
partitapate in a dilfor_ntuitil pay plan.
May touglowed tuts:wed fleapulity to the expenditure of Suite
ignth,:_*_ageAdaliglayish_gli, _mg:238L

(11 May bc awned walverb_of certain_ Stine Jaws, regulations. and
policies that inhibit their uhility jorcatli local accountability goals,
in accordance with G.S. I I5C-2718
Shall continue to use the Teacher Performance Appraisal
instrument (TPAII far tvaluating, beginning_ teachers during the
first three years ot their emplovinent. they may. however. develeaptcr evalna ion ppr hc.s rot teacherit who have
QUI&

"I 115C-2311.3. Matteis of local 0111111,

(Watt_ AmaLsif_raggaligng josaLlya,,....jullluniargal jut_thaulytiaLm
panic:112;1f, in the Prostrom Ahab sohnoL,Uocal school Improvemenkolan to the State,
Suminsendent of Elblic Instruction befeye April 15 of the fiscal year preceding thefiscal year in which panicittatton is sought, The local board of education shall
actively _Involve a. suhstanttal numher ot tetichsLholligueiglaisnumil Jahr&
scgool staff In developine the locaLwasuilamprovement platy

(ILLIfie_locajjshibilmojaysin h
goals established by the local hoirtl of edueation tor the loeaLschool administrative
unit antj(ii) the unit's strategies and Maim for attaipinyabeit,

The performance goals for I .
liggifiruinsaintjr,agmanounthatas_adsuurj112.ukluus
Board. Factors that determine gains in achievement vary from school toheol;

r r it ithg_LI4LeijoLimongziat jr,rjoLa
ased_aulizie asIs of the local schnpl improvement plait,

The strategics for attauung the leteal_latient perbumance goal. shall be_baud on
plans for each indiya) SA t Imi
of each school and his staff shall devektka plan tq,..arldress stvdeni performancegoals

nate to the,school from thosaAtablishetI kv the Ineal board of education,
he I 11 ii v u ilIi.,i 1

The JocaLplan shall inelude a plait tor differenttated ,pay. in accordance with
1 lK-238 4. unless the local school adintnisicaummuelega_apLigt_gatuciaatalminy
diffirentamcd onv Diaz

(I 'the local plan_may Indy
policies. 'Ile regpcst for 2 waiver shall tdcntify the State laws. regulations. or
policies that iubibil untes_ abibly LiLtsaelt its_ local acestuntabilav gsalLand

i will permiLthe local

I I SI II I

I, I II 1

papinjunI goals,
"6 IISC.13L4. Weirmthsied vev.

fa) Local school administrative unqs may incluttebefare not coked to include,
InAtecooneLytaff.eertified mst, riucitsiTals .vutiipo!i
ff . , , t .1 h

plans. Unijxelecting to incliulg_iliffraniato_Rgy_plans.in_thgiridiutalM2MYSML111
it.

2
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t\ locally desieped school-based per(ormanee. _orgen
limuations and guidelines arJapad by thy State -Oceird of
education;

(4) A differerni ctLD_
I I IIIIIIII

(11 Alcietilly deli rumcluclinz any ,ation_or_modiffcatlot

flalussauunstrt.hilcit(egLessaf j132isibuilLssacniiaLia

of _differentiated pay plan:_therefore-a_local board of_ethicatton that decjsteLthat &
ilifferentiated pay Ian should_be tncluded in itsiocaLsch improvement Rlan spell
or. . I II t II II . I/ I t'tIt.

VI I ., tiv_sec .7111M1V:!17: *1 -1* I I I

tpclude the proposed differentiated go_ plan in its_hic school imroye_me plan
only if_the proposed _olan has the itooroval of a maionty , of_ the aff paid
certi and_instru

I l

o II

. . , I

ea three years a tar a differentiated nay ',Ian _meshes such anproyal. the local
S. s t I tot, o 1 I I O t o) it I

tirsnliated pay plitn to a ted staff members for their review leructe, ,t
yeie shalLbe_by_secot t2allot. The_losaLboard_ of education shalL include the

puma o majority of the affect,. paid certi eatectlinini OTIQa ISS14111"1"13striketiand utsjructpc&I
Dr I.... .0 phi O. I 21 It

II t
ALI111141.ccitt

receive-SU `l I II O t ,..y.e

flu w. ffiiTTETITZTAIrr:
and the employ '

(2) J991-92: three ,
and_the employeessontributions for_social securq and retirement

(2) 1992-93: four percent (4%) of teacher and administratsig laMcs,
and the employer's contributions_for meal security and retirement
and

(4) 1993-94 and_ thereafter: seven percent (7%) of teacher and
administrator salaries. And the emolover's contributions for Soeiti
5ecualty onti retirement,

e_with this_section sh&lUx
implemcnicc; within State and locaLfunds available for dfferentiated

Id) Attainment_of the coutvalent_of Career Status_Lshail_be rewarded through &

*. , I 11

t

I ' I I1 ,

I II I , 1 a, I

iusastfully_samOcialut.11.

11, II I I

I , .

'it 111 I

.

II I . I II I

IIl .rtICat 1 I I

sonstrued as a demouon.ris that term is used in_G.S. 111C-12,1,

EQL/jggel_xcati.i/cgtaning_xtth_the_192121_51eal___year.__theState Board of
4 I Ii I II LI I 11 I I I I I I I .4

_fo
glegory The exiStinl catetones foi tnstructional matenets. stip tes an

v t Man
MiniaraftyLAMALIkratng_LQ
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participate -111 the mance-bawd Ai.vountabilitv Proirtam shill bc eligible to
receive this flexibl

Local boardLo education shaarovkle nummunalciobility in toe use of funds to
individ g tools_to enable then's° acs,simulish their indivjduaLschools goals,

I of local acboaLadminbarative unit deo by the Stgic11

swim
in) Prim tp iune. il) each ieStateSunerintcndent shall review local sehoet

in accordance with G.S. -238.3fel_ the te Suoerinte determing
whether and tp what extent_ the idenlcil...1aWs. relalitlions. or policies shoiggLbe
waivpd. The S Superintendent shot that_plaa_and his douunination to
thp Statefioar. of .ueati9n_ Sta of Educgtion deems it to

I 1, 1 I

only upon the recommen
LU

pf teacher
. 1, I I ' I

111.1,. *

us%
(11 ift&State regulations and lictes_CILSeat those_ baStatc

BaaEL schedulm arid cm oyec btnefits for schoo employees. thc
jostructional program t at must bc offered_ Tder _Me Banc
Ell ucanon Prosram. the_system of employment r public sctmot
t5ealiecchierLL acsnd. caodnimpinuirmtosershseti oautttcinn Gn.,Se... till:. in-t2iStn. uhmealitehuag

or..thrLichool_day_giayear- and_the Umform_Education Reporting
System,

fblIcggLichatil admintStrative um ii continue to_pattiragate In _the Provarn
ff , , , ,

1 It I

assistants, the use of State-adopted tratistagantl_ft
, I 1

I I I 141 I

w_miunimarissaLuhmairu)1 r. ii n

rscyalireelliStaate Suoerintendent in accordantisceactufgperformapee. as determined
they continue to achieve their I

goidchnes set by the State Bard of Education,
th locaLschool administrutive_units do not achieve their gags after two years.

We._ Department of Public Instruction shgll orovideihum_with technicaLassistance to

M. lc State Board o .ducation shalljlecide Woo steps shall he taken to improve
% I I e 6 6

the education of students in the unit,"
Sec. 4. End-of.course and End-ofgrade Tests. G.S. 11SC-174.14c)

reads as rewritten:
..

1 I *

II Iso long as (1) they dcmonstrat o *

heiased-tis-one-eriterien-brtteeorts-and-itseef-whuni--partennel-in-err4vin-at-atudent
greektimel-m-nishinirechnons.

(c) Enct-of-coursc and Znit-ol:srade tests. -- Mc Stale_ kloatcl of Education shall
II I I I l 1 V, 1 I
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accreditation program to the extent that funds have been
made available to thc local school administrative unit for
implementation of the Basic rducation Program.

The Boast' shall use the State accreditation Fogram to
monitor the implementation of the Basic Education
Program.

sl To 're

to improve student norformance and taking Into Amnon(

ibe tate's performance in comalLialln whit athe-rAgitna
This astitaillIclit shit) jolt into account demonist*.
eeunumic-ind other fat. that have_bets,affect
)tudsnt performapce,

d. 10 fmnulate rules and regulations for the enforcement of
the compulsory attendance law.

c. To manage and operate a system of insurance for public
school property, asprovided in Article 38 of this Chapter.

In making substantial policy changes in admmistration,
curriculum. or programs the Board should conduct hearings
throughout the regions of the State. whenever feasible, in older
that the public may be beard regarding these matters."

Sec. 7. Existing Career Development and Lead Teacher Pilot Programs.
(a) Notwithstanding the provkions of Article 24B of Chapter 115C of the

General Statutes. Article 24D of Chapter 115C of the General Statutes, or any other
provision of law, funding for the career development pilot projects and the lead
teacher pilot projects shall continue through the 1989-90 fiseal year: Provided.
however, that any additional compensation received hy an employee as a result of the
unit's participation in the pilot program for the 19149-90 fiscal year and for subsequent
fiscal years shall be paid as a bonus or supplement to the employee's regular salary.

Pending of these pilot projects shalt continue for sub-equent fiscal years
only if the ptlot units successfully submit local school improvement plans pursuant to
the Performance-based Accountability Program, during the 1989-90 school yea; and
during subsequent school years.

(b) Beginning with the 1993-94 fiscal year. the career development and
the lead teacher pilot units shall receive only the amount of State funds available for
school units participatmg in a differentiated pay plan pursuant to the School
Improvement and Accountability Act of 1989; they shall receive no State funding as
career develo ment pilot units lb lead terkher pilot units.

(c ) The local school improvement plan fur each career development pilot
program shall include a schedule of modifications to the career development
program..-This schedule shall result in an incremental reduction or increase, as
appropriate, in the amount of funds allocated for differentiated pay so that, for the
1993-94 fiscal year and subsequent fiscal years. the cost of thc differentiated pay plan
equals the amount of State and local funds available for differentiated pay for school
units participating in differentiated pay plans putsuant to the School Improvement
and Accountability Act of 1989.

(d) If an employee in a career development pilot unit is recommended
for Career Status I or II and that status Ls approved by the local board of education
prior to the beginning of the 19149-90 school year. the local board of education may
pay that employee a bdnus or supplement to his regular salary. hir the 1989-90 fiscal
year only, thelocal board of education may use any State or local funds available to
it for the career development pilot program to pay these bonuses or supplements.

6 Senate Bill 2
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Effcctivi: at the beginning ot the 1989.90 school year, an employee
inay he considered for (*atter Status it no earlier than hos third year in Career Status
I; an employee may he considered tor Career Status III no earlier than his third year
in Career Status II.

(f) Any career ladder pilot project in a school unit that has resulted from
a merger of school units, within the last calendar year preceding the effective date qf
this act, may be modified by the local school board, upon the recommendation of life
State Supenntendent of Public Insitruction and with the approval of the State Board
of EducatiOn. This modification shall require no more funds than allocated to the
particular prciect by the State Board of Education from funds appropriated to the
State Beard Of Education in Chapter 500 of the 1989 Session Laws, the Current
Operations Appropriations Act of 1989.

Sec. 8. The Department of Public Education shall report prior to May 1.
1990. and annually thereafter, an the implementation of the School Improvement and
Accountability Act of 1989. to the chairmen of the Senate told House of
Representatives committees on education, appropriations, and appropriations on
education.

Sec. 9. Nothing in this act shall be construed to obligate the General
Assembly to appropriate any tends to implement the provisions of this act. .

See. W. This act is effective upon ratification.
In the General Assembly rend three times and ratified this the 12th day of

August, 1989.

JAMES C. GARDNER

James C. Gardner
President of the Senate

J. L MAVRETIC

J. L. Mavretic
Speaker of the Itouse of Representatives

Senate Rili 2
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_- -EDMONDS SCHOOL DISTRICT
MON 04111 St. S.W., Lysprood, WA 004344715 (2114 575 7131

November 13, 1989

Di Slopbon Flok
COMO..

losft1blow

The Honorable Peter Smith
United States House of Repreentatives
Washings," D.C. 2031.5 .

Dear Representative Smith:

This is a follow-up to my letter dated October 30, 1989 in which I expressed no interest in

testifYing on behalf of my legislation deeigned to promote flexibility in the use of Federal
funds for pubiic edumo. Since I will not be pramt to testify before the House
Education end Labor bearing on November 16, IMO, I would like to subnitt this letter as

written tatimony.

BACKGROUS12

In terns of a brielbackground, I direct Federal and special programs for adistrict of 18,000
students, of whirls, approsimately 4,000 are saved by a combination of state and federal

compensatory resources. While we receive funding from several different Federal
emblems programs. ng., Chapter 1, Mora II, Indian Education tote, it is the restrictions
inherent in the EMI Oiepter I regulations that I will direct this testimony toward.

The philosophy of our school district is tbat positive educational reform is most likeb to

occur if it is initiated and supported at the individual building level. In addition, our
intespretation ci current educadocal research on 'at risk' students minoorts the need for
integrating ecimpemaloty and special education mous within the bt edirattion delivery

molel. Otto these two oximpts of 'site baled management* and 'pm= integration;
we challenge our schools to develop creative instroctional delivery systems and Fiction
that enure equity and excellence for all studems.

Unfortunately, as our schools have become more creative in their quest for true educational
reform, we are coutantly coming up against a variety of hurdles imposed either by direct

statutory in the Chapter I authorisation or by narrow interpretations
of statutory by the Department of Education. We have often found that the
restrictiveness of fading has made it impcssible for individual schools to fully
Implement their desired program even thouei there is ample evidence to suggest that the
desired program change is in the best interest of students.

Wein *W. Cawood*. taiw000d. alowolaw 1 wow. sod Wood***

50
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aaIMCUSSUBS

In oeder to Illustrate how present Chapter 1 regulations often inhibit the delivery of effective
programs for "at tisk' students, 1 will list specific examples of issues we have confronted
within the last three years.

1) IssaL(ustoomihasm: Many of our schools, after an extensive review of
the research, elected to pout 'cooperative learning peograms" to address the
needs &their low athieviq students. In a cooperative learning format, Chapter
I students work in mixed Why groups within their regular classroom. Despite
tbe proven effectiveness of cooperative learning programs, they ainnot be
bnplemented entirely using Chapter I fundine since 'non-Chapter I' students are
served 'bog with their Chapter I classmates.

Thus kola empire under the Chapter I repletion: which permit 'school wide
in width all students may benefit from Chapter I funds. The only

FiZt% is that in order to qualify for a school wide project, at least 75% of the
students trust meet 'poverty" criteria. In our school district, none of the schools
meet the 75% 'in poverty' criteria although we still have several thousand
disadvantaged students who need Chapter I support. The unfortunate paradox
is that the purpose of Chapter I legislation is to provide additional resourcm for
disadvantaled students, yet a proven program that has the greatest potential for
meeting students' needs cannot be fully funded under that legislation.

2) SkIlLikoping: While many of our schools pursued cooperative learning
=raothers elected to implement school wide "regrouping" for reading and

winh4ere students would be regrouped, across grade level, into instructional
groups &similar skills. Again, the school staffs used the best available research
as a guide to ensure that students would be skill grouped and not ability tracked.

In this type of delivery system, all teachers in the buildins teach basic math and
rseadicizt groups. Since this typically means inihsing Chapter I teachers and

Education teachers, the net effect is a lowering of class sire across the
entire building. In addition to the lower class silt, skill grouping allows
instruction to be adjusted to the unique learning preferences and needs of the
stndants.

Despite the proven efficacy of skill trouping, it also cannot be funded under
existing Chapter I regulation due to the 'supplement vs supplant" language. In
a skill grouping model, the Chapter 1 teacher is actually the mane or math
teacher of record which is interpreted as 'supplanting' by Chapter I program
monitors. Here again is the unfortunate paradox: Since the Chapter I students
are typically failing in their classroom reading or math program, it makes sense
to put them in a smaller group with a trained Chapter I reading or math
specialist for their buic instruction, yet this too is illegal under existing Chapter
I regulations.
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3) Coordination of SeMces: Within the present Chapter I authorization is language
nocsuraf4ns ooltool diotrioto to provid e.. sa...;.muul wusaluotluu Intwoon Chapter
I services and services provided to address children's handicapping conditions or
limited English proficiency. This request is quite laudable since the philosophy
of our school district is to provide services to students without labeling and
categorizing. This means that our schools are directed to group students
according to inetructional needs, not according to nbether or not they are
Chapter I, Special Education, or English As A Serond Language students. In
fact all of our programs are fully integrated so that the schools receive a block
ot funding for all of their "at risk" students rather than separate Chapter I, or
Special Education funding. The funding is based upon a compreheMve needs
INC4SMelt designed to distribute a greater proportion of funds to schools with
higher numbers of "at risk* students.

With respect to issues such as eity, and the social consequences of categorical
labels, tbe philosophy of "not bbeling" students is supported in virtnalty all
educational circles. Unfortunately the Chapter I pogram as well as all other
Federal programs, contains revilatory language a anst the "oo. of funds.

This means that we are forced to keep detailed time and effort documentation
for all personnel who our fUnded out of Chapter L On one hand we are telling
our teachers not to label students at the school site, and in the next breath we
are asking them to keep a detailed accounting of haw manyminutes per day they
are spending with Chapter I students, Special Education students, etc.

I have attached a copy of our Student Funding Warm Report and
corresponding computer work sheet which we use to keep time and effort
documentation for all categorically funded personnel. As you can probably
visualize, this is one of the most labor intensive and least cost effective

Clestnurefinwavering - we are forced to maintain this documentation on a
we engage in. This is also an area in which our stateChapter I office

regular basis.

51312324Si ilillectioiritscoordination of services. SinCe we have elected to blend
4) : The issue of equipment purchases is actually a subset of

all categorical funds, we have had the same standard epplied to our equipment
purchases u we have the funding of personnel. If we were to buy a computer
out of Chapter I funds, only 'Chapter r students could use that computer. Uwe
were to buy a computer out of a combination of Chapter I, Special Education
and local &Ilan, fans and effort documentation is required to ensure that the
portion of time Chapter I students use the computer coincides with the
percentage of Chapter I funds spent on the computer. The Chapter 1 provam
monitors have told us that we would need to maintain an equipment log detailing
who uses the computer and for how much time.

Due to tbe restrictive interpretation oVarmingling" funds, I have elected not to
purchase any equipment with Federal funds. Our belief in not labeling students
is too strong to allow us ro engage in the repugnant procedure of maintaining
student time and effort logs for equipment. This is unfortunate since there are
some very effective computer assisted instruction programavailable for "at risk*

students.

52
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HECOMMEISDATIQNS

It has become clear that nothing short of major school restructuring is going to adequately
address the public education dilemma facing this country. In that regard it seems to me
that Congress should be supporting the development of innovative programs. With that in
mind, I recommend that Congress establish a "Pilot Schools' project which cocourages
School districts to develop innovative programs for 'at risk' students. School districts who
participate in the project would be granted certain wain from Chapter I restrictions,
particulariy the mettiedon on Wide Projects' wham schools must meet tbe 7596
poverty requirement in order to implement a total school program. Whether or not °non-
Chapter r students AliSiVe program benefit from Chapter I funftg is immaterial, as long
as schools can show that eligible Chapter I students are making suhral progress.

Since the by factor in program deselopment is the ability to document mbstanthd
Z&resfor I orients, school districts that perticipate in the Filot Schools project

sIhs:ve to meet certain criteria for researeb design. Through the flexibility to &relop
innovative programs w:thout restrictions, and a controlled research design,
school would be able to report back to Congress valuable InformationP:=Palcoul
ba used for future policy development.

SUM&SILY.

As the champions oi the disadvantaged are quick state, the restrictions inherent in
categorical funding are necasary to ensure that fun& get to the truly oeedy children. I,
too, have beam committed to disadvantaged students for many years, and have the some
level of concern. However, I an rate the following without reservation: Until we
empower teachers, principals and parents at the local school level with the flexibility and

Mabufty to make important program, inaniction, and curriculum decisions, all tbe
restrictions in the world are not going tn prevent disadvantaged students from

falling farther behind. We must give schools the froilont.12.1sgerhanni nod hold them
Accomatahla for student progress.

If we are to break out of the traditional paradigm that has governed public education for
the last one hundred years, we must insist on, and reward local et/nesters for going out on
the 'cutting edge' of program innovation. The Federal government certainly has an
important role to play in this process. I wou/d be most eager to provide any further insight
or assistance in that pursuit.

Sine= ly,

Stephen Fink
Director of Federal Programs

5 3
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EDMONDS SCHOOL DISTRICT IS
FEDERAL PROGRAMS

STUDENT FUNDING CATEGORY REPORT

The purpose of the Student Funding Category Report is to provide accurate time and
effort documentation for categorical program tea. thers and educational assistants. For
each classroom period, teachers must indicate the length of the period, and how many
Chapter I, 1AP (State Compensatory Education Pantiles), Special Education, Basic
Education (non-eligible students) and ESL students are being served.

As you can see from the attached computer report for one of our instrocton, she was
=appradmetely 81% of her time with °vire 1 students, 696 with Special

and 12% with Basic Education. Under present restrictions with respect to
'co-mingling' of funds, we are forced to align our payroll with the corresponding
permnar of time she is spending with each 'type" of student This means that she
must be ftmded out of three different budgets for the esact amount of time indicated on

the reFon.

Needless to say this process becomes an accounting nightmare. It is also exacerbated by
the fact that our instructional groups remain fluid. This means that the proportion of
time our teachers are spending with any category of students is constantly changing.
Theoretically we are supposed to be changing our payroll every time a teacher's time
and effort documentation changes.

rs '4
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November 15, 1989

53 l-cesgroragArnals eweismp
FOR MORINO

The Honorable Peter Smith
U.S. HMSO of Representatives
1020 Longworth Rouse Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Representative Smith:

The Americen Association of School Adsinistrators (LISA), vould like to thank
you for introducing H.R. 3347 to create demonstration programs regarding the
stablishment of education performanoe agreements. A number of federal
programs have provided leadership to local prograas re," disadvantaged
students.

Perforsanoe agreements are important because restruoturing standardise tests
will not mow if WAS emphasis is placed on achievement rather than
learning. Learning is not adequately described by standardised norm
referenced tests. Only if the quality of learning is explained, will
teachers, parents and students be able to use the information to promote
learning.

H.R. 3347 will encourage teachers, parents, oommunity leaders and
adainistrators to identify measures of the quality of learning. If in the
design of qualitative measures of learning it appears that some regulations
need to be waived (and ohildrens' rights protected), then modification of
re/dations should be considered. Unfortunately, the disoussion around H.R.
3347 has focuaed on deregulation rather than identification of qualitative
measure, of learning.

It is not olear that any regulations need to be waived to aotually partioipate
in this demonstration. There is no hard evidence) that allowing waivers of
some prognma regulations would improve student performanoe But there may be
looal situations where experimentation with progress oould improve student
learning. Those opportunities, if struotured to involve parents and proteot
the constitutional and procedural rights of ohildren, should la examined.

AASA supports your effort to explore education performance agreements and
stands ready to participate ln the discussions about how to maks that happen.

Sincerely,

evek
Bruoe Run
Aasociato Executive Direotor
Office of Governmental Relations

(703)52e-0700 Far g03) eotso
1601 Nati Moore Street Arlhatort Wulnlo 21209

Eaud (MOW
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November 15, 1989

Representative Peter P. Smith
1020 LSOD
Washington, D.C. 20515-4501

Dear Peter;

I au very pleased to offer my support for the Educational
Performance Agreement for school Restructuring Act. This
represents a very important step in the growing commitment to
swap state and federal red tape for improved results.

The bill is premised upon a number of principles which must
be the cornerstone of any efforts to restructure our schools.
First, and moat importantly. any agreesent to relax or waive
oertain regulations or fundirq provisions are based on improved
student performance. We must focus restructuring oft local
efforts to define very high performance in schools. Although a
rejuvenated curriculua, shared decision-making among educators,
and an isproved school clisate might also be achieved through
restructuring, this bill is based on student performanoe.

Another key concept represented in the bill is partnership.
Not only does it encourage a collaborative effort by the school,
parents, and the community to improve performance, but it
effectively links local, state and federal resources to
accomplish that goal.

In Vermont the Governor, the State Soard of Education, the
Legislature and Business Leaders have joined together to
establish a grant program to challenge Vermont schools to
reinvent for very high performence for all students. The initial
response has been very positive, with 63 teams from local schools
and school districts involved in a network which is exploring the
restructuring process.
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Smith. Before Governor Kean
comes forward, are there any other members who would like to
make an opening statement?

Mr. Good ling?
Mr. GOODLING. I would like to read a note to the governor from

Marge Roukema. Mrs. Roukema this morning is unable to be here
because there is a hearing at the same time of her Labor Manage-
ment Subcommittee and she is the ranking member, so she feels
she has to be there, but she wants to acknowledge and congratulate
the leadership of Governor Kean in the field of education.

His accomplishments in the state of New Jersey should serve as
a model to other states. We are fortunate to have him here before
us .oday.

Mi. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Good ling. Mr. Bartlett?
Mr. BARTLE-ff. Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the brief amount

of tim9. I want to say that I think this is a revolutionary hearing
and some revolutionary ideas in which Mr. Smith's legislation and
the subject of this hearing is one of the most refreshing items of
public policy change that this Congress has seen in over a decade.

It is revolutionary in that it wil7 nt!t 1 .,ucation results first to be
measured by its impact on stude it's ii. this country obtaining an
education, strengthening their acPdemics and obtaining the kind of
education that this country needs.

It is revolutionary in that the changes proposed by this legisla-
tion and by these witnesses would empower parents, principals,
teachers, school board members and others directly in control of
local education, empower those with the ability to make those
changes that are long overdue.

It seems to me that the empowerment agenda of education has
two parts. It has the part that is contained in this bill directly, and
that is decentralization of decision, to allow people in the school-
house to make educational decisions, and it has the other part, the
flip side, and that is empowering parents to be able to be in control
of the educaticaal agenda for their own students.

So we decentralize education at the schoolhouse level and we em-
power parents to be able to make decisions for their own children.

I look forward to both this hearing and the legislative results of
this hearing.

Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. HAYES. Mr. Chairman, if I may?
Mr. POSHARD. Yes, Mr. Hayes?
Mr. 1/11/ES. I passed up my opportunity when you looked this

way, because in deference to the Governor's time frame which he is
operating in, but since my colleagues on the other side seem to dis-
regard it I think I may infringe upon a little of it, too.

I am one of the cosponsors of this piece of legislation. I think it is
a good bill. It should be passed by this House.

But it is not without faults. Somewhere during the deliberation I
would hope that we can strengthen it in ways that might enhance
the fulfillment of its purpose. As we get into the specifics of it I
will bring out some of the things that I think need to be changed.

I have been contacted by some of the organizations who are in-
terested in education and certainly want to do something to see
this pass. We want to make sure ,,hat those who we are trying to
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help secure an education are not overlooked and neglected because
of some things that we left out of this piece of legislation. I just
want to get that into the record.

Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Hayes.
Governor Kean, we thank you for taking the time and coming to

be with us on such a terrible morning outside. We appreciate your
patience. You can begin.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE THOMAS H. KEAN, GOVERNOR
OF STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Governor KEAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Congress-
man Goodling and members of the committee. I want to thank you
very much for the opportunity to testify in support of this bill toestablish a national demonstration program for educational per-
formance agreements.

Several months ago I talked to a school superintendent from the
town of Paramus, New Jersey. Paramus has really one of the finest
school systems in our state. In fact, Education Secretary Cavazos
has recently honored Paramus High School for its excellence.

One of the reasons Paramus has done so well is its creativity.
Last year i,s, superintendent, Harry Galinsky, and the school board
thought they had found a great new way to help three-year-olds
before they ever got behind.

You see, they wanted to use Chapter 1 money to create a model
preschool program, but, you see, there are problems with the legal
technicalities of Chapter 1. When Harry Galinsky asked for a
waiver to create that program for three-year-olds the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education had no choice, it said, but to turn him down. A
great idea died, and in that district there are at-risk children today
who lost out.

This is not the only time this kind of thing has happened. During
the past thirty years we have talked about often fundamentally
changing the way that our schools operate. There have been an
awful lot of false starts, more than a Redskins-Giants game almost.

The time to tu,sit:ite is through. It is t ime to put up or shut up in
this area, I believe. 1 am not usually a betting man, but this bill, I
think, amounts to a wager that the Nation cannot afford to pass
up.

We must be willing to bet that if schools are given more freedom
then they will seize that opportunity, that they will invent daring
new programs and that they will tailor those programs to the kids
who need help the most.

I know it worries some people. I know there are some people who
fear change, but I thought of what Abraham Lincoln said over a
hundred years ago, that "The dogmas of the quiet past are inad-
equate to confront the stormy present, so we must think anew and
we must act anew."

Today our schools are inadequate to confront the problems of the
present and the opportunities of the future, particularly for our
poorest children. All students, however, are being shortchanged.

The kids from Princeton, the kids from Grosse Point, the kids
from Greenwich, they are lucky. They have wealthy parents who, if
they don't like what is going on they pluck them right out of the
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public schools and they send them to the best private academies
that money can buy.

But that is not true, of course, of the poor kids. Somebody has
got to watch out for those kids whether they come from Newark or
Detroit or New Haven or wherever. That is why I think we have to
do everything in our power to foster change in their interest.

I am very proud of the job the Federal Government has done and
I respect tremendously the members of this committee for their
work, but I don't think any of us can feel that is yet enough.

The current law shortchanges our children and this legislation, I
believe, will make sure that our kids get a fair chance.

Governors and a number of other people have shown that we are
willing to take risks in a sense so that our nation is no longer at
risk. Three years ago we published "A Time for Results." It out-
lined the changes we believed were needed.

I helped write the National Governors Association policy on ele-
mentary and secondary education. That policy boils down to two
principles. First, we have to get the money to the children who
need it the most. Secondly, we must have the same high academic
standards for every child no matter where he or she goes to school.

That is what we told the president at the Charlottesville summit
and the president, we found, agreed with us.

In New Jersey we have already made thirty-eight education re-
forms that changed the way our schools do business.

Frankly, it took some doing. There was a lot of opposition but we
have hard evidence now that our schools are getting better, not
worse.

Two changes in particular were considered risky, and yet they
are as important as anything else we have done. We chartered a
new means to license teachers, the alternate route. We were the
first state in the country to do that. A lot of people thought that
wasn't right.

A lot of people opposed it. Our state's largest teachers' union was
very skeptical at the beginning, but we went forward and now all
of those people applaud the program.

We can certify bright and talented liberai arts graduates who did
not happen to get education degrees, and it has infused new blood
into the teaching corps. These men and women score higher than
the traditionally trained teachers in the National teachers' exami-
nation.

Most importantly, to me, through this program we are now at-
tracting more minority teachers than ever before, twice as many as
we used to before when we just had the traditional teaching pro-
grams. Teaching is again respected in New Jersey.

Now, thanks to our reforms, we have four people in the state
vying for every single teaching job that is open. There is no teach-
ing shortage anymore in our state.

I was eager to start an experimental program like that but I was
reluctant to carry out another program, School Takeover, because I
believe local control of schools is the best control, but I believe in
accountability and educational opportunity even more.

That is why I fought for three years against tremendous odds to
have the right to take over districts that after six or seven years
simply failed our children.
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When schools fail to educate children year after year it is time
we didn:t blame the children anymore but perhaps blamed the
schools.

This past summer we took over the educationally bankrupt
schools in Jersey City, where classes were held in supply closets,
students used textbooks written in 1970, the school district was doc-
umented to spend all sorts of money for jobs frankly for political
cronies instead of educators.

In one case Jersey City paid a political person over $20 thousand
a year and made him the supervisor of fire extinguishers.

Now we are setting priorities right in that school district. The
state-appointed superintendent has put up signs that sum up our
philosophy: "Jersey City Public SchoolsKids Come First."

Teachers are excited. Parents are back in the schools participat-
ing. Community people are back involved. Soon those kids will get
what is coming to them, and that is a decent education.

I guess what I am saying is that providing quality education
today in this country, I think, involves taking some risks. That is
just what Congressman Smith's bill does.

This bill commits school districts to higher academic achieve-
ment, and in return for that we commit ourselves to giving them
flexibility in dealing with Federal and state regulations. It is a
trade of professional freedom for accountability.

The trade will be represented in a contract, the Educational Per-
formance Agreement, which will be accepted by the Federal, state
and local participants. Local school and business leaders, parents
and teachers would fashion a long-term plan to improve the
schools.

To me this is a wonderful opportunity. The Harry Galinskys of
this world will be able to save the three-year-olds that they see in
danger, particularly in urban areas. Reformers will have a new
tool to use. Teachers will be excited, I think, by what they can do.

Now, I know that changing any law shouldn't be done lightly.
Any Federal law represents the combined wisdom of Congress and
of the Executive Branch.

If we change a law we must only do it foi a compelling reason.
Saving children who are not getting the schooling they need, to me,
is a compelling reason.

Our schools were built a lot like the New Jersey state house. One
wing was built two hundred years ago. Another wing was added
forty years later, two other wings fifty years later, and by 1989 we
have an architectural hodgepodge and one greatly in need of
repair.

That is what I think we are doing right now. When I sit in my
state house office I can hear the drills and hammers and we are
rebuilding the house of state government in our state.

Now I think we have to do the same thing with the state's
schoolhouses. The old ways are jerry-built and no longer work very
well. We have to simply change and reform them.

Restructuring our schools is not done with drills or hammers. It
starts with good laws. It must be done delicately and correctly. It
must be done by craftsmen such as Chairman Hawkins and the
members of this committee.
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This bill reaches the subtle balance that we need to improve our
schoOls in . a fair and responsible manner. I believe the time has
,como to enact it. I believe that if you do enact it you will leave a
legtiq of lasting reform for our children.

This is a gamble, but it is a gamble, I think, that we simply can
no longer afford to pass up.

I thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Thomas H. Kean followsl
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TESTIMONY OF
GOVERNOR THOMAS H. KEAN

DEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
NOVEMBER Is, 140E,

CHAIRMAN HANKINS AND HEWERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE, I WANT TO
THANK YOU POR THE OPPORTUNITY TO TESTIFY TODAY IN SUPPORT OP
THI2 SILL TO ESTASLISH "A NATIONAL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM FOR
EDUCATIONAL PIRPORNANCE AOREEPOINTS."

SEVERAL MONTHS ASO, I TALKED TO A SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
:14:112::RANUS0 NEN JERSEY. PARAMUS HAS ONE OP THE PINEST SCHOOL

IN WV STATE. IN PACT, EDUCATION SECRETARY CAVA/CSRa LY HONORED PARAMUS HIGH SCHOOL FOR XTS EXCELLENCE.

ONE OF THE REASONS PARAMUS HAS DONE SO WELL XS ITS
CREATVITY.

LAST YEAR, SUPERINTENDENT HARRY ALINSKY AND THE SCHOOL
THOUGHT THEY HAD FOUND A GREAT NEN WAY TO HELP 2019EAR OLDS

MERE IN DANGER OP PALLING BEHIND.

THEY WANTED TO USE CHAPTER I MONEY TO CREATE A MODEL
CMOOL PROGRAM. SUT THERE WERE PROSLEMS WITH THE LESAL
CALITIES OF CHAPTER I.

AND WHEN HARRY ALINSKY ASKED FOR A WAIVER TO CREATE THIS
PRaSEAM, THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION HAb NO CHOICE SUT TO

HICH DONN. A GREAT IDEA DIED AND THOSE AT'AISK CHILDREN
Lor OUT. I'M SAD TO SAY THIS IS NOT THE ONLY TIME THIS SORT OP

HAS MArr..0..D.

DURING THE PAST 30 YEARS, NE HAVE TALKED ASOUT
PU AHINTALLY CHANGING THE NAY OUR SCHOOLS OPERATE. THERE HAVE
SUN MORE FALSE STARTS THAN DURING A REDSKINIPIPIANTS GAME.

THE TIME TO HESITATE IS THROUGH. IT IS TIME TO PUT UP OR
UP.

31

I'M NOT USUALLY A BETTING MAN, SUT THIS SILL ESSENTIALLY
20 LS DOWN TO P. WAGER THIS NATION CAN'T APPORD TO PASS UP.

WE MUST BE WILLING TO SET THAT IF SCHOOLS ARC GIVEN MORE
FRBEDOM THEY'LL SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY TO INVENT DARING NEW
PRCGRANS TAILORED TO CHILDREN WHO MOST NEED OUR HELP.

THIS WORRIES SONE PEOPLE. THEY PEAR CHANGE.

SUT AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN SAID MORE THAN 100 YEARS ASO, "THE
DOOMAS OF THB QUIRT PAST ARE INADEQUATE TO CONFRONT THE STORMY
PRESENT. 20 NE MUST THINK ANEW AND ACT ANEW." TODAY, OUR

SC;OOTHE OPPORTUNITIES OF THE FUTURE.
LS ARE INADEQUATE TO CONFRONT THE PROBLEMS OF THE PRESENT

AN
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ALL STUOENTS ARE BEING SHORTCHANGED. THE KIDS FROM

PRZ MON/ GROSSE POINT AND GREENWICH ARE LUCKY. THEY HAVE
WEAI.THY PARENTS WHO CAN PLUCK THEM FROM PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND SEND
THE4 TO THE BEST PRIVATE ACMDEMIES MONEY CAN BUY.

i

1 BUT WHAT ABOUT THE POOR KIDS? WHO'S WATCHING OUT FOR THR
KID* IN NEWARK: DETROIT AND NEW HAVEN?

I

i THAT IS WHY WE MUST DO ALL IN OUR POWER TO POSTER CHAN8E.

I

1
I'M PROUD OP THE JOX DONE SY THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AND

MISER* OF THIS COMMITTEE. BUT IT'S STILL NOT ENOUGH. THE

MA SURE THE KIDS GET A PAIR CHANCE.
LAW HORTCHANGES OUR CHILDREN. THIS LEGISLATION WILL

!
GOVERNORS AND OTHERS HAVE SHOWN THAT WE ARE WILLING TO TAKE

K IS** *0 THAT OUR NATION It NO LONGER AT RISK. THREE YEARS AGO,

WEI PUBLISHED A TIME ma RESULTS. IT OUTLINED THE

CMAINGES WE BELIEVED WERE NEEDED. AND I HELPED WRITE THE

NATUNAL GOVERNORS' ASSOCIATION POLICY ON ELEMENTARY AND

SECONDARY EDUCATION.

THAT POLICY BOILS DOWN TO TWO PRZNCIPLES.

1. WE MUST GET THE MONEY TO THE CHILDREN WHO NEED IT THE1RR E
2. AND WE MUST HAVE THE SAME HIGH ACADEMIC STANDARDS FOR

EVEY CHILD. NO MATTER WHERE HE O SH GOES TO SCH001,.

THAT'S WHAT WE TOLD THE PRESIDENT AT THE CHARLOTTESVILLE
IT. HE AGREED WITH US.

VI NEW JERSEY. WE'VE ALREADY MADE 38 EDUCATION REFORMS THAT

CHANGE THE WAY OUR SCHOOLS DO BUSINESS. FRANKLY/ THAT TOOK $OME

w BUT NOW THEY'RE GETTING SITTER, NOT WORSE.

1
TWO CHANGES IN PARTICULAR: WERE CONSIDERED RISKY/ ANO YET

THEY ARE AMONG THE MOST IMPORTANT REFORMS 2 WILL LEAVE BEHIND.

I

1

MST OF ALL/ WE CREATED A NEW MEANS TO LICENSE TEACHERS:

THE "ALTERNATE ROUTE." WELL MEANING PEOPLE OPPOSED US. OUR

S VATE'llt LARGEST TEACHERS UNION THOUGHT WE'D BE BRINGING GUINEA

FIXS INTO THE CLASSROOM. BUT WI WENT FORWARD. AND NOW EVEN THE

CR TICS APPLAUD THE PROGRAM.

NOW WE CAN CERTIFY BRIGHT AND TALENTED LIBERAL ARTS

0R;DUATES WHO DIDN'T GET EDUCATION DEGREES.
IT'S INFUSED NEW

B L OD INTO THE TEACHING CORPS. MANY OF THESE MIN AND WOMEN
SCORE HIGHER THAN THE TRADITIONALLY TRAINED TEACHERS ON THE

TEACHERS EXAM.

;
MOST IMPORTANTs WE ARS ATTRACTING MORE MINORITY TEACHERS

THAN EVER -- TWICE AS MANY THROUGH THE ALTERNATE ROUTE AS

THROUGH TRADITIONAL PROGRAMS. TEACHING IS AGAIN RESPECTED 2N
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NEW JERSEY. THANKS TO OUR REFORMS WE NOW HAVE FOUR PEOPLE VYING
FOk EVERY ONE TEACHING OPENING.

I WAS EAGER TO BEGIN THE ALTERNATE ROUTE. OUT I WAS
RELLICTANIT TO CARRY OUT ANOTHER IMPORTANT REFORM: SCHOOL
TAKZOVEk. I BELIEVE LOCAL CONTROL OP PtCHOOLS IS THE BEET
C ROL.

BUT I BELIEVE IN ACCOUNTABILITY AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
EVER MORE., THAT'S WHY I FOUGHT FOR THREE YEARS AGAINST GREAT
0001 TO HAVE THE RIGHT TO TAKE OVER FAILING SCHOOL DISTRICTS.
WHE SCHOOLS FAIL TO EDUCATE THEIR CHILDREN YEAR AFTER YEAR,
IT'S TIME THAT THEY GET THE "P," NOT THE CHILDREN. THE CHILDREN
DES EVE BETTER. THIS PAST SUMMER WE TOOK OVER THE EDUCATIONALLY
D RUPT SCHOOL SYSTEM IN JERSEY CITY.

CLASSES WERE HELD IN SUPPLY CLOSETS. STUDENTS USED
TEXfrBOOKS WRITTEN IN 1970. THE SCHOOL DISTRICT SPENT MILLIONS
ON 4051 FOX POLITICAL CRONIES. IN ONE CASE, JERSEY CITY PAID A
POL ICALLY CONNECTED FELLOW $23,000 A YEAR TO BE THE SUPERVISOR
OP IRE EXTINGUISHERS.

NOW PRIORITIES ARE BEING SET RIGHT. THE STATEAPPOINTED
S U RINTENDENT HAS PUT UP SIGNS THAT SUN UP OUR PHILOSOPHY.
"JE5IIY CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS -- KIDS FIRST." AND SOME DAY SOON
TH E KIDS WILL GET WHAT'S COMING TO THEM A DECENT EDUCATION.

PROVIDING A QUALITY EDUCATION TODAY ENTAILS TAKING RISKS.
T 'S JUST WHAT PETER SMITH'S BILL DOES. THIS BILL COMMITS
SCIOOL DISTRICTS TO HIGHER ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN RETURN FOR
FL IBILITY IN DEALING WITS FEDERAL AND STATE' REGULATIONS.
IT'I A TRADE OF PROFESSIONAL FREEDOM FOR ACCOUNTABILITY.

EDULATIONAL PERFORMANCE AGREEMENT, WHICH WOULD BE ACCEPTED BY
THI TRADE WOULD BE REPRESENTED IN A CONTRACT, THE

MU
1:FIDERAL, STATE AND LOCAL PARTICIPANTS. LOCAL SCHOOL AND
NESS LEADERS, PARENTS AND TEACHERS WOULD FASHION A LONGTERM

pulp TO IMPROVE THEIR SCHOOLS.

THIS IS AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY. THE HARRY GALINSKYS OF
THIS WORLD WILL BE ABLE TO SAVE THE THREP.YEAROLDS THEY SEE
IN 'DANGER. REFORMERS WILL HAVE A NEW TOOL TO USE.

ICHANGING ANY LAW IS NOT TO BE DONE LIGHTLY. A FEDERAL LAW
REPRESENTS THE COMBINED WISDOM OF CONGRESS AND THE EXECUTIVE
B RANCH. IF WE CHANGE A LAW, WE MUST DO SO FOR ONLY A COMPELLING
K amm.

SAVINS CHILDREN WHO APN'T GETTING THE SCHOOLING THEY NEED
II COMPELLING REASON.

OUR SCHOOLS WERE BUILT A LOT LIKE THE NEW JERSEY
STA EHOUSE. ONE WINO WAS BUILT 200 YEARS AGO. ANOTHER WING WAS
ADDED 40 YEARS LATER, TWO OTHER WINGS, 30 YEARS LATER. BY 1989,
WE HAVE AN ARCHITECTURAL HODGEPODGE IN GREAT NEED OF REPAIR.
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THAT'S WHAT WE'RE DOING RIGHT NOW. WHEN I SIT IN MY
STATEHOUSE OFFICE I CAN HRAR THE DRILLS AND HAMMERS AS WE
sespno THE STATE'S NOUSE OF GOVERNMENT.

1
NON NI MUST DO THE SAMS NZTH THE STATES" SCHOOLHOUSES. THE

OLD MAYS NO LOESER WORK VERY WILL. WS MUST REMODEL THEN.
;

RESTRUCTURING OUR SCHOOLS UNIT DONE WITH DRILLS OR
ErSi. IT STARTS WITH SOC8 LAWS. IT MUST BR DONE DELICATELY

CORRECTLY. IT MUST SE DONE SY CNA/MINIM SUCH AS CHAIRMAN
NS AND THE MENSERS OP THIS SUBCOMMITTEE

IMP
THE
REP

TO

THIS SILL ROACHES THE SUBTLE SALANCE THAT we NEED TO
OVS OUR SCHOOL! IN A PAIR AND RESPONSISLE MANNER. I BELIEVE
TINS HAS COMB TO ENACT ST AND LEAVE A LESACY OP LASTING

ORM FOR OUR KIDS.

AS I SAID AT THE OUTSET, THIS XS A GAMSLE WE CAN'T AFFORD
PAss UP.

THANK YOU.
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Governor. I might ask at this point, if
there are no objections, since Mr. Albert Shanker, President of the
American Federation of Teachers. must leave at 10:30, if we could
go ahead and let him give a short testimony at this point in time
and then take questions from the committee for both panel mem-
bers.

Mr. Shenker?

STATEMENT OF ALBERT SHANKER, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

Mr. SHANKER. Thank you very much. I am sorry to do this, but I
am due to give a report at the AFL-CIO convention. This is our
last morning and I do have to get back there.

I do have a written statement, but I wish to say that there will
be some extensive changes in that in the next day or two. I will
submit those to you. I say that up front because the statement was
put together on the basis of many of our previous policies, and I
think you will see in the changes that there is a shift that is in-
volved here along the lines that Governor Kean mentioned; that is,
we are very concerned that the populations targeted in the legisla-
tion continue to be the recipients of the additional assistance. We
are concerned that with a lifting of regulations local authorities
may shift the resources and may not accomplish the purposes.

However, we think that that does need to be done in a way
which is indicated; that is, along the lines of the spirit of this legis-
lation, which is that we need to move toward a system that deals
with results rather than a system that deals with bureaucracy and
rules and regulations which essentially tie the system up and, for
very good reasons in terms of trying to make sure that the right
kids are targeted, prevent you actually from doing the things that
you should be doing with those kids.

The extent to which this is, and indeed it does move us from a
series of inputs to the discussion of what are the results, I think it
is very good.

I have a few comments on the provisions of the legislation. They
are intertwined. One has to do with the fact that the goals are, in a
sense, negotiated among a number of groups locally.

I think that we need to be clear on what the goals are and I be-
lieve that you ought to consider a kw goal definitions in the legis-
lation.

I was very happy to see the education summit deal with this, and
indeed it was a surprising and shocking and historic result but I
think one that makes a lot of sense.

I do not think we can agree that everybody should read "Julius
Caesar" or "Silas Marner," but I do think we can all agree that we
want as many of our kids to leave school with the highest levels of
reading ability possible and with the highest levels of writing abili-
ty and with the highest levels of ability to deal with numbers and
mathematical concepts.

Now, there are lots of ways of achieving those, so we can still
leave an awful lot to state and local control. You can get to be
highly literate, a good reader and a good writer writing and read-
ing all kinds of different things. We do not have to mandate that.

C;)
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What we ought to be doing is at the end assessing those things
that we want to get, because what we are going to get out of the
system is what we test. That leads me to a few of the other things
here, which deals with, for instance, increases in student perform-
ance outcomes higher than that previously demonstrated.

Well, what is now previously demonstrated, basically the only
tests we have got out there are standardized multiple choice tests.
That means there is no test in writing. The results show it, that
only 2.6 percent of our graduating high school seniors are able to
write a decent letter or an essay. Well, if we do not test it nobody
is going to spend any time on it.

So the minute you say that it is going to be done on a basis of
tests that are already there and have been previously demonstrat-
ed, you are knocking out writing as a mandated standard. I think
that is a terrible mistake, because writing is not just a technical
skill. It is the organization of ideas. It is the ability to persuade. It
is thinking about what the other person is thinking and how to
reach them. It is more fundamental, perhaps, than anything else,
and yet that would be excluded here. So I would strongly urge that
that be rethought. I would also strongly urge that even in the pre-
viously demonstrated reading the ability to guess at five alterna-
tives on a multiple choice test does not really tell you whether any-
body can read anything.

Real reading material doesn't come that way. If the world were
made up of jobs where every job gave you five things to choose
from, we would have the world's greatest experts. That is what our
schools teach. They teach you how to select from among five alter-
natives that are put in front of you, a passive type of knowledge
three are ridiculous, then guess.

That is what we are goinc to get. You are going to get more
people pushing for that ridicu;ous sort of thing. As long as you are
changing these things, let's make the measures the things that we
really want to get out of tn. system.

Now, that leads me to another issue here which is very closely
related, and that has to do with the year-by-year assessment. I am
strongly in favor of assessment. During all the years of the 1970s,
when there were a lot of people who came out against assessment
because kids would feel terrible if they failed a test, I appeared
here before this committee to say that if a kid failed a test he
should feel bad maybe he will work harder the next time, try
harderand that the American people are not going to spend hun-
dreds of billions of dollars without knowing what is going on, and
that we need testing for research to find out what is broke and
what needs to be fixed and what ain't broke.

So I approach this from a point of view as a staunch supporter of
testing and assessment, but why don't you say you are going to test
at least once a year?

The more often you test, the smaller the bits and pieces you are
going to be testing for and the less significant they become. It is
like that old saying about college specialization, that we know
more and more about less and less, until eventually we know ev-
erything about nothing at all.
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That is the kind of thing that you get. Also, the business that if
scores decline over a two-year period the demonstration gets shut
downI do not think that is an adequate period.

I think there are a hell of a lot of businesses that try to institute
new procedures and they may actually show a good deal of disloca-
tion and loss for a two- or three-year period of time. This is kind of
an indication of the short-term bottom line that American business
is criticized for.

I mean, you would not do this in any other field. Would you say
that you are going to cut off medical research if over two out of
three years people conduct experiments and they don't come up
with the answer, then we are not going to do that research any-
more? Th -,37 may have learned an awful lot in that two years. The
third one may be the year when they come up with something. It is
too short a time span.

I think the shorter the periods of assessment, the more people
are going to be going for short-term solutions and short-term solu-
tions are almost always gimmicks.

If you are going to do something that is really innovative and
quite different, you are not going to get it right the first time or
the second time or the third time. It takes a lot of experimentation,
a lot of adjustment, and there is a certain amount of disorder and
disorganization that is involved in the process of trying something
new.

I think if you had a span like four or five years, that is pretty
good, but if you make it two out of three where you have got to
show it, what you are basically going to get is that people are going
to do the same wrong things they are doing now but they are going
to do them a little better. You are not going to givewhat you are
doing is creating a disincentive for changes that are substantial
and fundamental and building in a strong incentive for continuing
the same thing but doing it a little bit better.

Those are theI think that the overall framework of getting
people at the local level to come up with some new ideas and plans.
getting commitments on the part of all of the constituents, combin-
ing sums of money, giving people the six-year, one-year planning
and then five years of timeI think the entire framework is excel-
lent and does deserve a demonstration, but it will end up not pro-
ducing the results you want if you make them short-term or if you
are not measuring the things you really want to get out of it.

You do not want to end up with kids who are good at standard-
ized tests. You want to end up with kids who are good at reading,
writing and solving mathematical r ,blems. That ought to be what
you check and not something else.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Albert Shanker followsi
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TESTIMONY OF

ALBERT BUNKER, PRESIDENT

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

BEFORE THZ HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

ELEMENTARY, SECONDARY, AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman and MeMbers of the Committee, it is a pleasure

to be here today to discuss with you a topic of mutual concert

and of national importance. I am referring to the great

challenge of how to ncourage state and local fforts at

educational innovation and restructuring.

Our sdhools today are organized along the principles of an

industrial factory system and are not responsive to the diverse

needs of students or of society at large. In a word, many of

the schools are failing, and the public is growing impatient.

At the same time, it is not entirely clear how schools should be

organized. W. know that there should be much greater

opportunity for school-site decision making, for collaborative

decision making among the administration, teachers and other

staff, and for incentives that will spur schools to develop

innovative approaches to learning. We know that schools may

need to borrow some of the positive aspects of a competitive

market system. Yet, there is little real opportunity for

innovation, for xperimentation, to discover and test new modes

of schooling. One reason for the lack of innovation is the

oppressive weight of existing state and federal regulations,
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which constrain attempts at restructuring and drain good people

of their enthusiasm.

I would like to comment on H.R. 3347, a bill sponsored by

Representative Petr Smith, and others, which proposes to

ncourage local school efforts at restructuring. Mr. Smith's

bill would allow local school systems to pool tho funds from a

variety of programs and set aside some of tho regulations that

thos funds ordinarily entail. Upon completion of an agrement

between the local school system, the state, and Secretary of

Education, which would stipulate alternative rules and

performance objectives, the school system would be given six

years to plan and carry out its experiment. If the school

system consistently fails to meet its agreed-to performance

objectives, its license to innovate would be revoked.

H.R. 3347 correctly attempts to maintain existing

protections for civil rights, safety, and against private misuse

of public fund.7. It also attempts to establish accountability

by requiring schools to meet their own performance objectives

and by incorporating periodic state evaluations of progress.

Most importantly, it would relieve the weight of many rules and

regulations which retard innovation. And, there is some

incentive for undertaking the burden of change -- in the form of

increased freedom and the likelihood of additional state

funding. All of this is positive and worthy of support.

H.R. 3347 also raises some concerns. To begin, increased

funding is not the solution to our educational problems, but it

is a necessary part of the solution. I have elsewhere

- 2-
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criticized President Bush's proposal for Merit Schools as

attempting to spread a modest level of financial incentives much

too thinly. Given the amount of inertia in our school systems,

I believe significant change is going to require large carrots.

So, while the lifting of some regulations and rules is necessary

to remove impediments to restructuring, real change will very

likely require meaningful financial incentives. H.R. 3347 does

not envision an infusion of significant financial incentives.

The mingling of funds at the local level is essentially the

formation of a local block grant. During the last decade block

grants were often offered at the federal level as a means of

consolidating federal spending. This is sometimes desirable, as

it provides funding in more meaningful amounts and allows

greater flexibility in the use of the funds. However, block

grants can also be mischievous. They can lead to neglect of the

important federal purposes for which programs were first

enacted, and they can serve as a wedge for destroying public

support for those programs. However, that is not the purpose

here. Yet, as I read H.R. 3347, there is no limit on the extent

to which existing programs could be consolidated for purposes of

restructuring. Although billed as a national demonstration

program, the bill could rapidly transform most of the large

education programs. As strongly as I embrace the concept of

restructuring, / believe we must offer some protection to

current federal education programs that were so laboriously

enacted.

'74
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A related concern brings to mind the vents recently

unfolding in Chelsea, Massachusetts. In that beleaguered city

the school committee turned over the public schools to a private

entity, Boston University, and in the process greatly reduced

public accountability and the impact of law and regulations.

Such a transfer of authority could be very tempting in many

locales, as it allows public officials to vade responsibility.

This type of mistake must be proscribed in H.R. 3347. With the

concurrence of a fsw national officials, many of whom promote

privatization in the form of vouchers, tax credits, and other

means, this bill could inadvertently become an engine for

setting aside regulations, consolidating funds, abrogating

xisting contracts, and contracting out ssential school

services. Appropriate proscriptions against removing services

from the school system must be included in the bill.

A final concern which I will mention is one of adequate

protection of the special populations and purposes now served by

the categorical programs that could be consolidated under H.R.

3374. It seems only right that in some aggregate sense the

services rendered should not be diluted, particularly in favor

of other groups or purposes. Service to populations with

special needs is the central principle of federal education

programs and should not be abandoned. However, encouraging

innovation and restructuring in schools is also clearly an

important national concern and should be a focus of federal

policy.

Assuming that adequate protections can be included in

-4-
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H.R. 3374, that the extent to which the consolidation of

programs is allowed can be appropriately defined, and that

meaningful guarantees against the privatization of public

schools can be included, then I believe it is a bill which

warrants support. I an confident that it addresses one of the

principal barriers to positive change in the schools, the weight

of restrictive regulations and rules, and for that its sponsors

are to be congratulated.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify today. I will be

happy to answer any questions, and I look forward to working

with you in our mutual endeavor to produce the kind of school

systems that our great democracy truly deserves.

-5-
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Shanker. Do members of the com-
mittee have questions now? In the interests of time and knowing
that these gentlemen have to leave in seventeen minutes, I would
appreciate it if we could give all the members a chance to ask some
questions.

Anyone with questions? Mr. Chairman?
Chairman HAWKINS. Let me confine myself to the five minutes.

If you know how to operate that machine, put it on so we can limit
ourselves.

May I congratulate Mr. Smith for leading the revolution to
which Mr. Bartlett referred. I am surprised to be involved in this
revolution with my good friends on the other side and also my very
liberal friend from Illinois, Mr. Hayes, and the acting chairman
this morning, Mr. Poshard.

I suppose that these hearings will certainly accomplish a lot, and
for that reason I am very much in favor of them.

My problem with the proposal, obviously, is based on experience.
Since the Chapter 1 experience that started in 1961, we found that
as time went on Chapter 1 did obtain results.

I think every school is perhaps obtaining some results, and you
could show that every school, almost any school, has progressed
over the previous year. Therefore the child is reading better, but
probably reading at graduation at the eighth grade level, but has
progressed and you could almost justify receiving the Federal
money.

In the case of Chapter 1, we found that Chapter 1 waseven
though it was getting positive results, it was being expended for
football fields, for swimming pools, for faculty lounges and so forth
and not for the improvement of the academic improvement of the
children.

Therefore, we amended the Chapter 1 Elementary and Secondary
Act fifteen or twenty times. I suspect that there will be some who
will overlook why we have become involved in education, which ob-
viously is a state responsibility.

It is because of the neglect that we found. We had to legislate to
get handicapped children into the classrooms. We had to legislate
at the Federal level to get disadvantaged children, who were pick-
ing crops, back into the classrooms. We have had to go through this
process.

Now, it worries me as to which regulations are going to be sus-
pended or altered. One of the great concepts, I th..ik, is comparabil-
ity of services. We know in this country that in every state, New
Jersey and Texas as examples that there are great disparities be-
tween school districts. When you leave it to the states, these dis-
parities are going to continue.

The state of Texas has just won a case. Hispanics in the case in
Texas just won a case that has been in the courts twenty years
showing a disparity almost ten to one, if I recall the ratio. It is a
very high ratio. They have no remedy now and that will continue.

In the state of New Jersey, Governor, you have a disparity of
more than two to one between the poorest and some of the richest
districts. Now, that means that students in some districts are re-
ceiving around $7,000 and in other districts around $3,000. In
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Maryland, Montgomery County has a disparity when compared to
Baltimore, even a higher disparity.

Now, if in any way this or any other proposal doesn't take into
consideration the concept of disparities, or whether or not the Fed-
eral money is being used to supplant local aid and not to supple-
ment it, then obviously there is a need for regulation.

I think a lot depends on which regulations we are talking about,
but to simply group Federal programs under one concept of deregu-
lation, which the President talked about, and the governors ap-
plauded him, to me is a dangerous trend.

I think this committee has an obligation to look at this. I think
we can come to some agreement with Mr. Smith's idea, because I
think his motives are good, and I think we should try to see what
is wrong and what is right. He has a good shell, but we have got to
look at it very, very carefully and know where we are headed.

I think we have the time and I commit, as chairman of the full
committee, that you will have all the resources and help that you
need in order to do that.

I think that by January, you and I will be much closer together,
but I think there are some real serious problems that we need to
scrutinize and not just say simply, that one gimmick, which allows
everybody to do what they want to do and assume that they are
going to do right, and assume that that is good is not the best route
to take.

I just don't go for these gimmicks. As I have said on the question
of "Choice," I just don't want to waste Federal money. Now, if the
local people want to do it, the states want to do it and local dis-
tricts want to do it, to use their own money, that is fine, but don't
take it away from the poor children who are now protected by
Chapter 1, Head Start, and other Federal programs.

That is my position. Other than that, I will work with you and
see if we can come to some agreement.

Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Response from the gov-
ernor or the president?

Governor Kean. Well, the only way I could respond is to say that,
first of all, I have testified to ask if you would more greatly target
Chapter 1 to deal with some of those more disadvantaged children
instead of spreading it out more frankly than I would like to see it
spread out.

The disparities at the state level are being addressed in one state
after another. The difficult is that while we, for instance, have
added New Jersey just in the last three years, almost $1.25 billion
under a formula that, for instance, pays for ninety percent of the
education in a district like Newark and gives almost nothing to a
district like Princeton, the Princeton people themselves with their
own local property tax keep raising the values up, and that is why
the disparities often unless you stop that, unless you put some
cap, which we have been unwilling to do and what the local tax-
payers were willing to doit is very hard at the state level to ad-
dress those disparities.

Nevertheless, we are increasing expedientially the moneys avail-
able to the point at which we are number one in the country right
now.

7S
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Chairman HAWKINS. May I merely suggest that the state legisla-
ture could address this issue of deregulation. The Supreme Court,
ten years ago, ordered disparities removed in the state of New
Jersey, and the case is now back in court. The state legislature,
with the governor concurring, could address that disparity and cor-
rect it, but it is because of that disparity that the Federal Govern-
ment sometimes finds it necessary to go in and make up the differ-
ence between the disadvantaged and the advantaged children.

I am just saying why should we Lecome involved in what seems
to be a local matter, which should be addressed at the local level.

Governor KEAN. Mr. Chairman, I would say I would be delighted
if you would come in and address that disparity. The more money
you can give to disadvantaged children right now, we will accept
every penny of it and we will accept only for those districts.

Chairman HAWKINS. Yes, but not if you withdraw your local
money, because then you violate comparability of services. If we
are simply making up for what you don't do locally, the disadvan-
taged children are no better off.

We are trying to supplement, not make up the differences.
Governor KEAN. You know. I can talk with you about New

Jersey. I will only say that we are doing more than any other state
right now for those very same children in terms of dollars alone.

The difference is only that some of the suburban districts with
their localnot with state, but with their local property tax
moneys keep on raising their own dollars just as fast as we raise
the moneys that we give from the state taxpayers as a whole to
some of the most disadvantaged children.

I would also say, I think, that there has been a sea change since
the times which you are talking about, when you, rightfully so, in
the United States Congress and with your goad leadership went in
and addressed some of these problems that were not being ad-
dressed at the state level.

When I was first elected, I was told politically that the worst
thing I could do as governor was get involved in education issues.
They said it was something that you really should not get involved
in because it is politically difficult and you couldn't win.

Having been a teacher and all of that, I went ahead. First there
were three or four educationwhat we called governors who paid
attention to education. Then came "A Nation at Risk" and then
there were ten and then there were eleven.

Right now it is very hard, I think, in this country to find a gover-
nor, Republican or Democratic, who does not feel they have a re-
sponsibility to education, and in particular a responsibility to the
very poorest of the children, who everybody recognizes is not get-
ting an education in spite of the best efforts of either state or Fed-
eral Government.

We have found, however, an exceptional amount of creativity,
even in the administrators and teachers in some of our poorest

. cities.
I think what Congressman Smith is trying to do with his bill and

what a lot of us are trying to do at the state level is to unleash
that creativity, but also hold the accountability, so that when the
creativity is released we expect results to be achieved and we want
to measure those results and only come up with not only Federal

17)
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but additional state moneys when we can see the commensurate
improvement in the kind of skills that Al Shanker was talking
about, particularly among the children who are poorest.

Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Shenker, do you have a response?
Mr. SHANKER. I agree with the concerns expressed by Congress-

man Hawkins. I think perhaps the answer is along the lines that
the governor addressed in his first two or three sentences, and that
is that we in the AFT proposed some years ago that there be spe-
cial assistants to areas with a high concentration of youngsters,
targeted youngsters.

A predecessor of mine used to say that anybody who buys a
bottle of gin and drinks one drop a day is wasting his money, be-
cause he will never get the desired effect.

The tendency to spread out the moneys to make sure that every
district gets some of it is very good and important politically, I un-
derstand that, but it also means that you do not get enough of an
impact.

There is a very substantial difference, even with kids at the same
poverty levels. If you are a kid who is attending a school where
there are a lot of kids who are not in poverty and you are living in
neighborhoods where there are lots of people around you working
who can offer you a helping hand in some way or otherwell, if
you didn't do well in school, come on, you can be a night watchman
in my place or you can be a driver or there is this opening.

That is totally different from a kid who is in a neighborhood
where he hasn't seen anyone work in four or five years except
people involved in various illicit dealings. Those kids do not have
any helping hand.

I would say that if you dealt with those areas where there are
high concentrations you would be less likely to deal with the ques-
tion of whether you are going to be moving money over from tar-
geted kids to nontargeted kids. Essentially you would be dealing
with schools where all the kids are targeted and you would be
giving them greater discretion in that school as to how they use
their moneys.

Mr. POSHARD. Thank you. Members of the committee, any other
questions? Mr. Smith?

Mr. SMITH. I have a question only if other people don't, because I
get a chance to bother these gentlemen from time to time on the
telephone anyway.

Mr. POSHARD. Do you have a question, Mr. Hayes?
Mr. HAYES. No. Chairman Hawkins, I think, adequately expound-

ed on some of my thinking.
I would like to know from Mr. Shanker, you know, our Chicago

school system has been categerized, which I don't agree with, as
one of the worst in the Nation. I was very startled and alarmed the
other day when I saw that one of the newspapers said that we are
two thousand teachers short in the public school system in Chicago.

I know this does not cover that situation, but you have been talk-
ing about improvement of reading testing scores and this kind of
thing.

The teacher's role is important. We need teachers who are going
to be able to do that. The funds are not available at this point, it
looks like.
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Mr. SHANKER. It is not only a question of funds. It is a question
of how many people of talent are going to be available in the next
ten or fifteen or twenty years for jobs like this, even if we had
more funds.

I indicated here the other day, if you will look at the NAEP re-
sults at the highest levels of achievementthat is, those who are
able to write an essay or a good letter, those who are able to read
something that is worth reading and those who are able to solve a
mathematical problem, arithmetic but nevertheless more than one
stepthe percentage of kids graduating high school who were able
to do those things ranges, depending upon the school you are talk-
ing about, between 2.6 and 5 percent of our graduates.

Now, all right, so we then send fifty-five percent of our graduates
on to college, which means that about ninety percent of our kids
who go on to college wouldn't get into any college anywhere else in
the world.

Let's say that their skills improve, so maybe by the end of a col-
lege career it is not 2.6 percent who can write an essay. Maybe it is
five or six percent. Maybe it is seven. Maybe it is eight or nine.

Now, we need twenty-three percent of all college graduates to go
into teaching just to fill the vacancies that are normally incurring.
Now, that tells us that if we continue to operate on a basis of one
teacher in every self-contained classroom we will guarantee that
we will have a substantial number of teachers who themselves
cannot write a letter or an essay and cannot count and cannot read
very well.

Now, I take it that these are the kinds of changes that are antici-
pated in this legislation, that you may need to think of schools that
don't have self-contained classrooms, that have one or two out-
standing, nationally board certifiedthe governor and I both sit on
the National Board for Professional Teaching Standardstogether
with a few people who have a lower certification, together with
some paraprofessionals who have some training but are not at the
level of the board certified teachers, together with getting industry
to agree to have some volunteers to come in and help, especially in
fields like math and science, together with the use of some technol-
ogy.

We are going to need some very different structures as to how to
reach kinds, because, I will tell you, there just are not enough
people who can do two-step arithmetic problems around. If you
took all of them that the colleges are graduating you would not
have enough teachers alone, forget about what IBM needs or Hew-
litt-Packard or the military or the Congress or accounting firms or
anybody else.

So we needif we really had standards in this country for hiring
teachers, I will tell you, there would be a huge shortage right now,
and not just in Chicago.

Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Shanker. Mr. Smith?
Mr. SMITH. I do not have a question at this point, because I am

not sure who has to leave and who doesn't, but I do have a request
for both of you, understanding that you are both enormously busy.

If, in fact, you or your staffs or through your various associations
you can give us some examples of responses to the chairman's con-
cernsI think the chairman speaks for all of us whet. !le says that
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we want to make sure, as I said in my opening statement, that this
legislation and its consequence is not a retreat from the social and
the civil rights and the equity commitments that this country has
made to its children. That is the way I have spent my life. That is
why I am an educator on vacation right now in the Congress.

So, to the extentmy observation has been that the closer we
get to schools in terms of our lives, the more concrete examples we
have, "for-instances" my father used to call tImia, of how it might
work.

As 7ou reflect on his concerns and the other concerns, Mr.
Hayes concerns and others, to the extent you could get to my
office or to the committee staff your ideas and examples about how
to deal with these issues as we have a conversation over the next
couple of months, it would be very helpful and I would appreciate
itespecially Chapter 1, P.L. 100-297. We all know where the
sticking points on this are and we are not going to proceed until we
have answered those questions.

Mr. SHANKER. We Will try to do that. This is sort of a Catch
Twenty-Two. I agree with the chairman that if you just send the
money out there and if you have got poor kids and rich kids in the
district, the rich kids will end up getting that money. If you have
got black kids and white kids, the white kids are going to end up
I mean, we know what is going to happen in terms of local decision
making power. That is why these regulations were put in in the
first place.

On the other hand, every problem is the result of a solution.
[Laughter.]
Mr. POSHARD. Gentlemen, we thank you for appearing before the

subcommittee today. Thank you very much.
Ow next panel is Mr. Robert Holland, who is President of the

Committee for Economic Development; Stephanie Robinson, who is
Director of Education and Career Development of the Nt-ional
Urban League in New York; and Roger Semerad, Senior Vice-
President of R.J.R. Nabisco, Incorporated.

If those folks could come forward.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, I would simply like to note that in

this panel, due to the howling wind we are hearir , outside, Steph-
anie Robinson called about twenty minutes ago. She is on the
ground in New York and National Airport is closed.

So I would appreciate it if ,Ne could keep the record open for ten
days for her testimony to be in".luded.

We also have a Vermont state senator who is now in Richmond,
Virginia enjoying their hospitality, so I would ask the same courte-
sy for him, and ditto Mr. Alan Gartner and Ms. Dorothy Kerr ler
Lipsky, who are enjoying the company of Ms. Robinson in the La
Guardia Airport lounge. They have submitted testimony today, but
they may want to update it.

It is important testimony because it gets directly at the special
education concerns that have been, among others, alluded to.

So I would appreciate it if the record could be kept open for ten
days so these and other statements could be filed without objection

Mr. POSHARD. Without objection. Mr. Chairman?
Chairman HAWKINS. Could I by unanimous consent request that

my statement with respect to the disparity in New Jersey be cor-
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rected if it is incorrect? I tried to verify the statistics. I am fur-
nished with this by the staff.

Jrt 1986-87 the Englewood School District spent $7,279 a student
and the poorest, Monroe Township, spent $3,340, so the top district
spent about $4,000 more per student in New Jersey. That is why
the state is back in court.

I threw a percentage around and I did not have the precise
amountbut this, I understand, is more precise.

Mr. POSHARD. Without objection, Mr. Chairman, your clarifica-
tion will be entered into the record.

Mr. Holland, thank you for being with us.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT HOLLAND. PRESIDENT, COMMITTEE
FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Mr HOLLAND. I am pleased to be here, Mr. Poshard and Chair-
man Hawkins. I am glad to say my piece on this significant piece
of testimony.

I presented a written statement. I believe it is before you. Let me
use try oral time to call its main points to your attention.

First, concerning the unusual group I speak for here, I am Bob
Holland, President of the Committee for Economic Development. I
am also Co-Chairman of the Business Coalition for Education
Reform, along with Bill Kolberg, who is President of the National
Alliance of Business.

The organizations participating in this new coalition are the
Committee for Economic Development, the National Alliance of
Business, the Business Roundtable, the U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce, the National Association of Manufacturers, the ConferenceBoard, the American Llusiness Conference, the U.S. Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce and the Business Higher Education Forum.

Our coalition's interest is in the quality of America's public edu-
cation system. That interest is deeply rooted in the concern Ameri-
ran business has about the impact of lower quality cducation onthe ability of the American work force to compete in an increasing-
ly global economy.

There is a clear consensus among our business leaders that fun-
damental changes must be made at all levels to insure a quality
U.S. public education system. As we see it, the long run strength of
the American economy is greatly dependent upon the strength ofour public schools.

The Federal Government can have a significant role in changing
how we provide education, even though most of it is handled at the
local level. By providing the right mixture of guidance and freedom
the Federal Government can be the catalyst for restructuring ef-
forts which enable or enhance opportunities for systemic reform.

Our own management experience convinces us that a range of
flexibility is needed, not only in statutes but in regi.latioris. to
allow a school or any other institution to try something new that
may improve the quality cf services or goods that it provides.

We believe our school systems need to experiment with some of
this flexibility. We do not think progress can proceed effectively if
we remain rigid in the ways we conduct the business of education.
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Just as any other business wants to obtain a maximum return on
its investment, the joint statement issued at the end of the summit
education conference by the president and the Nation's governors
stated that they, and I quote, "are committed to achieving the max-
imum return possible from our investments in the Nation's educa-
tion system."

That phrase I just quoted comes from the flexibility and account-
ability section of their statement. Within that section there is
agreement to introduce legislation that provides state and local re-
cipients of Federal education dollars a greater measure of flexibil-
ity in the use of those funds. This represents a strategy to increase
educational flexibility, but not flexibility without accountability.

The president and the governors say they want to "swap red tape
for results," to quote them again. We applaud this concept and the
efforts to act upon it.

We like the principles on which H.R. 3347 is based. As we under-
stand it, what this demonstration prograni attempts to do is to
allow local educators to creatf a structure within which children
with the greatest needs can receive the best our schools have to
offer in an effort to enable these students to achieve their highest
education potential.

Now, we in the Coalition share the concern expressed by Chair-
man Hawkins here this morning and elsewhere that that extra
flexibility, if it is misused, could lead to a dilution of the education-
al services for the very children most in need of them.

Mr. Chairman, I want to tell you, the businesspeople around the
people around the country who are getting more and more con-
cerned that schools are not turning out good future workers and
good future customers are themselves going to be watchdogs right
on the front lines of a lot of these iocal school experiments, I be-
lieve.

You will find them, I think, quick to fuss if they find the inten-
tion here to allow progress and improvement to develop to be
skewed away from the very schools that need the most help in
order that those youngsters can grow up and be good future citi-
zens and good workers. So count us as numbering some of the
watchdogs over the kind of concerns you express and that we share
with you.

At the same time, we realize that if a critical system is going to
be restructured successfullyagain, I am drawing on business ex-
periencethe smart way to do a structural reform is to test it in
small and deliberate fashion under ciose scrutiny, which will
enable the concept to be continually revised and sharpened to
make it the best obtainable one.

Because we are testifying in support of this legislation does not
mean we are endorsing changing all education programs to block
grants or asking for the deregulation of education programs.

We see this proposal as an effort to help change a system that is
badly in need of change, but by means of carefully controlled dem-
onstrations with a clearly defined purpos.e, tied to performance
goals, and with the tools at hand to fix errors that begin to crop up
if they should in this application.

As a matter of fact, we believe demonstration programs such as
provided in H.R. 3347 should be worthwhile not only in the educa-
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tion field, but also in some other Federal program areas that have
an impact on the effectiveness of education services provided tochildren.

In addition, I want to emphasize our conviction of the need for
more effective coordination among all those programs.

My statement points out what I think are the four strong points
of this bill. They are on pages five and six. It goes on on pages six
and seven to mention four more concerns, however.

First, we hope for more clarification about who will be eligible
for this program.

Second, we think there needs to be more thought given to the
language and examples used in the setting of goals. Al Shanker
touched on a bit of this this morning. I have some more language
in my writton statement on that point.

Third, we think you might want to provide some more guidance
to states and local districts as to what is meant in that section, par-
ticularly section 2[d], concerning the delivery of services. We think
that needs to be a little clearer.

Fourth, there is no mention, we notice, in the legislation that
those states which are participating will also need to initiate simi-
lar waivers of restrictions for their own state programs. I am
pleased that when Governor Kean sat here this morning he intro-
duced a statement from the National Governors Association that
cites this very need. I take some reassurance from that support.

I can add more details on these if you wish. Let me say that on
the whole we see this bill as a worthy step forward in encouraging
a strategy of bottom-up management of the schools.

Now, whik I have not yet polled all of our business coalition
members on Lhis particular strategy, I know CED favors it, I know
the National Alliance of Business favors it, and I would not be sur-
prised if all the others will and do, too, when we speak to them.

Let me say in conclusion that our coalition wants to work with
educators, community leaders and government officials, Federal
and state and local, to help remedy the serious shortcomings in our
educational system.

We intend to keep speaking out in support of those efforts that
we think make a positive contribution to the cause of revitalizing
public education through systemic change.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Robert C. Holland follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and other members of the Committee, I want
to thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today on H.R.
3347, introduced by Congressman Peter Smith of Vermont and
cosponsored by numerous members of this committee, including yourself,
Mr. Chairman.

I am Robert C. Holland, President of the Committee for
Economic Development. I am a co-chair of the Business Coalition for
Education Reform along with William Kolberg, President of the National
Alliance of Business. The organizations participating in the Coalition are
the Committee for Economic Development, the National Alliance of
Business, The Business Roundtable, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the
National Association of Manufacturers. The Conference Board, the
American Business Conference, the U.S. Hispanic Chamber of Commerce,
and the Busins-Higher Education Forum.

The purpose of this Coalition is (a) to further the dialogue on
the need for changes in education policies at the national, state, and
local levels; (b) to increase the actions of business people, educators, and
government officials in addressing the issue of improving the quality of
education for America's children; and (c) thereby to improve the quality
of the future American workforce and the wel-being of our future
customers. The Coalition members all agree that there is an urgent
need to make fundamental changes in our public education system. Each
organization that participates in the Coalition conducts its own efforts in
this area. The Coalition has and will continue too speak out on issues
where there is a common concern and position. Coalition representtLives
have already done this with the Governors and the White House prior

8 7
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to the Education Summit in Charlottesville, and intend to continue to

participate in the follow-up activities to the Summit to help set national

education goals.

The Coalition's interest in the quality of America's public

education system is deeply rooted in the concern of American business

about the impact of lower quality education on the ability of the

American workforce to compete in an increasingly global economy. There

is a clear ezrtsensus among business leaders that fundamental changes

must be made at all levels to ensure a quality U.S. public education

system. The long-run strength of the American economy is greatly

dependent upon the strength of our public schools.

Federal and state public education policies should be designed

to create conditions that give school systems, schools, administrators, and

teachers the incentive to (a) improve and innovate, (b) provide the

necessary educational and related services, and (c) meet quality

performance standards. This means providing the freedom for local

education professionals to try new approaches and strategies to attain

educational goals. Fragmentation and duplication in Federal and state

laws, regulations, and organizations create barriers to chahge at the local

level and inhibit efforts to improve the management of education and

upgrade educational performance.

The Federal government can have a significant role in changing

how we provide education. By providing the right mixture of guidance

and freedom it can be the catalyst for restructuring efforts which enable

or enhance opportunities for systemic reform. Our management

experience convinces us that a range of flexibility is needed, not only in

2
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statutes but in regulations, to allow an institution to try something new

that may improve the quality of services or goods provided. Our school

systems need to experiment with this type of flexibility. Progress cannot

proceed effectively if we remain rigid in the ways we conduct the

business of education. In a practical sense, education is a business in

this nation -- a very big business, a big employer, a big user of
resources. Thin nation will spend over $200 billion in 1990 on

elementary and iecondary education alone. That is more than double the

combined proks of the nation's 500 largest firms.

Just as any business wants to obtain a maximum return on its

investment, the joint statement issued at the end of the Summit by the

President and the nation's Governors stated that they "are committed to

achieving the maximum return possible from our investments in the

nation's education system." This phrase is quoted from the flexibility

and accountability section of their statement. Within that section there

is agreement to introduce legislation that provides state and local

recipients of federal education dollars a greater measure of flexibility in

the use of those funds. This represents a strategy to increase

educational flexibility. But not flexibility without accountability. The

President and the Governors want to "swap red tape for results." We

applaud this concept and the efforts to act upon it.

H.R.3347 provides an opportunity through its demonstration

program for local school districts -- to build bridges between federally

funded programs, rather than maintain barriers to effective educational

services. The principle behind this legislation is a simple one. It
provides an opportunity for a select number of school districts to attempt

3
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to restructure the means by which education services are provided, as

long as there is an assurance that the services required by current

authorizing legislation are provided, and an acceptable local plan that

proposes high performance goals and standards for those participating.

In this way, local people wiU be responsible for the delivery of the

services, unencumbered by rigid rules, as long as they meet the targets

they set which are approved by the state and federal government.

What this demonstration program attempts to do is to allow

local educators to create a structure within which children with the

greatest needs receive the best our schools have to offer in an effort to

enable these students to achieve their highest educational potential.

We understand the risks involved in attempting to change the

way we have traditionally conducted the business of education. In this

process we need to be particularly watchful that quality education wiU

be provided to the dviadvantaged, the handicapped, and those needing

vocational training or a second chance to build skiUs for the workplace.

But, in the long run, no one will make progress without taking a risk.

Business has learned this lesson well during the last 15 years as it has

tried to restructure to meet the demands of a more competitive market

place a more global market piece.

We support this legislation in principle, with the full

understanding that the requirements set forth in Section 2(a)(3) and

(b)(2riC,D,E,aa4 F.) need to be carefully adhered to We share the

concern, which I understand was expressed by Congressman Hawkins,

that the extra flexibility, if misused, could lead to a dilution of

educational services for the very children most in need of them.

4
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However, we in the business community realize that if a critical system
is to be restructured successfully, the structured reforms need to be
tested in small and deliberate fashion, under close scrutiny, which will
enable the concept to be continually revised and sharpened to make it
the best attainable.

Because we are testifying in support of Congressman Smith's
proposed legislation does not mean that we are endorsing chantng all
education programs to bloc grants. or are asking for the deregulation of
education programs. We see this proposal as an effort to help change
a system that is in need of change, but by means of carefully controlled
demonstrations with a clearly defined purpose and tied to performance
goals.

I believe more and more people in the business community are
grasping these issues and seeing the need to provide more flexibility
within and between federally funded programs. Demonstration programs,
such as provided for in H.R. 3347, should be worthwhile not only in the
education field, but also in those other federal program areas that have
an impact on the effectiveness of education services provided to children
and youths. In addition, I want to emphasize our conviction of the
need for more effective coordination between education programs and
other human-resource-related programs. That coordination is particularly
needed among childrens' programs.

I realize I have not spoken directly to the legislative language
but to the principles on which it has been developed. Those principles
are its great strength.

5
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Let me point to three other strong points of the proposed
legislation as I read it. The planning component, including goal-setting,

is of critical importance, and it must have a broad base of community

leadership involved in the process in order to succeed. Second, continued

participation in the demonstration program by any school district is

predicated on its enhanced educational performance and that needs to be

affirmed by meeting goals set at the local level. Third, a state

commitment of funds and staff for technical assistance, planning and

development, implementation, and evaluation is called for, and that is

surely necessary for success.

I want to mention four more concerns, however:

First, we are not clear about who w;11 be eligible for the

program, given the language in Section 2(b)(I). Even though the bill

wants to gibe high priority to school districts with high poverty rates or

other indices of disadvantaged status, that does not mean they will be

the preponderance of participating districts. We prefer a demonstration

program which allows those districts not currently succeeding to have a

chance of succeeding in the demonstration. I believe the approach in

this bill does that, but I hope the legislative history will make clear that

such needy districts should have the opportunity to be well represented

in the demonstration program if they have the will to participate.

Second, we think there needs to be more thought given to the

language and examples used in the setting of goals in Section 2(d)(10).

The concept of having a local planning year and a strategic plan is a

good one. However, the set of examples of goals that is presently

provided in the proposed legislation is very traditional and may be too

6
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narrow. The goals in the eventual legislation should also take into

account the national education goals and standards which will be set

early in 1990, and the respective state and local education goals and

standards, when and if they ?.re established.

Third, you may want to provide some guidance to states and

local districts as to what is meant in Section 2(d)(12 through 14)

concerning the delivery of services. For example, does this include the

delivery of social services to students of special populations and dropouts?

Fourth, there is no mention that those states which are

participating will also need to initiate similar waivers for their state

programs. If a waiver program is to be successful, there is need for

coordination of policy changes at the national, state, and local level. A

reduction in only the federal barriers will limit the impact and

effectiveness of this demonstration effort. It would seem to be counter-

productive to loosen federal regulations and increase flexibility in federal

programs, on the one hand, and for local districts to be constrained by

regulations of analogous state education programs on the other.

Before I conclude, let me try to sum up clearly the

management strategy that underlies my comments on this legislation.

Here I am drawing on the research and thinking of my own
organization, CED, and several other of the organizations in The Business

Coalition. Both CED and NAB have publicly supported the strategy of

"bottom-up" management of the schools. This strategy views each

individual school as the place where meaningful improvements in

education quality and productivity can best be made. This strategy does

not minimize the importance of states, localities, and the federal

7
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government in clef-ming goals, setting priorities, and providing resources.

Nor does it overlook the role that the state and local authorities must

play when schools ano school systems fail to meet minimum standards.

With a "bottnm-up" strategy of school management, we at CED

and others believe that states should provide guidance and support to

local schools by establishing clear goals and quality performance standards

and by developing objective measuring tools to evaluate educational

achievement. At the same time, we believe that the states should give

the schools freedom to develop and implement the methods that would

best achieve those goals. This also applies to the role of the federal

government, recognizing that a number of federal statutes and regulations

have a direct impact on the ability of states and localities to carry out

their educational mission. This, we believe, is a practical operating

strategy for achieving systemic school reform.

In conclusion, the Business Coalition wants to work with

educators, community leaders, and government officials national, state,

and local -- to remedy the serious shortcomings in our educational

system.

The Coalition expects to keep speaking out and supporting those

efforts that make a positive contribution to the cause of revitalizing

public education through systemic change.

* * *

8
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Holland. Mr. Semerad?

STATEMENT OF ROGER SEMERAD, SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT,
R.J.R. NABISCO

Mr. SEMERAD. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much. Chairman
Hawkins, I am pleased to once again appear before you in my new
life. I want to takeright at the top I want to commend Congress-
man Smith for introducing "PERFORMANCE" in capital letters tothe conversation.

As I think we have heard this morning, everyone agrees that ithas got to become more an integral part of not only what the
schools are doing but what they are doing with the taxpayers'
money they receive.

Everybody needs to perform at a much higher levelstudents,
teachers, parents and the community also. The community must
demand more, must pay attention and must help.

I am pleased to join you as a businessman now this morning. We
at R.J.R. Nabisco firmly believe that we are indeed a "nation at
risk." However, we have to remind ourselves that American public
education admirably supported a most successful industrial age in
the history of this nation and was the envy of the world not too
many years ago. But the industrial age, as we know it, passed into
a much more integrated world economy, demanding new skills,
higher educational competencies, combined with the flexibility, mo-
tivation and ability to learn and relearn throughout the work life
of the future.

Long-held assumptions about our superiority and dominance are
crumbling. The standards we are talking about this morning are
being set somewhere else. They are not being set in America. They
are being established by other nations, many of whom are our
toughest competitors.

If we want to compete successfully we have to restock our supply
of human capital with world-class minds. Education reform is man-
datory. There really is not any choice.

We at R.J.R. Nabisco reviewed everything that has been written.
We discussed all of the studies and all of the data with experts. We
argued amongst ourselves and finally determined that we needed
to try to underwrite change now.

We also came to the conclusion thLt what needs to be done to fix
education in America is more than likely being done today some-
where in America, but we need to make these examples the rule
rather than the exception.

Our chairman, Lou Gerstner, likens this to guerrilla warfare
town by town, school l'y school, student by student.

Three weeks ago we announced a major corporate commitment
to helping our schools change, to develop our next century schools,
and that is what we called it. It is a five-year, $30 million challenge
grant program directed to individual schoolsthe educational en-
trepreneurs, if you will, the risk takersthose principals, teachers,
parents who for a long time, too long, have been swimming against
the tides of bureaucracy.

We hope by this program to increase the pace and level of educa-
tional attainment of all students in existing schools, and we have
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included rigorous performance standards, goals being set at the
sichool level, not against national norms but at the school level, up
front, to determine over the course of these programs whether or
not they make a difference.

Now, I have to justify spending the money. The schools have to
justify having received the moneysbasically the same goals that
are proposed in H.R. 3347.

In establishing the Next Century Schools we were really the
beneficiaries of the wisdom and intellectual support of an outstand-
ing group of public officials and educatorsAl Shenker and Gover-
nor Kean, Ly the way, are members of our boardand business-
men who I think share a common frustration themselves and a
common frustration with you about the slow pace of educational
change, even though there is incontrovertible evidence supporting
the fact that our workers and our students really do not measure
up very well today.

Your introduction of H.R. 3347, in trying to promote perform-
ance standards, really is very timely and very necessary. We think
that Next Century Schools as a corporate endeavor really comple-
ments what is possible under these performance agreements.

I think that it is also important to keep in mind what the state
of North Carolina has done recently in what they call Senate 2,
which authorizes the superintendent of instruction to waive all
rules and regulations for innovative programs at the school level in
that state, again freeing up another barrier to change that school
administrators and teachers have been bumping up against for
some time.

We think that is a most fortuitous event. We cannot take credit
for it, but that in combination with this legislation at the National
level may begin to provide the kinds of movement that we are all
looking for.

My only questions, really, with the educational performance
agreement as writtenI would like to associate my concern with
Mr. Shanker's remarks on standards and how we are going to de-
termine them, but also I think incentives are fine.

I must admit to a certain amount of skepticism whether or not
state education bureaucracies will sit still for change, let alone
willingly encourage it. I certainly hope so, but I think we have to
be circumspect in whether or not that is going to happen or not.

If we can give some leverage to the change agents out thereyou
and your colleagues in the state legislatures can make it legally
possible and budgetarily feasible to try revolutionary ideas and
impose real, serious goals on themwe, meaning all of us, just
might be able to put American public education on an exciting
path to the twenty-first century.

I just would close with the best thing that has been said to me in
the last couple of weeks, maybe ever. It was by a school principal
who was excited about the prospect of the Next Century Schools
initiative. He said, "I would really like to just throw the book out,
throw it away, and start over from scratch."
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Well, we are hoping to try that with your kinds of programs.
Maybe if that is successful we can get a movement going in this
country and get it on the right track.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The'prepared statement of Roger Semerad follows:]

i
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AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
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2175 Rayburn HOB
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School Restructuring

Mr. Chairman, Chairman Hawkins, Congressman Smith,

I commend Congressman Smith on introducing "performance"
legislation, H.R. 3347. As far as education is concerned,
we all need to perform at a much higher level that includes
students, teachers and parents. The community needs to
demand more, pay attention, and help this process.

I am very pleased to join you this morning. We at RJRN
firmly believe we are indeed a "nation at risk." However,
we must remind ourselves that American public education
admirably supported the most successful industrial age in
history and was the envy of the world, not too many years
ago. But, the industrial age, as we knew it, has passed.
We are now a much more integrated world economy demanding
new skills, higher educational competencies combined with
the flexibility, motivation, and ability to learn and
re-learn throughout the worklife of the future. Long held
assumptions about our superiority and dominance are
crumbling, and the standards of performance, you and I hope
for, are not being set in America. They are being
established by other nations, many of whoa. are our toughest
competitors. If we want to compete, we must restock our
human capital with world class minds.

Education reform is mandatory - there is no choice.

We at RJR Nabisco reviewed everything that has been written
on the problems with our education system, discussed the
problems with experts, argued amongst ourselves, and
ultimately determined to try to underwrite change NOW!

We also came to the conclusion that what needs to be done
to fix education in America, is being done today, somewhere
in America. But we need to make these exceptions, the
rule!
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Lou Gerstner, our chairman likens it to guerrilla warfare -
taking town by town, school by school, student by student.

Three weeks ago we announced a major corporate commitment
to helping our schools change - to develop our NEXT
CENTURY'S SCHOOLS. The $30 million NEXT CENTURY SCHOOLS
fund is designed as a challenge grant for schools willing
to take risks in order to improve education at the
grassroots level.

By forging a partnership between public education and
private business, RJR Nabisco is hoping to encourage and
support radical change in E-12 schooling. The challenge is
to undertake bold reforms to improve education for
individual schools based on their specific needs.

To do this, NEXT CENTURY SCHOOLS is providing $30 million
over a 5-year period. We will make three-year grants
ranging from $100,000 to $250,000 a year to elementary and
secondary public schools.

The fund will make 15 grants in the spring of 1990 for fall
start-up. Applications will be accepted nationwide, but
preference the first year will go to applicants from North
Carolina and one or two other locations. North Carolina is
home of three of RJR Nabisco's four operating companies.

In the second and third years the program will make grants
to a much larger number of schools in urban, suburban and
rural districts throughout the United States.

Criteria for awarding grants include: a broad-based
commitment to reform shared by parents, teachers and the
community as a whole; commitment of matching resources;
prospects for improving student performance; and a plan for
sustaining and expanding the program once it proves
successful.

Quite often we read stories about the "local heroes," those
individuals who really are making a difference in their
schools. It is those individuals, and others like them who
we are trying to attract to this revolutionary funding
proposal.

RJR Nabisco is concerned about the future of education and
hopes that this partnership will provide a substantial
impetus foT change. NEXT CENTURY SCHOOLS will look for
teachers, principals and community groups with bold and
innovative ideas and strategies -- risk takers -- and give
them a chance to put their ideas into action.
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In establishing NEXT CENTURY SCHOOLS we were the
beneficiaries of the wisdom and intellectual support of an

outstanding group of public officials, educators (Al

Shenker and Governor Kean, among them), and businessmen
who, I think, share a common frustration with the slow pace
of eaucational change - even though incontrovertible
evidence is well documented that our young workers and
students do not measure up.

NEXT CENTURY SCHOOLS grants will be made by a 17-member
board to be chaired by Mr. Gerstner. The Board members

include: Lamar Alexander, former governor of Tennessee and
currently president of the University of Tennessee; Bill

Clinton, Governor of Arkansas; Keith B. Geiger, president
of the National Education Association; Dr. Patricia A.
Graham, dean of Harvard University's Graduate School of

Education; Vernon E. Jordon, Jr., partner, Akin, Gump,
Strauss, Hauer & Feld; Thomas H. Kean, Governor of New
Jersey; David T. Kearns, chairman and CEO, Xerox
Corporation; Ann McLaughlin, former Secretary of Labor in
the Reagan Administration and now visiting fellow at the

Urban Institute; Albert Shenker, president of the American
Federation of Teachers; Richard I. Beattie, partner,
Simpson Thacher & Bartlett; Dr. Pat Choate, vice
president, TRW's Office of Policy Analysis; Dr. Denis P.
Doyle, senior research fellow at the Hudson Institute;
Richard E. Heckert, former chairman and CEO at E.I. du Pont

de Nemours and Company; William B. Johnston, vice
president of the Hudson Institute; Dr. Floretta McKenzie,
president of the McKenzie Group; and myself, Roger D.
Semerad, president of the RJR Nabisco Foundation.

Our goal is to nurture risk taking, not to reward
entrenched conventional wisdom. This means NEXT CENTURY
SCHOOLS will be associated with exciting concepts and ideas

that don't get the expected results. We may also fund
controversial strategies and programs -- ones that ruffle
feathers and raise eyebrows, but that produce results.

We want to increase the pace and level of educational

attainment. The same goal you propose in H.R. 3347.

Your introduction of H.R. 3347 - trying to promote
performance standards is very timely and necessary to the
overall process of education reform. To encourage local
education agencies to effectively measure student
performance and give them the regulatory and budgetary
flexibility to do so, places a premium on attainment of
excellence, not just exceeding "the norm." If this
legislation could really generate participation of parents,
business, and community representatives, with teachers in

establishing goals for the young people, a giant step
forward would be made.
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My reading of the proposed legislation suggests that the
performance standard would be determined at the local
level. That certainly is desired if the resulting levels
of attainment are significantly higher for all students.
The current practice of teaching to the least proficient
student, cheats all students and deadens the enthusiasm of
teacher and student alike.

My other reservation is whether state education
bureaucracies will encourage this kind of change, even with
incentives, but without massive new funding. For federal
funds, perhaps some bonuses for planning, implementation of
performance standards and then documenting student gains
would be in order.

I would also call the Committee's attention to recently
enacted legislation in North Carolina (Senate 2) which
authorizes the superintendent of public instruction to
waive any state regulation which would preclude
implementation of innovative education programs at the
school level. This is a radical step and one which will
drastically improve the chances of success of North
Carolina's NEXT CENTURY SCHOOLS.

We believe our NEXT CENTURY SCHOOLS initiative really
complemlnts the intended goals of the Educational
Performance Agreements for School Restructuring Act. If
enacted, educators might be able to breakdown some of the
barriers currently retarding reform efforts.

If we can give some leverage to the change agents out there
and you and your colleagues in state legislatures make it
"legally" possible and budgetarily feasible to try
revolutionary ideas - we (all of us) just might be able to
put American public education on an exciting path to the
21st century.

Thank you.
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Semerad. Questions from the com-
mittee? Mr. Martinez?

Mr. MARTINEZ. I don't know as I have so many questions as I
have more thoughts and statements. You might react to those.

You know, it seems to me when I started school in 1934 the
schools had plenty of flexibility. That flexibility only resulted in
people like myself being denied educational opportunities. We were
sent into a system where we would sink or swim. We maybe came
from a home where English was the second language. There was no
consideration given to those children.

Then a lot of them even sit today in places like I am and say,
"Hey, it wasn't too bad. I made it, didn't I?" Well, I made it here,
but I am not so dumb that I don't realize that there are a lot of
them that didn't, that I left them behind somewhere, because I was
able finally to overcome those disadwuitages.

That still exists today. I think that, except for the lack of imagi-
nation on school boards, there is no reason why they cannot be in-
novative and creative. In fact, there are innovative, creative, and
effective schools.

We visited Mr. Good ling's district in York, Pennsylvania, where I
listened to a superintendent of schoolsexcuse me, I keep calling
him superintendent of schools and he is not. He is the secretary of
education of the state, is he not, Mr. Good ling?

Mr. GOODLING. Right.
Mr. MARTINEZ. He talked about something that really is not a re-

alized nationally. One of the reasons successful programs through-
out the country, and there are plenty of them, are not emulated
anywhere else is because there is no networking of information. So-
called flexibility will result in local school boards with their own
biases and prejudices determining what they are going to teach and
what they are not going to teach and to whom they are going to
teach it and to whom they are not going to teach it, regardless of
who benefits or does not benefit.

The point is that in that hearing he talked about ways for stu-
dents to learn and ways to teach never being linked. That is the
key.

Some learn by reading. Some learn by sight. Some learn by
doing. There are countless thousands of ways.

Nobody ever takes the trouble to assess the kid at an early
enough age to see where he is falling down and giving him help in
that area.

My son, my oldest son, was having problems reading. Nobody in
the school took the time to determine why or what was creating
the problem. We sent him to a special class because we were con-
cerned parents. One section of this legislation states that the par-
ents are able to better determine what their kids need at a local
level: it is often not true in poor neighborhoods.

Most of those parents do not have a good education themselves.
Evidently whoever wrote that statement never lived in East L.A. or
in Watthwe must understand that people from low economic
backgrounds, often struggling just to make a living, just do not
have the time and do not have the education themselves to encour-
age their children or tc take the time to show their children or
teach their children or lead them the way.
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I am fortunate that my parents were paftly educated and that I
obtained an education and that I was able to make sure that my
children were fully educa,:ed. But that is the exception in poor
neighborhoods, not the rule.

I am not too sure that, other than encouraging them to deter-
mine for themselves how to best use the programs that they have
in place now, that we are really going to do anything by saying,
"You can have the flexibility to put all of these different programs
together and use the money as you see fit," because some of those
things will not be done.

I know several school districts, even in my own area, that would
not be teaching bilingual education if it was not mandated to them
to teach it. They would not.

In one school district right in the city where my office is there is
a particular school board member who has a lot of influence who
says, "Bilingual education is a bunch of crap. When I came to this
country as a young person"and she is Asian, not Hispanic"I
did not speak the language. And look at me today. I sit on the
school board."

The truth of the matter is that she made it in spite of the handi-
cap and she does not realize it. Maybe she had an extra special ca-
pacity that the average person does not have.

When we talk about what we are going to do to improve the
schools, the one thing we have to understand, if somebody says
don't throw money at the problem, is that you need money to solve
the problem. Not long ago in California Serano v. Priest proved
that in Baldwin Park, where the recent SAT scores and the level of
education was so low, it was because they did not have the money
to spend on the students. In Beverly Hills, a wealthy community,
the parents come forward on a voluntary basis and contribute
extra dollars to the school curriculum and extra programs.

In those poorer districts for a period of time extracurricular ac-
tivities, like sports and band and things like that, were cut out be-
cause there was not the money to provide for those activities. They
never cut them out in Beveriy Hills. Those are enriching programs,
too.

So I get a little frustrated sitting here and listening to people say
that people on a local level have a better understanding and knowl-
edge of how to correct their situation.

If they do, they are not using it, but in a lot of cases it is just
because they don't. In a lot of cases it is because our system is one
uf local control, where local the school board determines a lot of
the policy, and they elect the superintendent of schools, and that
superintendent of schools, if he is innovative and creative, will
create the innovative and effective programs in that school district
and give direction and pride to that school district. There are some
that have.

Two of my children went to Garvey Intermediate. They had some
of the highest standardized test scores in the Nation because the
principal there was very innovative and very creative and the su-
perintendent of schools went along with it.

So the possibility is there, but one thing we have to understand
we can't just say, We are going to fix this situation unless it costs
too much. '
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There are members in Congress today that believe that the only
reason the Federal Government exists at all is for defense: to pro-
vide for the common defense. They say the Constitution says so.
They ought to read the Constitution again, because in the Pream-
ble it says a lot of other things, like "promote the general welfare."

I don't know how you do that without providing people with an
education so they can take themselves into any kind of career they
want or any kind of vocation they want, so they can earn at least a
reasonable standard of living.

So I really get frustrated. I see us enacting new legislation and
yet we have enacted a lot of legislation that would do a lot of good
if we would put the money into it. But we don't put the money into
it, because all of a sudden the bottom line becomes, "Well, how
much can we spend?"

If we can spend $660 million on a B-1 bomber that finally got to
fly, we can sure as heck spend some money on education. We have
not spent the kind of money on education that we need to.

One time a long time agoI will never forget itmy chairman
Mr. Hawkins was in the well of the House talking about the differ-
ence in defense spending and education spending. The difference
was pathetic, pathetic.

Then there was a member that took the well the next day, de-
fending himself because Mr. Chairman used the example of two
members of Congress and what they voted for as to who was really
a big spender. That Congressperson said that the only reason for
the Federal Government to exist at all is to provide for the
common defense. As long as we have a mentality in Congress like
that, education will suffer.

Thank you.
Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Martinez. Do either of you wish to

respond?
Mr. SEMERAD. Well, first of all, we don't have enough time today

to defend school boards. I am pleased that today I do not have to
defend any budget numbers, rationales or whatever.

I do think that your points are well taken. We feel very strongly
that there are an awful lot of school principals out there who,
indeed, if they had the freedomand our program, for instance, is
directed to the school, not the superintendent, not the state, to the
school. There are schools out there that have shared commitments
of parents and the teachers and the principals that doon the as-
sumption that they know what is best for the young people in their
school and their community.

We have to start someplace, because if you don't then you end up
with nothing that we have confidence in. I am not prepared to
accept that. I think, as you say, there are lots of very good schools,
lots of very dedicated people out there and they need resources.

We are trying to give them the leverage. This legislation, the
kind of legislation that North Carolina just passed, maybe will give
them the flexibility to do some of those things and use what money
they have more effectively to help those young people become pro-
ductive citizens and also to overcome really what I think we would
all agree is a certain degree of stagnation.

Our program will go urban, suburban, rural. It will not be just
pouring into one kind of school. So we are very conscious of the
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fact that there is a diversity of schools and there are diversities ofyoung people that need a whole heck of a lot more.
We cannot solve it and I am not sure that the Congress can solveit, but we need to get moving.
Mr. POSHARD. Gentlemen, let me pose a question to you. I amgoing tc talk like an educator here for a minute. It is somethingthat concerns me.
All of us who have been involved in the education communityknow that in educating our children there is a cognitive side and

there is an affective side, the one having to do with learning the
basic fundamentals of any discipline and the other having to do
with the emotion side of that, citizenship, sensitivity to values, allof those kinds of things.

From the point of view of the business community and your par-ticipation in helping to establish common goals and objectives andso on in working with local school districts, generally you areviewed as a producer-oriented group of people. You are more con-cerned about that cognitive development than you are the sensitivi-ty to societal values and that sort of thing.
Is that a danger here?
Mr. SEMERAD. We do not think so in our company. I think thatbusiness more and more is becoming aware that they cannot dealwiththat it is not just their supply of workers with the skills theyare going to need to service their customers or manufacture theirproducts.
I think more afid more the quality of the community, the general

quality of democracy, I find, the whole American democratic exper-iment is very fragile. We have seen it over and over again. We arestill learning it, but it certainly requires a literate citizenry to par-ticipate fully and people that feel fully invested.
We have had this conversation in years past. We have to do abetter job with education and training so we get more and more ofour people into the game. Now we do not have the luxury of these

enormous surpluses of people that we have enjoyed in this countryfor a long time. We need everybody.
So the conversation has shifted. I think we have to shift with it.We have to understand that moral obligations and great socialcommitments and everything else are wonderful, but now we arereally down to or getting towe have got maybe a ten-year windowof opportunity, if you willbut we are getting down to it now. Wehave got tc fix it now.
I think anythingthis legislation, our business participation inthe schoolsanything that enhances the educational experienceand accelerates it and makes it fun and makes it worthwhile, thatyoung people will understand the connection between algebra andthe discipline that that implies and success in the work place.I mean, it is astounding. We do not have to recite all of the data,which are all horror stories. I think that the business community isready to invest. I think we are just beginning to get going. It ismuch broader.
It is self serving, because we know that if we do not have theworkers and we don't have the customers and we don't have thecommunities we are out of business.
Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Holland?
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Mr. HOLLAND. R.J.R. Nabisco has just given a dramatic demon-
stration in this big, new program of theirs of how far business
thinking has moved among the enlightened leaders of American
business, from where they were when I was in school fifty years
ago and what went on inside that school building was not thought
to have an) effect at all on the businesses up and down the street.

Fifty years of learning, of civil rights legislation and broadening
appreciation of the need for the community to enthuse together,
the changes in the demography that are giving us this increasing
scarcity of qualified people and that tough international competi-
tionall that kind of stuff is waking up anybody who really cares
about the American economy.

Anybody who cares about American business has to recognize
that he or she can't just sit there and figure that there is going to
be a continuing stream of well-qualified workers at reasonable
wages and low side cost to come in and wurk for them, and there
are plenty of people to sell them tothat just won't happen if we
let schools stay as bad as some of the ones that you are pointing to,
Congressman. We have just got to change.

Now, when it comes to the kinds of changes we are talking
about, Mr. Chairman, we in CED sprqk in terms not only ofI will
put it this way. We speak not only in terms of the cognitive courses
that are held., but in the invisible curriculum that needs to be
taught inside the schools.

I am not just trying to distinguish between the hard sciences and
the liberal arts, but between what a school teaches about how to
get along, how to relate to other people, how to work together, how
to communicate with other priple back and forth, how to learn,
how to keep on learning in this world that is changing so fast now-
adays.

That kind of thingnot all educators are yet sure how to create
it, but we in the business community are sure that that is the kind
of qualifications that increasingly we are needing and the people
that are going to be a part of our wcrk force today and tomorrow
and the next day.

So you will find, I think, the kind of documents written by the
organizations that are part of this coalition speaking more and
more about that breadth of education, learning creativity, adapta-
bility and good citizenry. All this is part of what we need.

Mr. PosHARD. Thank you, sir. Mr. Good ling?
Mr. GOODLING. Just a brief comment. First of all, I don't care

about business' self serving ideas. As far as I am concerned, busi-
ness may be self serving but those youngsters are going to get a
darned sight more than they have ever gotten before, and that is
what it is all about. We give them an opportunity to get into the
work force and really enjoy this country.

Having sat through two days of a symposium and the testimony
thus far, I think we as a committee have to do something. We have
to rise above this idea that somehow or other Head Start is the
greatest thing since motherhood and Chapter I is the greatest
thing since apple pie and ice creama darned sight better than
anything those kids ever had before, but I will guarantee that if it
doesn't get a darned sight better than it is those kids are not going
to make it.
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So I think we just have to find ways to make both of those pro-
grams much, much, much, much better than they presently are or
we are denying those youngsters. I mean, just the schools the gov-
ernor talked about having to take over as a state were exactly the
schools who received the most Chapter I money, Head Start money,
et cetera, et cetera, the schools in the area, of probably his entire
state.

So just the fact that we pour that money in may have given
them something more than they ever had before, but we have a lot
more to do. I hope we can find waysand if some kind of flexibility
is some way to help that, I want to do it, because we are not serv-
ing children at the present time who are most in need nearly as
well as we are going to have to if they are going to be successful in
life and enjoy life as many of us do in this country.

I thank you for the part business is playing, because I have told
educators for the last five years, "You know, we as educators
should be driving this whole thing and we are not. It is business
that is really driving the reform and the improvements, et cetera."

I hope that we as educators will catch up with you pretty soon
and the end result will be that we will certainlI have a better edu-
cation for those most in need. Those who aren t quite in need will
make it anyway, but for those who are in need we have to do a
better job than we are presently doing.

Mr. POSHARD. Questions from other members of the committee?
Mr. Chairman?

Chairman HAWKINS. Let me also commend the Committee for
Economic Development and the Coalition that Mr. Holland re-
ferred to.

No group has contributed more to education, at least in the eyes,
I think, of this committee than that commiqee.

Mr. HOLLAND. Thank you.
Chairman HAWKINS. I am very appreciative of the statement

made by Mr. Holland that they will be monitoring this or any
other proposal.

I guess my question, Mr. Holland, is this, and Mr. Semerad may
want to respond also since he is from the business community.

For two years, we worked on the School Improvement Amend-
ments, which incorporated accountabilitya very strong account-
ability provision. That in itself requires monitoring. However, it
isn't being enforced. It is not being implemented.

I am wondering whether, if we are not monitoring what we al-
ready have on the statute books to provide for school improvement
and to hold the schools accountable, whether or not we are going to
do it with respect to any other new proposal. We do not need any
new proposals if we implement what we already have.

It worries me, because the business community stands to lose alot in the first placeall of us stand to lose if we do not educate
the children. I think it is pretty obvious that eighty-five percent of
those entering the labor market, not after this century, but in the
next decade, beginning next year, will be minorities, will be immi-
grants, will be those desperately in need of being given the skills to
become productive.

Yet, we have not implemented the very amendments that would
provide the means of holding schools accountable for educating
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those children. It worries me to no end to see other countries
moving past us and we are falling behind because we do not imple
ment what we already know and what we already have on the stat-
ute books.

When I see members of the business community grasping at
something like "choice," embracing ant idea which has never been
analyzed, never been evaluatedwe have no idea what it will do
and then passing up the opportunity to provide the means of edu-
cating those that will go into the labor market, go into national de-
fense and so forth. We are doing nothing in regard to the teacher
shortage. Current law has provisions which would remove that
problem or at least train and retrain teachers enabling them to get
into the labor market.

It just seems to me that the future is bleak if we do not do some-
thing about the implementation of current law. Mr. Holland, I
would like to get an opinion from you because I value that opinion.

Why is it that the business community is not saying, "We can do
things now about accountability and we can monitor, because this
committee would love to have some help in monitoring the educa-
tion programs. We cannot do it alone. We have got to look for
others to assist.

We look to the PTA, to teacher groups, and others, when I think
the business community could be of tremendous help to this com-
mittee. I think we are seeking your cooperation and help.

Maybe this new idea is good, but there are also provisions cur-
rently on the statute books where we could use your assistance.
When we see you going off into an opposite direction, embracing
ideas that you have not evaluated and nobody else has evaluated,
and that certainly is not in the law itself, then it worries me.

I don't know how we can convince you to work with us to do the
job that I think has to be done to best benefit you, the business
community, as well as the rest of America.

Mr. HOLLAND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for putting it that
pointedly.

I think one of the things that is going to help is the kind of dia-
logv, that we are having back and forth across this kind of table,
you ;tilling your concerns to our attention and us giving you judg-
ments and experiences as we go along.

I think I ought to say very clearly that, in effect, business has
gone to school on this school problem. Working hard and intently
on school issues, local and state and national, was not a major oc-
cupier of school business leader time ten years ago or fifteen years
ago.

What we have done--
Chairman HAWKINS. Mr. Holland, may I apologize? I have a very

urgent call from the speaker and I have to respond.
Mr. HOLLAND. Let me write you something, may I, or come back

over and talk to you about this later on, because I would like to
continue.

Chairman HAWKINS. We would be delighted. I, with the ranking
Republican leader, would like to sit down with you and go over the
point that I raised, because I think it is most important. We appre-
ciate the Business Coalition and what the Committee for Economic
Development has done and certainly value your opinion.
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I hope that we can have that type of dialogue.
Mr. HOLLAND. We value yours, sir.
Chairman HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Smith?
Mr. &am. Thank you, Mr. Chs.:rman. Two or three things

first, with the two of you here and representing in some rough way
the business community, I just want to point out to you in the form
of stating my appreciation for Representative Poshard's assistance.
He is the primary cosponsor of this bill. It is interesting, he and I,
for better or for worse, came to this committee at the same time
from opposite sides of the aisle, both sharing background in educa-
tion.

I just want to make sure that as you go back and talk about who
you will be communicating with here, and clearly the leadership of
the committee are the key people for you to be communicating
with because we are going to get this done all together or not at
all, but at the same time please understand that this gentleman
who is running the hearing today has been enormously helpful in
this idea so far and I appreciate it very much.

Second, Mr. Holland, I would tell you that in terms ofyour point
about the state role, we just went back and looked at H.R. 3347
and, in fact, we have stated it differently. It is in there. We abso-
lutely concur, and I just want to tell you that we will, I think, as a
result of your comments and my understanding of Chairman Haw-
kins' concerns over the last few days, state it far more boldly.

My conviction as one who has taught, been chairman of a local
school board, worked in a state department of education, started a
college and done all sorts of other horrible things, is that if the
states are not committed to playing an active role in this kind of a
change effort, then it will not work and that, in fact, the ability of
a school district to have such a demonstration program in a state
would be contingent on the state governors and department of edu-
cation stating that they were on the hook also, not only in the as-
sessment in the goals areas but also in the waiving of rules and
regulations area.

I mean, you cannot have one without the other. We do not
intend thatit would not work educationally and it would not
work politically.

So I appreciate your bringing it up. We are going to look and we
will make sure that it is more explicitly stated.

Mr. Semerad, I would only thank you for being here. I under-
stand you have had a fairly extensive travel schedule the last few
days and I am only glad you came home yesterday instead of today.

If you would be willing to submit a statement for the record and
part of it would just be an articulation of the R.J.R. program, the
criteria you are using, the kind of thinking you have done, we
would appreciate it.

Finally, in response to the conversation that has been going on, I
would simply say two or three things about H.R. 3347 in an at-
tempt to encourage your continued thought about it, because obvi-
ously we are involved in a conversation here that is going to go on,
I hope, for a few months, not a few years, but anyway it is going to
go on.
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The first is that when we, in my state of Vermont and in, I
think, ten other states, went out and asked teachers what was the
single greatest obstacle to their being able to do the job in front of
them, or the two or threethis was about four years agowe
found consistently across the country, urban and rural, it didn't
make any difference where you went, two things.

One was building leadership and twoactually, the highest
onewas time. They said again and again and again that they
were forced to put their time into activities, filling out forms, going
to meetings, just doing all sorts of things, and then they were
forced to use their so-called professional time in the classroom
doing things that were not special or specialized at all, and that if
they were able to do some redesigning they could get far better
time on the tasks that only they as a professional person could do.

One said, "It is like asking a doctor to wipe somebody's forehead
all day."

So I would ask you as you think about this, to think about differ-
ent time management models and whatever.

One of the ironies of this, and I go back to when I started the
community college system in Vermont, where we found that people
who had been poorly served or not served at all by the higher edu-
cation system in the statewe had more higher education per
dollar per person per square foot than any other state in the union
at that point, and still enormous numbers of people were not being
served.

They were the people who were willing to take a risk on a struc-
ture that was radically different from any other college structure
in the United States at that point and to help us with an experi-
ment.

So to the extent that as you go out in your programs and you are
thinking you can find any information about who is willing to par-
ticipate and why and other parallel examples that will help us get
at the point that Mr. Shanker was making earlierwe tried to be
quite conservative about the assessment and the evaluation part of
this. Mr. Shanker comes in and blows that all up and says, "If you
do it that way you are going to lock in mediocrity again."

So, again, as you are out there, if you hear examples or studies, I
think it would be very helpful to us.

Finally, I would like to say that my concerns as evidence about
the regulation side of what would happen in this legislation, I am
trying to get around something that I think has been a fundamen-
tal and negative reality in American education since we started the
program.

The one that I will think of, the longest term one, is vocational
education. If you go back and read the history, and again I ask you
for any input that you can give us starting on this one with your
comment today, effectively my understanding is that when our
schools first began to attract a diverse mix of students, which was
after the turn of this last century, and between 1905 and 1915 we
really began to get, still small percentages, but numbers of kids
that were diverse and were not automatically winners or kids who
were going to profit from the school system, the enlightened thing
to do was to create a separate program called vocational education.

lii
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This did two things. It got them an education and it also got
them out of the classroom and got them into another place and
made life easier.

As a member of a school board and a teacher I have seen, unfor-
tuliately, the same things happen with 94-142 and with Chapter 1.
They beccme not simply the step up that we intend them to be and
want them to be, but they effectively become traps into which chil-
dren are assigned, out of which children cannot be taken because
the local and the state authorities are afraid of being in violation
of or eval4ated as wanting in terms of the Federal, even if that was
not the inte:tion of the Federal legislation.

So you have incredibly constrained behavior that works against
the best interests of children at the local level as a result of these
sort of cones of authority and responsibility that are initially set at
the Federal, then reinforced at the state, and they get worse, it is
my experience in too many cases, at every level as they go down.

So to the extent, again, that as you are in your thinking or as
you are looking at other schools and seeing ways and examples
where schools are trying to use those programs for what they were
intended to do, obviously, the examples of flexibility that workit
would be very helpful to this committee to get them.

Mr. POSHARD. Gentlemen, let me say before you respond, if you
respond, that in the interests of time, since some of us have other
appointments at twelve o'clock and we have another panel yet to
go, I am going to ask both the members and the panelists to keep
their answers very short. We just do not have a lot of time left.

Do either of you want to respond?
Mr. SEMERAD. I think, one thing right off the bat, that this com-

petition that we are starting is going to surface a lot of principals
and education groups that are willinghopefully doing things
right within the law today and hopefully want to try new things.

I think accountability is built in, going back to Chairman Haw-
kins' question. Clearly we are going to have tothe winners are
going to have to demonstrate that they have an understanding that
this is not just a frivolous exercise in giving away corporate money.
They are going to have to establish their goals.

It will be monitored and evaluated not only by school but across
state lines once we get a little nucleus of schools and states togeth-
er that are trying this Next Century Schools initiative.

We are going to watch that very carefully. I mean, I think that
the standards here are standards of business. I have to show re-
sults, positive results, and productivity. I cannot just dump this
money and pat myself on the back. I think that that is the differ-
ence.

I think we have to be careful of the Lake Woebegone principle,
you know. In each of our neighborhoods the men are good looking,
the women are smart and all the kids are above average.

I think we have got to understand that there are children at
risk, children that need more virtually in every community in this
country.

Mr. HOLLAND. I might just say to Congressman Smith, I hear
your call for information and attention as we move ahead in our
activities. We will keep you very much in mind.

1 1 1
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I will say to both of you And to Al Shanker, who has already left,
I think this teacher shortage that we have out ahead of uswe
have got some now and it is going to get a lot worse. It is a very
serious problem.

We and others are looking at this through other avenues, as
well, but there are simply a lot of different places we have to be
working here at the same time in order to achieve the kind of
move away from the status quo at a rapid enough rate of improve-
ment to really give this country what it deserves, and that is a
good school system.

On the subject of choice that Chairman Hawkins raised, I just
want to reaffirm here what other CED spokesmen have said other
placeswe do not think choice is a panacea. We think it is a
worthwhile thing to try. We do not think it solves the problem. We
think it is going to take a lot of effort and a lot of learning and
some mistake making and correcting and feedback, and also more
money to help fix it, but we see most of that money needing neces-
sarily to come from the local and state level.

I think you will find more and more businesspeople coming to
understand the importance of standing up and paying some more
taxes for better education. They will not pay them, I do not think,
for bad education or for wasteful education, but for good education
I think you will find more and more willing to pay the bill.

Thank you.
Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Martinez?
Mr. MARTINEZ. Mr. Chairman, very brieflybecause I know you

are concerned about the timethere are a couple of points that I
have got to make.

There are a couple of things that this bill is really trying to do.
That is to achieve higher performance standards in a reasonable
period of time and to inspire local school districts.

Let me share with you an interesting situation that I just read
a1' it, while flying back from the district on United Airlines. I do
not know if anybody else has seen it.

The owner of the Kansas City Royals did somethinghe went
into a ghetto school with very low performance standards and a
very low record of achievement and a dropout rate exceeding sixty
percent. He dropped that dropout rate to fifteen percent. How he
did it is simply like I said before. There are some things that
money will help, but you have got to give incentives.

He signed five hundred contracts with freshmen and sophomores.
In the contract he stipulated four things that they must do. They
should not use drugs, they should not use alcohol excessively, they
should not get pregnant if they were ladies and they should not
miss classes and should maintain at least a C average.

If doing that until the end of their four years of high school and
graduation he woul guarantee them a four-year university educa-
tion at the outside and at the inside a vocational school of their
choice, whatever time it took. They would be assured of a higher
education if they would comply.

From sixty-plus percent to fifteen percent: that is an incentive.
In that statement that he made after the story, he said that he
challenged all of the business community and all of the wealthy
people in the United States to come in and do the same thing.

4
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Now, that is creating an incentive, rather than increasing flexi-
bility. They did not change the programs. They did not lump the
programs together.

If you think that Choice is a good thing, then read the issue of
"U.S. News and World Report" just, I think it was, two issues ago.
There was a great story on the little success that Choice has had
but the great harm that it has caused. I recommend it to you for
your reading.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Martinez. If there are no other

questions for the members of this panel, we thank you for being
here very much.

Our last panel is, as I understand it, the people are here are
LaVaun Dennett, Principal of Mont lake Elementary School in Se-
attle; and Mr. G. Alfred Hess, Jr., Executive Director of the Chica-
go Panel on Public School Policy and Finance.

Knowing that your written statements are rather lengthy, if you
could synopsize them in five minutes or less we would appreciate
it.

We will begin with Ms. Dennett.

STATEMENT OF LAVAUN DENNETI', FORMER PRINCIPAL,
MONTUKE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Ms. DENNErr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, Chairman Hawkins
and memberu of the committee, I thank you for this opportunity to
speak to you about restructuring schools in this bill, H.R. 3347.

I have been the principal for the last six years at Mont lake Ele-
mentary School in Seattle, Washington. The school has been in-
volved in restructuring efforts since I was there and we feel like we
have accomplished some Important things in that work.

Now I am at Harvard working on a doctoral and trying to find
out how to make even more of a difference by turning these great
ideas into reality.

In universities we often do a lot of research and there is a par-
1-1-zular research project that I would like to relate to you this
morning that was carried on. They wanted to find out if fleas were
intelligent, if they could indeed learn, and so they put them in jars
and they put a lid on the jar and these fleas were so brilliant that
in no time at all they figured out that if they jumped up too high
they hit their head on the jar, and so they learned to only jump so
high so that they would no longer hit their head.

One day a careless research assistant left the lid off of the jar
and everyone ran to see what had happened. To their surprise,
nothing had happened. The fleas had not jumped out of the jar be-
cause they had learned so well to only jump this high.

We have sort of taken the lids off the jar and we have said,
"Okay, schools, go out and restructure and do something wonder-
ful."

I think it is going to take a little bit more than taking the lid off
the jar, that we are also going to have to create an environment
where it is safe for people to get all the way out and really do
something different. I think this bill is an important conversation
around how to begin to do that.
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This environmentnow that I am at Harvard I have learned
these big, important ways to frame this stuffit is "holding envi-
ronment," and I like that metaphor of really holding the schools in
a way that they can begin to do what they are trying to do.

It has sort of three parts: confirmation, contradiction and conti-
nuity. The confirmation piece of it is supporting people where they
are, helping them discover what they are doing well and how to do
more of it. It believes that everyone can grow and change and that
schools could become a place where everyone is a teacher and ev-
eryone is a learner.

There is also a piece of it that is contradiction, giving people a
push to be more than they thought that they could be and continu-
ously asking the hard questions about why we are doing what we
are doing and how we know that it works, always looking for an-
other alternative that would be even better and creating schools
that are actually constantly restructuring, constantly questioning
what they are doing and how to make changes.

Continuity is the piece that is hanging around and working
things through, creating the safe place piece, allowing mistakes
and even encouraging them for wonderful learning opportunities
that they provide, taking risks and holding each other's hand in
the process as we hold our breath, trusting one another to do the
right thing.

Again, this bill provides a good balance in doing that, where
there is some accountability, some promise to hang in there and
help us through the changes, and also pushing people to try new
things and to take the risks necessary to really improve schools.

As a great philosopher, Pogo, once said, "We are faced with in-
surmountable opportunities." Changing schools sometimes seems
like one of those insurmountable opportunities.

When I decided to come down here I decided to drive. I talked a
friend into coming with me. Her class wasn't through until ten
o'clock, so we left Boston last night at ten o'clock to drive here to
talk to you this morning.

When we told people that we were going to do that, they said,
"Impossible, you can't do it," and even made terrible remarks
about how when you get older your body won't handle that kind of
thing.

Well, we made it. Not only did we make it down here in the nine
hours, but we even made it through tornado warnings and rain
that was so hard sometimes you couldn't see the road.

When we got here someone had quite accidentally called my
friend and offered a place for us to shower and change clothes.

When things began to happen, amazing things happened. Those
insurmountable opportunities really become realities.

Changing schools is quite possible. It takes hard work, thinking
differently, giving up who you are for who you might become,
learning new strategies and techniques, walking the talk, thinking
anew and acting anew, turning little successes into important vic-
tories and accepting that there is more than one right answer, join-
ing with the kids instead of sometimes thinking of them as the
enemy that we somehow have to conquer.

I spend a lot of time in schools trying to help them think about
what they are doing differently. I am constantly amazed, to the



point of tears myself sometimes, as I watch the struggle that teach-
ers go through to make a difference for every child.

Changing the system is a little harder. There are all those things
about the way it has always been and the rules and regulations
and sometimes the interpretation of the rules and regulations,
which is even more restricting.

Sometimes we have trouble giving power away and we get very
mixed messages. At Mont lake we constantly got messages about
how we were doing the right thing and not to do it anymore.

For instance, we said, "We want all special ed kids to be totally
integrated into the classroom. We do not want to have these pull-
out programs that are sending them down the hallway. If we could
really do that in special ed, we would have a real success."

Well, we did that. Jn fact, we even stopped labeling them because
we thought the label itself was handicapping. When we did that we
lost the money, because if you do not label the kids you cannot
have the money, and it made what we were doing much more diffi-
cult.

It also meant that when our Chapter 1 students's scores went up,
so that they were not quite as much at risk, we lost the money.
There were restrictions on how we could implement the program,
and even though that meant class size went up people continued to
do what they knew was the right thing and to make a difference
for every child.

It can happen. It can happen now. It has to happen now. If we
give schools both the support and the flexibility to do what they
need to do, teachers, communities, universities, businesses, the
people that you have heard of today, will end up making the kind
of difference that you want to see happen in schools.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of LaVaun Dennett followsl
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Chairman Augustus F. Hawkins

Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary.

and Vocational Education
U.W. House of Representatives
B-346C Rayburn House Office Building
Washington DC 20515

Last night my daughter called me. Usually she waits until Saturday so the cost of
talking between Seattle and Boston is more manageable This was Tuesday

Usually she starts her conversation with a runny story or some on-going joke that
t, tell me. in her own unique way. that she loves me and misses me Her voice
sounded very brave above tears she could not hide. Not an unusual experience for
a 19 year old girl who is out in her first apartment and mother has just moved
3000 miles away

But Terra is unusual Terra is a beautiful. bright, 19 year old woman who is also a

talented artist. She has a tenderness about her that makes her take flowers to the
old man on the hospital ward where she works because he is so lonely and a sense
of humor that turns the most impossible situation into something to laugh at.
Perhaps, most important of all, she is stubborn She's determined to make her life
work - somehov. Terra will need her stubborn determination because Terra is a
Sped.

Terra went through Seattle School District in the Special Education program
When she was first tested, they told me it would be a temporary placement She
just needed to catch up After all she was obviously very bright with scores in
the 99 percentile in things like auditory tracking and verbal reasoning skills She
just needed a little help Her profile was quite common in special ed Years later
when I talked to them about getting Terra out or the program, they were very
surprised I would even consider such a thing. She would never he able to handle
a regular program. But did their program meet her needs? Not really, they said

But they had so many kids in her group (II) and they were so diverse

Her story came across tae wire in halting tones Interspersed with frustration with
herself for bothering me. The conversation was something like this. I don't want
life to always be so hard. How did I get all the way through school without
learning even the basic things a person needs to know to be successful in the
world? I'm never going to be able to get a really good job. If I work. I can't go to
school. If 1 go to school. I can't work I need to do both. I'm so afraid I'm 8044 to
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end up on welfare like Danielle I just want a nice job, and a family, and a home
like everyone else After the usual reassuring mother words, she went on, 'But
you don't understand. Mom You re not a Sped. You don't know what I. feels !Ike
tO always be so dumb I m never going to find a way to get the education I need.'

Terra survived the name calling, teacher s low expectations, and boredom to

graduate from high school She is one of the lucky ones. Her friend, Danielle is
unmarried and on her second child Several of the students in her group are
heavily involved with drugs Few graduated from high school Those who did
are like Terra they just couldn't find another alternative that worked for them.
At school they at least got to see their friends. And then there is the one who

committed suicide and the one that was found dead in the lake Speds all.

Terra didn't enter school as a Sped She was eager, happy, and learning just like
the rest of the kids She thought she could solve any problem and was usually
the first one to come up with an answer She was learning and growing - and
hungry for more What happens when these kids get into school? How do we
twist their dreams into tears and despair?

An exaggeration' As a principal I see children like Terra go through my school
every year Bright, eager, wonderful kids who don't iearn quite like everyone else
Are they handicapped? Not until we teach them that they are

Unfortunately. the Speds aren t the only ones who loose their spark in schools
Many very normal students also become frustrated and bored Those who find

other alternatives drop out Many of the drop outs and those that stay in their
seats but drop out in their heads have been sitting tor years in our classrooms

disinterested, resistent.

But do schools have a choice? Yesl At Montlake Elementary In Seattle,
Washington, and at many other schools across the country, schools are doing what
they must to see that all kids learn and are successN! They do it with too few
resources. with crowded classrooms, amid great diversity and challenge They do
it with old textbooks and the latest technology, in dilapidated buildings and new,
shiny buildings, in urban and in rural schools They do it because they care about
the kids They do it because there is nothing like the look on a child s face when
they have just discovered a great truth They do it because there is nothing as
beautiful as children s lau!'nter They do it because they believe they can make
some small difference in the world or in one small child.

t eJ
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So why aren't there more stories of school successes? Why aren't we singing the
Praises or the educational system that makes America strong? If we can do it in a
few good schools why not all schools? Of course, there are no easy answers But
there are some things we have learned that can help us make a Sign'ficant
difference while we are looking for better and twtter answers

There was a study about maverick principals- several years ago that is very
interesting These were principals who went into schools that had been neglected
and/or were in disastrous shape and turned them around When asked what it
was that made ii possible for them to make such a difference. they all responded
that one critical ingredient was that people left them alone to lead their building
as they needed. Either the district thought the situation was so hopeless or the
school had been neglected for so long, no one thought to keep track of what was
gOing On there. The principals rolled up their sleeves and created great schools
with their staffs and communities Then people decided to pay attention for one
reason or another In every case, the principals reported that once people started
watching closely what was happening in the school, the work was much harder.
There were rules and regulations to observe, politics to play, and time consuming
paperwork to be done. There were people Saying, "we've always done it this
way. and "ir we let you do that, someone else will want to do it toe." They had to
fight for the flexibility that had allowed creative. "different' ideas It took time
away from fighting for even more creative, better ideas for continued
improvement.

I'm sure we would all agree that the rules and regulations were established for all
the right reasons I m sure they brought vital attention to critical areas that
desperately needed attention Chapter I, Special Education. At Risk Programs
the very systems that were created to help, are being implemented in ways that
are now creating part oi the problem Labeling students and isolating them in pull-
out classes are more of a handicap than the student's disability Slavin s research
at John Hopkins University has pointed out the problems with such techniques
over and over again and he has offered solutions that have been proven successful
that do not require great expenditures of money or tremendous hardships on
people Sometime!, a person just has to think differently Henry Levin at Stanford
decided that at risk students need to be challenged. worked harder, rather than
being tracked into remedial, plodding classes. Then he went out and convinced a
number of other people to think differently about these kids too and had dramatic
results.

When there are such limited resources available, we need to use every possible
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penny to get the results we want The funds for special programs are vital to the
provision of restructured classrooms and schools that can make these kinds of

differences The resources must not be lost And we must continue or more

ar,curately begin, to make a difference with these children who need our special
attention. But that special attention can be provided in new and different ways.

At Mont lake, we restructured our school in such a way that it worked much better

It didn't take magic It did take asking some hard questions about why we group
students the way we do, why we isolate teachers rather than work in teams. whY

we use time the way we do. why we break subject areas up into small discrete
blocks etc We didn't like seine of the answers we discovered so we made some
very basic changes We too got dramatic results.

One of the results we were most excited about was the fact that we completely
integrated all of our Learning Disabled. Behavior Disabled. anti Mildly Retarded

students into our regular classes In fact, students stopped being referred to
special education at all because they were so successful In the new structure Our

test scores went up It all seemed like good news until we lost the resources that
we had initially been allocated. If you don't label students, you don't get resources

even if they are still in the program. We felt the labels themselves were a

problem. We refused to label the students. When an article was published about

the dilemma at Mont lake in EdUcation Week, people called from all over the

Country with similar stories. People offered advice, support, enCourageMent and

ideas Unfortunately more energy and ideas concentrate on how lo get around the
rules and regulations than fixing them.

Olympia School District in Olympia, Washington proudly displayed their new
program which had successfully integrated all of their Learning Disabled

students, with permission, they thought, from the state. There had been some
mistake They had to frantically relabel all of their students to prevent the loss of

thousands of dollars The funds had been essential to the integration Everyone

agreed the program worked better for schools and kids. :hey just couldn't do it

and fit it into the rules and regulations.

Governor Booth Gardner and the Washington State Legislature decided to think

differently They created the Schools for the 21 Century Legislation that
encouraged schools to be innovative and to invent better schools There was

support through resources, waiving of state rules and regulations, information, and

celebration of the great ideas that began to be proposed Not only were schools,

dramatically improved, but the excitement and enthusiasm in those schools was

infectious. Even schools who applied but were not selected in this round of grants
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went on to improve their schools They had become so excited about the
possibilities as they went through the process, they decided to do what they could
even without supportive funds Now the state is accepting a second round of
applications. I would anticipate that these proposals would be even more
innovative now that everyone knows that Governor Gardner and the legislature
are really serious

One of the critical components in all of these examples, is the willingness of people
to take risks anti to think differently The ability to reach out for new ideas and
the information needed to even formulate new concepts and contextual
possibilities, and the willingness to put in the time,energy. and commitment to
change schools is a challenge for each of us. That leadership must come from the
school, from the district, from the state, and from the federal government It must
come from businesses and communities as well If we reward this behavior, we II
get more of it School leaders. in particular, have rarely been rewarded forsuch
behavior. We tell interesting stories about our maverick principals, but we hope
they don't show up in our diStrict Universities and colleges do not require a
course in creative thinking to earn an administrative certificate. In fact, one of the
biggest challenges ln reforming schools wiil be to train and retrain principals to

think in new ways, to lind new solutions, and to take new risks

One or those areas of risk will need to be how we hold schools accountable Good
schools will welcome the accountability that is required with the new
responsibilities we are proposing through restructuring. But that accountablUty
must be more than achievement test scores The state of Connecticut is trying a
new performance based test for students. Lee Schulman, at Stanford University
is suggesting teachers could provide a portfolio of their test lessons as artifacts
that would be an important part of their evaluation. Both of these and many other
similar ideas will allow us to take a much more effective look at teaching and
learning. We must ask ourselves what we really want kids to know what is the
best way to teach them what we want them to know. and how do we know we
taught it. Achievement tests are only one, and perhaps, not the best one, measure
of how we know This is a complicated problem and will have dramatic effects on
the restructuring of schools.

In "To Secure Our Future", the National Center on Education and the Economy
propose four missions that will make the kind of difference we are looking for.

-First. America will do what is necessary to assure that every child starts
school healthy and intellectually prepared to take full advantage of what school
has to offer. No longer will millions of children enter kindergarten a.; damaged

.1 2 1
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goods, already marked for failure;
-Second, the country will dedicate itself to restructuring elementary and

secondary education for high performance, according to the principles previously
suggested By the end of the century. high school graduates all across the land
will hold a diploma that signifies more than twelve years in the seat It will testify
that the holder ts among the best educated high school graduates in the world,

-Third, America, for much of the twentieth century the most scientifically

and technologically accomplished country on the globe,will finally turn its
technical genius to the problem of education, to make our schools a showcase for
the contributions that information technology can contribute to learning. and

-Fourth, our workers will no longer be leaders among the functionally
illiterate America will provide a second chance to every American nov. in the
workforce to get the skills they will need to contribute effectively in an
information-based economy where success means thinking for a living

This mission will require some important changes in priorities for our country and
for our schools But there is absolutely no reason why we cannot, very quickly
and very effectively movo to make those changes We must start now. Our
students cannot wait any longer for us to discuss the issue. They continue to pass
through the system taking with them all of the knowledge, skills, and abilities we
are able to help them acquire. But in that process they also gather a vision of the
world and their place in it, an understanding or others and the diversity that we

all share. a pattern of risk taking and change and many. many more concepts -

some directly taught, some simply 'experienced For some kids this is a joyous
process and they come out the other end ready to live each day fully and to make

a difference in the world. For far too many others, they never reach their full
Potential, they end up insecure and unable to handle change and risking They
emerge with scars that will handicap them the rest or their lives.

And our studentc are not the only ones, as this letter from a teacher illustrates

I m tired this year more than any other year I can remember of not being able

to teach l find myself as I go out the door in the mornings, wishing I were going
to work in a bank or an insurance office. or some other place of relative calm,
some place that doesn't drain every ounce of energy and creativity I can rnustt .

and then still leave me feeling like its never enough I am puzzled I have loved

teaching. I did not make a mistake seventeen years ago when I came into the

classroom I am proud of the school I teach in now; and the cooperation of the
staff and the support or the principal could not be more neartleit. So what is the

problem? What is siphoning off the joy I have found before in my work? It is or

great importance that I find out, and then try to turn things around. if I can't . I
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need to leave education

There is especially the frustration of never having enough planning time. much
less time for careful reflection on teaching metier's and individual student needs
Nearly every morning and every afternoon there is an important meeting of some
description; a parent conference, grade level merag. total faculty meeting, media
advisory committee Student Council. planning/assistance team. inservice
committee nd all of them appear to be of great importance! The bookbag of
Papers to grade. lessons to plan, and reports to do goes home each night, seeming
heavier and heavier, but the energy left at the end of the day is not of sufficient
quality to get the bag of work completed in the way I wish I could

There is the inner anger at having yet one more form to do:
a folder to keep for the observers (wili I JuSt put in a copy of my schedule, a

copy of the rules and consequences for my class, a listing of any unusual situations
in my class?),

a professional development plan that will prove: to all the world that I am
actually "growirtg and deserve the pay that the legislature has alloted me.

a listing of students who purchased pictures.- and which package.
a listing or students who will swish with fluoride mouthrinse once each

week, of students who haven't been fingerprinted, and of students recorded time
for the mile run.

a plan to show how I will use the health guide sent out by the system.
records upon records of discipline measures time out sheets, letters sent to

parents, pink slips and green slips, requests for assistance from specialists. and

'action alerts".

And there is. beneath it all. a profound sadness, a mourning for what might have
been: or is it yet a longing for what might still be if answers can be foundV°

from a letter by Loreua Fodrie. Fifth Gracie 'reacher. Charlotte Mecklenburg.
N C. to the Holmes Group. December of 911

Together we can make schools a piece where everyone In the system is both a
teacher and a learner, and where !earning and teaching are so exciting everyone
wants to be doing it

Let's get started!
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SUMMARY
Here is Edward Bear, coming
downstairs now, bump, bump,

bump, on the back of his
bud, behind Christopher

Robin. it is, es far as he
knows, the oniy way of corning
downstairs, but sometimes he

feels that there really is
another way, dimly he could

stop bumping for a moment and
think of It.

A.A. Milne

Like Edward Bear. ti often seems publ!,' lichools hold some vague notion that there

is a better way. if only we had time to stop bumping our heads and look for it.

We must
Give people room to lead and create

Take risks and think differently
Stop doing what doesn't work
End the battle between rules and regulations vs. integration and elimination

of labels
Look at a complex, multi-faceted accountability system
Implement the "To Secure Our Future" mission statements

1. assure that every child starts school healthy and intellectually

prvpartd:
2 dedicate the country to restructuring elementary and secondary

education for high performance;
3 make our schools a showcase for the contributions that information

technology can make to learning:
4 provide a second chance to every American now in the workforce

to get the skills they will need to contribute effectively in an
Information-based economy

Get started now!
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Ms. Dennett. Mr. Hess?

STATEMENT OF G. ALFRED HESS, JR., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CHICAGO PANEL ON PURI iC SCHOOL POLICY AND FINANCE

Mr. HESS. Thank you, Mr. Poshard, Mr. Smith and my colleague
from Chicago, Mr. Hayes.

I am delighted to be with you. I do have a lengthy testimony,
which I will not try to enter into the record this morning by read-
ing it, but I do want to point out a couple of key points about it.

As many of you are aware, Chicago has just enacted through the
state legislature in Illinois a major school reform effort. I was
author of part of that effort. We were trying to do some things in
Chicago to deal with a school system that is not working.

Chicago has 410 thousand young people in its system. Seventy
percent of those children qualify for free or reduced lunch. Forty-
five percent of those children are Chapter 1 eligible. Eighty-eight
percent of those children are minorities.

The legislation was citizen initiated legislation. It started in a
mayors' education summit convened by Harold Washington, a
former member of this committee whose seat Mr. Hayes now holds,
not that it was only his seat ever, but he preceded you in it.

We were really trying to deal with a situation of a school system
that was not working. In 1985 a sister organization of ours released
a study that showed that one out of three seniors who are about to
graduate in Chicago schools could read at normal levels.

A few months later we released a study that showed that two out
of five young people who started the ninth grade never made it
through the Chicago public school system. They have a forty-three
percent dropout rate.

That means that if you take those two studies together, out of
five kids starting in ninth grade only one them graduates reading
at normal levels. That is the kind of background that led to the
Chicago school reform effort.

The essential elements of that effort are that we were trying to
create a way for local schools to be freed of constrictions, from our
perspective primarily local constrictions, that kept schools from
doing a good job.

We had two professors from one of our universities in Chicago
who did a study of Chicago principals. The term that they used f.dr
the principals who were doing very well was that these were the
creative insubordinates, that in order to do well, to be creative in
the Chicago public school system you had to be insubordinate. You
had to do things to break the rules.

So we tried to create an effort in reform that would allow us to
put people in a position not of having to break rules to do well.

We tried to eliminate restrictions, eliminate the sanctions and
mandates, and to change the locus of accountability for principals
from the bureaucratic mind set, which after all is basically to keep
things going smoothly, to the parents, who are concerned about the
performance of their children, the community residents who are
concerned about the reputation of the schools in their neighbor-
hoods and to the teachers themselves who are concerned to see
good things happen to the kids in their classrooms.
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So we established a school-based management approach to school
reform that removed many of the restrictions, moved more dollars
to the school level, and we did it on the basis of numbers of disad-
vantaged children, so we were moving more dollars to the schools
with the largest numbers of disadvantaged children and fewer dol-
lars to the schools with fewer disadvantaged children.

Concerns that have been expressed this morning earlier about
making sure that disadvantaged kids get the benefits of those dol-
lars are concerns that we share, but we found ways to do that
within that system.

It seems to me this legislation is built on the same philosophy, a
philosophy of removing restrictions and constraints to allow people
to get things done, and that the real key is, can we in fact keep
them accountable for making things work for kids who need them
to work for them most?

That has to do with identifying which populations were most
concerned advance under these regulations, and that is one of the
things our organization is going to be doing with the Chicago
School Reform Act.

We are going to be monitoring which kids do better and we are
going to be out to make sure that the kids who are most in need
are the ones who do better. It seems to me that should be one of
the elements that is built in to the agreements about accountabil-
ity that are made at the state and local levels with the Federal
Government.

We would strongly support this legislation. We would also echo
the concern that was expressed earlierand, Mr. Smith, I know
you have already spoken to itthat the encouragement to the state
and local jurisdictions to give waivers and to relax their regula-
tions is an impor.ant piece of this, but we would strongly encour-
age that the House enact this legislation with whatever accommo-
dations are necessary to meet the various concerns that were
raised this morning.

[The prepared statement of G. Alfred Hess, Jr., follows:]
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CHICAGO PANEL ON PUBLIC SCHOOL POLICY AND FINANCE

220 South State Street. Suite 1212 Chicago. Illinois 60604 (312; :39-2202

Testimony in Favor of:

EDUCATIONAL PERFORMANCE AGREEMENTS

for SCHOOL RESTRUCTURING

Testimony P ted to
United States House of Representatives

Committee on Education and Labor
Subcommittee on

Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education

by G. Alfred Hess, Jr.
Executive Director

November 16, 1989

Chairman Hawkins, Mr Smith, members of the committee, I am G. Alfred Hess, Jr.,
Executive Director of the Chicago Panel on Public School Policy and Finance. The Chicago
Panel is a coalition of twenty agencies concerned to improve the quality of education in the
Chicago Public Schools. We are an independent, non-profit, agency which monitors the actions
of the Chicago Board of Education, does research into its policies and practices, provides
information to parents, community residents, school staffs, policy makers, and the general
public, and advocates for policies which will provide direct benefits to students in the city's
public schools. The Chicago Panel was one of the leaders in the recent school reform
movement which culminated in the passage by the General Asse-Loly of the State of Illinois
of Illinois Public Act 85-1418, the Chicago School Reform Act. I am the author of several
sections of that Act which was the result of more than two years of concerted effort by a wide
coalition of civic agencies, business interests, community organizations, parents, the teachers
union, and concerned members of the city and state government.

I am here today to support H.R. 3347, a bill to establish a National Demonstration
Program for Educational Performance Agreements for School Restructuring. This bill is built
upon the same philosophy which underlay the Chicago school reform effort, to provide schools
(and school districts) more flexibility and independence in return for higher performance. We
were forced to proceed within a whole series of constraints, because this bill has not yet been
enacted. School restructuring in Chicago could proceed much further if this bill is enacted
by the Congress.

Background to the Chicago School Reform Act

The Chicago School Reform Act initiates the most radical school restructuring of urban
public education which has been undertaken in at least the last two decades and perhaps in
this century. The Act dramatically increases the power of individual schools to shape their
local educational programs to more closely meet the needs of their enrolled students. It does
so by severely curtailing the powers of the Board of Education and the central administration
to impose systemwide programs and by shifting the relationships between the administration
and the school from one of mandating behavior to one of service provision. The basic
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approach of the Reform Act is to require improvements in performance of local schools in
exchange for the elimination or easing of systemwide constraints.

The Chicago School Reform Act is citizen written legislation. The major provisions of
the legislation were argued, debated, altered, and ultimately agreed to in the Mayor's
Education Summit, a collaborative effort initiated by Mayor Harold Washington (a former
member of this subcommittee, I believe) and involving the participation of more than 60
citizens representing the various constituencies listed above. The Act itself repi-..sents the
collating of three pieces of legislation drafted by three of Chicago's non-profit agencies (the
Chicago Panel drafted one of these precursct bills). In its passage through the state legislature,
the final language of the bill was hammered out in a fourday, ten hour a day, conference of
more *than 60 representatives of the same agencies who had participated in the Mayor's
Summit, under the leadership of the Speaker of the Illinois House of Representatives, who led
the conference in a line by line consideration and agreement on the final shape of the bill.
What I am trying to convey is that this legislation was not somebody'squick solution to citizen
discontent. It was a citizen solution to a massive problem in the failure of a primary public
service, the education of 410,000 children in the city of Chicago.

Before explaining the major provisions of the legislation, I would like to briefly
describe the conditions which gave rise to the school reform movement in Chicago. I am sure
that the members of Congress are all aware of several key events in the chronology that led
to the school reform efrort: a nineteen day school strike in the fall of 1987 and, later that fall,
the proclamation by then Secretary of Education William Bennett that Chicago had the worst
school system in the nation and that it was an example of *educational meltdown. While both
of these events were important to the passage of school reform legislation, the roots of the
reform effort go far deeper, and neither would have had much effect on the school system had
not the reform effort already been well under way.

Concern about the quality of the Chicago Public Schools dates back to the early 1960s
when several blue-ribbon commissions severely criticized the segregation of minorities in the
school system and the resulting inferior educatiot, offered in those schools. For the next
twenty years, the short-comings of the system were articulated primarily by those seeking more
equity in the quality of education delivered across the system. However, unlike many other
major urban school systems, no serious desegregation litigation was undertaken in Chicago
during the 1960s and most of the 1970s. By the time Justice Department took the system to
court, resulting in the 1980 Desegregation Consent Decree, the proportion of white students
in the system had fallen to 18 percent. Currently, about 12 percent of public school students
in Chicago are white At this point, even the best desegregation effort could not seriously be
expected to deal with the educational shortcomings of the Chicago PublicSchools. One of the
basic tenets of using desegregation to improve the quality of education for minorities is that
if minority and majority students attend the same schools, resources within the system will be
used more equitably and the quality of education for minorities will improve thereby. That
premise is untenable when majority students have disappeared from the system.

During the early part of this decade, the primary focus of those seeking to improve the
Chicago Public Schools was on the fiscal unhealth of the system. In 1979, banks in Chicago
refused to roll-over the system's outstanding loans when it became public knowledge that the
system was using new loans to pay the costs of carrying and ,-tiring earlier endebtedness. The
system was virtually bankrupt. An emergency bailout was fashioned by the state legislature
along lines agreed to at a New Year's Day summit convened in the Governor's Mansion. The
early years of the decade were focused on restoring the system's fiscal health. However, in
the process, the district's edu,ational programs were severely curtailed. Art and music teachers
were eliminated, despite state mandates to teach those subjects. Special education services
were cut back. More than 8,000 positions were eliminated from the budget. However, in the
first study commissioned by the Chicago Panel, we were able to document that these staff
cutbacks had a more severely impact on direct services to children (/ 8 percent reduction in
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staff) and care for the system's facilities and lunchroom services (17 percent reduction) than
they did on the number of administrative jobs (down only 12 percent; see Budget Cuts at the
Board of Education, 1982). Unfortunately that pattern continued throughout the decade, with
the number of jobs in the central administration growirs every year between 1981 and 1987,
while total enrollment declined by more than 50,000 students. It was our numbers on the
increase of the size of the administration which Secretary Bennett characterized as 'the growth
of the bureaucratic blobr

By 1984, under the prodding of the Chicago School Finance Authority, the fiscal crisis
was under control. At that point, the Chicago Panel and the other major school focused non-
profit agency in the city, Designs for Change, began to focus more directlyon the quality of
education sing provided by the Chicago Public Schools. In early 1985, these two agencies
released two complementary studies detailing the failure of the Chicago Public Schools to
adequately education the young people of our city. In The Bottom Line, Designs documented
the fact that only one in three high school seniors was reading at nationally expected levels.
Two months later, the Chicago Panel, in Dropouts From The Chicago Public Schools, announced
that 43 percent of the students who entered ninth grade dropped out before graduation. Thus,
nearly half of every entering class never makes it through high school, and of those who do,
only a third read at expected levels!

In the years since 1985, the Chicago Panel has released four further studies
documenting thc scope of the dropout problcin in Chicago, including one study which
documented the shortchanging of Chicago high school students, through the use of phantom
study halls, by providing the average student with less than four hours of school per day
despite state law which requires five hours of daily instruction. As each of these studies was
released, and extensively covered in front page headlines and on the electronic media, the
public conviction grew that something had to be done about the Chicago Public Schools.

Facing a campaign for reelection the following spring, Mayor Harold Washington
convened his Mayor's Education Summit in October of 1986. Many observers of the Chicago
reform effort ignore the fact that the Mayor's Summit had been meeting for a full year prior
to the nineteen day teachers strike in 1987. That first year of the Summit was focused on
creating a Series of agreements between the school system and other interestedparties similar
to those fashioned as part of the Boston Compact. The effort was designed to include a
commitment by the school system to improve the quality and quantity of its graduates in
return for a promise of increased employment opportunities for the system's graduates and
increased access to higher education. One task force of the summit, which I staffed as a
released time consultant to the Mayor's Office, created 15 strategic objectives to measure
improvement in the performance of the school system. Although the Summit as a whole
adopted those objectives, the administration of the school system rejected all but five of them.
During the summer of 1987, negotiations between the school system and the business
community broke down without reaching any agreement about improving the publicschools

During that same summer, the General Superintendent was in negotiations with the
system's employee unions. He entered the negotiations by proposing that all union employees
take a pay cut while at the same time proposing a budget which continued to expand the
central office administrative staff. It was an open secret at the administrative headquarters
that this was the year to face down the union. The federal government'ssuccess in breaking
PATCO, the ai: controller's union, was a frequent topic of conversation. In this atmosphere,
the ensuing nineteen day employee's strike, delaying the opening of school by a month, was
inevitabk. Ultimately, an agreement was reached which very much resembled the agreement
the Chicago Panel had described as possible in July testimony on the Board's proposed budget.
In short, the resources were available for an employee settlement prior to the strike, but to
utilize them would have required a reallocation from bureaucratic growth to school site
services
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The amazing thing, to many observers, was that the widespread parent and community
protests during the strike did not disappear as soon as schools reopened. This time, parents

were not satisfied with labor accord, they demanded a real improvement in the quality of the
schools their children attended. A week af ter the strike ended, Mayor Washington invited 500
representatives of civic, community, and parent groups to attend an assembly at the University

of Illinois at Chicago to hear plans f or improving the z-hools, including his intent to reconvene

an expanded Mayor's Education Summit. More than 1,000 persons showed up and the Mayor
had no choice but to open up adjoining space to expand the meeting. Further, the parents and
activists demanded more than platitudes from union, school, and city officials. They
demanded a zeal voice. The mayor expanded the summit by convening a Parents Community
Council and placing ten of its leaders on the Summit. Unfortunately, a month later, he
succumbed to a massive heart attack, leaving the city essentially leaderless for the next I+5

months.

Mayor Washington's appointees to the Parents Community Council (PCC), however,
converted school reform into a martyr's mission. Fortunately, there were several vehicles at
hand f or their use. The first was the work of the first year of the Mayor's Education Summit
and the agreements achieved on its six constituent task forces. In addition, the Parents
Community Council invited the various civic agencies which had been working f or school
improvement to present their plans and concerns. Chief among those presentations were plans

presented by Designs for Change and the Chicago Panel. Both groups had been developing
plans for school based management and other reforms within the Chicago Public Schools The
PCC adopted school based management as the hall mark of its reform agenda in the Educaticn
Summit, along with concern to expand early childhood opportunities for disadvantaged
children, expand non-school services to meet the physical and social nceds of inner Uit f
children, and various other programs.

School based management was seen by the Chicago Panel and Derians for Change as a

key element to implement the findings of educational research about what makes an ef fective
school. Two professors in Chicago, Van Cleve Morris and Robert Crowson, had done a study
of principals in the city's schools. They characterized ef fective principals they studied as
*creative insubordinates.* They said, the only way to be a good principal in Chicago was to
be insubordinate. The school system, the state, and the federtil government had created such
a maze of regulations and sanctions, that it was impossible to be creative without being
insubordinate. Chicago's schools were the ultimate example of the failure of the attempt to
assure the quality of schools by controling the conditions of education Chicago's failures
disclose thc poverty of the philosophy that controlling the inputs will assure the quality of the
outputs. From this perspective, school based management was seen as a way to eliminate the
stif fling effect of central bureaucratic mandates and sanctions in order to encourage
principals to be creative without the necessity of also being insubordinate. A second ef fort
to encourage more creative educational efforts by the local educational leader was to shit t the
locus of accountability of principals from bureaucrats (whose values inevitably revolve around
maintaining an institution without making waves) to parents of enrolled students, community
residents, and teachers whose concerns would be focused on improving the performance of
those enrolled in the school. Both of these measures were designed to put responsibility into
the hands of local principals, to give them greater opportunity to be ef fectivc educational
leaders (a key element identified by the "effective schools' research), but to also increase their
accountability for the performance of the schools under their care.

I have stressed this point for three reasons. First, many media accounts of school
reform in Chicago have portrayed the effort as primarily a political shif ting of power, Out the
primary shif t in power is between levels of the school system. School reform in Chicago is
based on the empowerment of the local school by releasing it from the constrictions of the
central administration. Second, I want you to be aware that school reform in Chicago is based
upon an assessment of current educational research and is designed to be a means to implement
aspects of that research. It is a carefully designed approach, built on the specific history and
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conditions in Chicago. It was not just the result of a bunch of unknowledgable radicals
engaged ic a gigantic exercise in horse-trading. Third, the effort could have been more far-
reaching had we been able to also remove some of the constraints imposed by the state and
federal governments, an issue which H.R. 3347 addresses.

The Chicago Panel on Public School Polley and Finance

Before describing in greater detail what the Chicago School Reform Act accomplishes,
I want to present a brief background on the Chicago Panel, which I represent.

The Chicago Panel on Public School Policy and Finance is a coalition of twenty civic
agencies concerned with citywide public education issues. The purpose of the Panel is to
work for the improvement of the public schools in the Chicago area. It conducts research
into the policies and practices of the Chicago Board of Education, provides information to
parents, citizens. Board members and the public about the management and finances of the
Board, advocatea for the priority of students as policy, financial, and managerial decisions
are being made, and promotes knowledgeable public participation in school policy and finance
decision making.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CHICAGO PANEL

During the Panel's first three years lion :4; its research and information efforts
focused on assistin: 'he Chicago Public '.knools to restore its fiscal integrity while devoting
Ise maximum possible resources to direct services to its students. During that period, the
Panel established the serious under funding of the public schools in Illinois, primarily through
its study Revenue Short Falls in the Chicago Public. Schools, but also began to document the need
to shift resources within the system away r,om the central administration and towards the
school level.

riuring the next three years, the Panel's efforts focrsed on defining the shortcomings
of the education offered by the city's public schools. Four different studies of the dropout
problem defined the accurate dropout rate and identified major problems in the school system
which contributed to that rate, including the discovery of mythical study halls which
shortened the school day by more than an hour for most Chicago high school students. The
Panel's initial dropout study, Dropouts FromThe Chicago Public Schools, tracked students in the
graduating classes of 1982, 1983, and 1984, establishing a systemwide dropout rate for 1982 of
43 percent. The Chicago Board of Education's Research and Evaluation Department has
produced two follow-up reports, using the same format, for the classes of 1985 and 1986. The
dropout rate for the class of 1985 was 45 percent, but the rate decreased to 41.4 percent for
the Class of 1986. The Panel also regularly chronicled the failure of the Chicago Public
Schools to implement state reforms enacted in 1985. During this period, the Panel's
information programs focused on helping parents and school personnel understand their school
budget, learn how to do needs assessments at their schools, and begin to do school improvement
planning. The Panel produced a widely used guide to school budgets called School-Based
Budgeting.What Citizens and Parents Need To Know, The Panel is currently updating this guide
for use by the new LSCs. The Panel also produced annual reviews of the implementation of
school budget hearing and Local School Improvement Council provisions of the 1985 statewide
school reform act.

During the past two years, the Chicago Panel has been one of the leading organizations
focused on school reform. The Panel's executive director helped conceive and design the
Mayor's Education Summit, serving as a released time consultant to the Mayor's Office. He
staffed and helped craft the 15 School Improvement Objectives adopted by the Summit, which
later became the basis for the school reform agreements in the second year of the Summit. In
1987, the Panel drafted legislation for House Speaker Michael Madigan to ietroduce which
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would have created a pilot project in school based msnagement, a precursor of the 1988 school
reform bill. The Panel was a major actor in the post.strike session ot the Mayor's Summit and
led the movement to significantly strengthen the draft agreements. Panel staff were key to
the resolution of many differences in the drafting of the Chicago School Reform Act and were
primarily responsible for drafting provisions creating the Professional Personnel Advisory
Committee (which goaranteed a role for teachers in the school management process),
redistributing the State. Chapter I funds for disadvantaged students, and mandating an
administrative cap on the size of the bureaucracy.

The Panel has been working effectively with other reform groups to ensure a smooth
implementation of the school reform act. It worked closely with the previous Board of
Education to shape proposals to implement the act. Its mitiques of the resulting plans and
of the Ientative budget for the 1989-90 school year led the new Interim Board of Education
to reject these documents. Panel staff helped reshape the Board's budget to reallocate 540
million into local school budgets by cutting 544 bureaucratic positions. The Panel has assumed
lead responsibility f or monitoring the implementation of the reform ef fort and has received
significant funding for such monitoring and research from the MacArthur Foundation, the
Woods Charitable Fund, The Field Foundation of Illinois -nd the Spencer Foundation. At the
same time, the Panel has also been one of the primary sot es of technical assistance for local
school people trying to improve their schools, providing 'raining and information resources
created out of its monitoring activities. The Panel has received funding from the Joyce
Foundation, the Chicago Community Trust, and other foundltions and corporations in Chicago
to undergird these activities. The Panel is prevented by its bylaws from receiving any funds
from the Chicago Board of Education and currently receives no funds from either state or
federal governmental sources.

OBJECTIVES FOR 1989-90

PLAN TO MONITOR SCHOOL REFORM IN CHICAGO

The Chicago Panel on Public School Policy and Finance has developed a plan to
monitor the implementation of the Chicago School Reform Act.

Some observers have been skeptical that any signii leant change will occur as a result
of the passage of the Chicago School Reform Act. Others are concerned that changes which
do occur will be negative as a result of political interference in the newly mandated process
Monitoring is a key element in the success of school ref orm to assure the public, various
advocacy groups, the Board of Education itself, and Local School Councils that they will have
adequate information from unbiased and objective repats of the progress made and the
problems encountered in implementing reform. Assessments by independent observers like the
Panel can lend credence to claims of proper implementation of the act and to resulting changes
in the system and in the performance of students At the same time, vigilant monitoring can
identif y problems as they emerge so that they may be addressed in a timely fashion. This
project, Monitoring School Re form it:Chicago, will provide that independent assessment through
a series of sub-projects.

The monitoring plan lists eleven specific monitoring projects with additional
information about each project including key questions, scope of the study, sourcc of the
data, comments on the availability of the data, analysis procedures, and start and completion
dates. A detailed timeline has been created for each of th: eleven studies and a work plan
designed that indicates the allocation among the monitoring studies of the staff time necessary
to complete the projects. Copies of the full monitoring pian are available on request.

The eleven projects are organized into three major areas. School Governance Issues,
School Improvement Issues, and the Outcomes of School Reform Four monitoring studies
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fall under the category of School Governance Issues: Composition of the Local School Council,
Operation of the Local School Councils, Principal Contract, and Personnel Changes. Three
studies fall in the category of School Improvement Issuen School Improvement Plans, Resource
Allocation, and the Implementation of School Improvement Plana The third category,Outcomes of School Reform, contains four monitoring studies: Student Achievement,
Attendance and Graduation, Grade Retention, and Teacher and Parent Attitude. An outlineof the project is included in Figure I on the next page.

In addition, the Panel intends to provide regular communication with Local School
Councils, principals, central and district office of fioials, Board members, and other policymakers through a regular Monitoring Update. The exchange of relevant information is acritical part of any monitoring plan.

The Chicago Panel is well known, both locally and nationally, for its extensive researchon the Chicago Public Schools and significant policy areas which affect urban educationefforts nation wide. The Panel has produced 17 differentstudies since its inception in 1952(see list attached). During 1919-90, the Panel will be conducting four primary researchprojects which arc relrted to the implementation of school reform and which build on themonitoring project.

Two of these projects provide supplementary resources needed to complete themonitoring studies of the implementation of school improvement plans and of changingteacher and parent attitudes. The other two projects are focused on providing n fullerdescription of the effects of reform and on attemptingto discover the important causal factorscontributing to its success or failure. The first is a massive regression analysis of changes in
student performance indicators (test scores, antics, attendance patterns, dropout rates, etc.)resulting from changes in the important reform generated inputs (dollars per pupil, teachers,
alternate programs, improved performance of entering students, etc.).

This coordinated research plan has been funded for three years through a grant from
The Spencer Foundation. Additional research projects havebeen identified and will be addedto the research agenda as work plans can be developed and proposals submitted and funded.

INFORMATION SERVICES

In addition to the newsletter, Monitoring Update. the Chicago Panel will make
information about school reform and other issues relating to the Chicago Public Schools and
urban education available to a wide variety of audiences through a diverse set of mechanisms,including newsletters, seminar programs, training events, and published materials.

The Chicago Panel is one of the preeminent training agenciesworking with parents,
school staffs, community organizations and the general public. The Panel has been providing
training opportunities for more than five years, and last year provided training to more than5,000 persons. The Panel provides a series of basic training programs (see attached list) and
tailors specific training opportunities to the needs of sponsoring agencies when appropriate.

The Panel provides a wide array of workshop materials and two page handouts whichexplain many of the basic elements of school reform and basic school operating procedures.The Panel is currently updating its publication, School Based Budgeting. What Citizens andParents Need To Know. In addition, the Panel produces a quarterly newsletter, Panel Update,which it distributes to all who have attended one of its training sessions and others who wish
to be included. The Panel distributes its research studies, testimonies, and other technical
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reports to a more limited number of policy makers both inside the school system and outside
of it. Known as Panel Briefs, these mailings go to top administrators, Board members, political
office holders and staffs, funders, and other shapers of public opinion.

METROSTAT

Several years ago, the Panel launched a semi.autonomous division which would do
two things: create a database on the 298 other school systems in the six county metropolitan
area and utilize the Panel's expertise in assessment and planning to prov le fee-based services
to those capable of helping to provide support to the Panel in row or specific services.
METROSTAT has now published two editions of its METROSTAT Dataffook, the latest for the

1987-88 school year. Its database combines generally available school report card data with
more limited access information including tax base, expenditures, and staff characteristics.
The Data Book is available to school districts, civic organizations, universities, and individuals
who become members of METROSTAT. Members also have access to the database on which

the book is established through electronic media.

METROSTAT staff also provide technical assistance to suburban school districts,
corporations, universities, or other entities on a consulting basis. METROSTAT staff ale
presently assisting a southwest suburban high school district to prepare for its Northeentral
accreditation review by conducting a needs assessment. METROSTAT has provided similar
services to Chicago schools at the request of corporations who have adopted those schools.
Currently, earned fees provide a small but growing proportion of the Panel's revenues.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRENGTH

G. Alfred Hess, Jr. has provided overall leadership to the Panel as its Executive
Director and shapes its policy and programmatic orientations. Through much of the Panel's
history, he has directed the Panel's research projects and been the spokespersons for its
advocacy Positions. The delegates of the twenty member organizations make all ultimate
policy decisions and provide general guidance to the directions of the Panel. With the
inception of the Panel's monitoring project and the related research, the Panel's full time

staff has grown significantly. The Panel will quickly move to 12 full time personnel.
Directing the Panel's monitoring and research activities is John Q Easton (Ph D., University
of Chicago), who was formerly in charge of monitoring the Board of Education's desegregation
programs. John has a wide knowledge of the school system and knows how it works; his
contacts across the system are important in a smooth implementation of the monitoring and

research projects.

The growth in staff has necessitated a move to larger offices, which should occur in
mid-November, when the Panel moves to the twelfth floos of its present building (Suite 1212).
Larger space entails significantly larger costs and more equipment, particularly computer
capacity, to accomplish the larger tasks it has undertaken.

The Chicago School Reform Act

On December 12, 1988 Governor James R. Thompson signed into law the Chicago
School Reform Act (P.A 85-1418). That act focuses the Chicago Public Schools towards school
based management by creating Local School Councils composcd of six parents, two community
representatives, two teachers, and the principal. It gives unprecedented power to these councils

to adopt a school improvement plan, hire and dismiss the principal, and control the use of
resources at the school through lump sum budgeting. More than 17,000 persons nomina.ed
themselves as candidtates for election to Local School Councils These councils were elected
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by more than 313,000 voters October 11th and 12th More than a tnird of eligible parents
voted in these elections, and total turnout exceed that of suburban school district elections
held last week. The essential elements of the Chicago School Reform Act are as follows.

LOCAL SCHOOL COUNCILS: Beginning this fall, each of Chicago's 544 schools will have
a local council with 11 members: six parents, two teachers, two community residents, and the
principal. The council will be able to decide whether or not to retain the current principal or
to select a new one. Half the schools will make that determination this school year, half next.
In either case, the principal (retained or newly selected) will be signed to a four year
performance contract. The Local School Council (LSC) also has the responsibility to adopt a
three year school improvement plan and will approve a school budget, allocated on a lump sum
basis, to support that plan. Resources will be allocated to individual schools on the basis of
enrolled pupils and their special needs. The principal, working with the school faculty, the
LSC, other parents and community residents, is responsible for developing the school
improvement plan and the school budget; but, it is the LSC which mustdebate, refine, and
adopt both the plan and the budgct.

DISTRICT COUNCILS: District councils will be created in each of the system's 11
subdistricts (10 elementary districts and one citywide high school district) composed of one
parent or community resident member from each LSC. During the 1990-91 schoolyear, district
councils will have the same powers to retain or select anew the District Superintendent which
LSCs exercise relative to the principal. District Councils are to be clearinghouses to facilitate
cooperation between geographically related schools. District Superintendents are charged to
track the improvement progress of local schools and may recommend to the district council
remediation steps for individual schools. With the district council's support those remedies can
be imposed on non-performing local schools, with the ultimate action being the closing of the
school, if necessary. Each district council will select two members (three from the high school
district) to serve on a Board Nominating Commission, along with five mayoral appointees.
Through an open hearing process, the Commission will nominate three candidates for each
Board member position, for the consideration and appointment of the mayor.

NEW SCHOOL BOARD: Between May I. 1989 and May 15, 1990, a seven member Interim
Board of Education, appointed by the mayor, governs the initial implementation of school
reform. The Interim Board will be dissolved by the appointment by the Mayor of a new, 15
member Board, from nominations proposed by the Nominating Commission The 15 members
will serve staggered four year terms.

PRINCIPALS: All current principals are deemed, by action of law, to be serving under
performance contracts, half of which will expire at the end of the current school year, andhalf at the end of the next year. Principals will then be signed to four year performance
contracts, the central elements of which apply systemwide, but key performance ingredients
are to be individually negotiated. Principals will be able to select educational staff to fill
all new or vacant positions based on merit and ability (not seniority). They will also be able
to dismiss teachers who continue to receive an unsatisfactory rating after a 45 day in-school
remediation period. The principal is charged to be the eduational leader of the school and is
to initiate the school improvement planning and budgeting process.

TEACHERS: Each school will have a Professional Personnel Advisory Committee (PPAC)
which will advise the principal and LSC on educational matters and help shape the school's
educational program The teachers at each school will determine the size and composition of
the PPAC. The PPAC is entirely separate from the grievance committee established by the
Board's contract with the Chicago Teachers Union.

SUPERINTENDENT: The Chicago School Reform Act required the Interim Board to conduct
a national search for a new General Superintendent to be hired under a three yearperformance contract. The Interim Board has recently signed a contract with Ted C.
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Kimbrough, a 26 year veteran of the Los Angeles school system and currently superintendent
of the Compton, California public schools.

STATE CHAPTER I FUNDS: Unlike most states, Illinois includes in its school aid formula
a component which provides extra resources to school districts with more than the average
number of disadvantaged students (based on the federal Chapter 1 count). That provision
provides about $262 million in the current year. Previously, 60 percent of those funds was
to be allocated to schools on the basis of enrolled frt.:: and reduced lunch students; 40 Percent
was to be allocated on the basis of total enrollment. The funds were to be used for a restricted
list of services. In fact, the Board deducted one third of the targeted fund to support
administrative overhead for services provided to all schools. The refo-m act requires all State
Chapter I funds to be spent at schools, and only at schools. Forrhsr, phased in over a five year
period, the funds will become allolated solely on on the bas s of qurAifying students and will
become completely discretionary for use over and above the bee,: ,:iogram level to be provided
to all schools. Suggested uses of the f unds include early childhood programs, enrichment,
tutoring, and lowering class sae, but any beneficial educational use beyond provision of basic
programs is permitted. In the first year of implementation, this requirement forced a
reduction in the size of the central administration of approximately $40 million; the
reallocation of those funds meant about $90,000 in additional discretionary funds was
available to the average Chicago elementary school to begin to implement school based
management. At the end of the phase in period, this discretionary fund will have grown to
about $250,000 per school. This resource component of the Reform Act is often overlooked
in reports of the Chicago effort.

ADMINISTRATIVE CAP: To ensure continued focusing of educational resources on the
educational program of the schools, a ceiling hes been put on the percentage of funds which
can be spent on non-instructional purposes. The ceiling is equal to the average proportion of
non-instructional spending in all other districts in the state in the prior school year. This
provision was the source of funds for implementing the first year of reallocation of State
Chapter 1 funds.

SCHOOL CHOICE: The legislation contains a :novision requiring the Board to implement
a program of additional enrollment choice beg:nni 1g in the school year 1991-92. Low income
students must be provided access to free trar sporta,ion to facilitate such enrollment choice.
Any enrollment choice plan enacted must cranply with the Board's desegregation plan which
currently provides enrollment choice for aliout eight percent of the district's students

OVERSIGHT: The Chicago School Finance Authority, originally established to force fiscal
stability on the school system in 1980, was given expanded powers to monitor the
implementation of the Chicago School Reform Act. The Board of Education must file an
annual Plan containing its goals and objectives for reform and an annual report on the
implementation of the previous year's plan. However, while the Finance Authority can
prevent the opening of school if the system's budget is not balanced, its sanctions relative to
the reform plan are limited to making an annual report to the governor, the mayor, the
leadership of the General Assembly, and to the public. These reform powers terminate on
June 1, 1994.

GOALS OF REFORM ACT: The Chicago School Reform Act lists ten specific goals which
the public school system is expected to meet within five years. They are:

I. Meet national norms of student performance in reading, math, writing, and
higher order thinking.

2. Improve attendance and graduation rates of students to national norms.
3. Assure students are adequately prepared for and make a successful transition
to higher education.
4. Assure students are ade.wately prepared for and make a successful transition
to employment.
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5. Assure students are provided a common education of high academic quality
and with high expectations of their capacity to learn.

6. Assure all students have foreign language proficiency and arc exposed to
international studies.

7. Assure all students are exposed to journalism, drama, art and music.
S. Assure individual teachers can make decisions about instruction and method
of teaching.
9. Assure opportunity for student expression through visual arts, music, drama,

and dance.
10. Assure all students have adequate athletic programs.

Relevance for H.R. 3347

It should be obvious, by now, that there are a number of similarities between what we
are trying to accomplish through the Chicago School Reform Act and the intent of the
National Demonstration Program for Educational Performance Agreements for School
Restructuring. The basic philosophy is very similar: that the very effort to assure a quality
education is available to all children through regulating the use of inputs (whether funds,
programs, qualifications, etc.) is so stiffling that it prevents creative local approaches to
meeting the needs of our children, particularly those of our most disadvantaged children,
and that the best thing that can be done to help those children is to remove those regulations
while requiring in return higher performance. To accomplish that philosophy, there must be
a clear articulation of goals to be met and sanctions to be imposed if the goals are not met.
At the same time, it must be clear that the civil rights of individual children must be
protected as this experiment is carried out.

In my reading of H.R. 3347, I find each of these components is present. The bill
proposes establish a program of pilot projects in every state in which school districts, states,
and the Secretary of Education enter into agreements under which the school districts will
be freed of the constraints on uses of federal funds in exchange for achievement of ...learly
agreed upon improvements in student performance. The three key indices of improvement
included within the act are virtually identical with the key indices of improvement in the
Chicago School Reform Act reduction of the dropout rate, reduction of teacher and student
absenteeism rates, and improvement of student skill levels in reading and math. These are
exactly the key measures in the Chicago reform effort. Each is intusureable and quantifiable.
Other goals may aiso be desireable which focus attention beyond the minimalist measures such
quantifiable goals utilize, and such goals can be included under H.R. 3347, as they are in the
Chicago School Reform Act.

As I mentioned earlier, I wish Chicago could have qualified for such a national
demonstration project when we were enacting the school reform bill This project would
significantly expanded the flexibility we were trying to give local ,chool councils and the
professional staffs at local schools. Let me mention a few sptcifics.

Recently the federal government has relaxed regulations on the kr.se of federal Chapter
I funds for disadvantaged students when more than 75 percent of a school's enrollment
qualifies for such funds. More than half of Chicago's elementary ichools have more than 7$
percent of their students who qualify for such aid. Unfortunately the total number of dollars
available under the program does not provide assistance for all qualifying students, due to
underfunding of the program in the federal budget. This means that federal aid must be
concentrated in the schools with the highest concentrations of qualifying students. But the
method of counting qualifying students creates a quite distorted vision. The use of enrollment
choice mechanisms, extensively advocated by recent federal administrations, means that
aisadvantaged students often attend schtnls outside their residential neighborhood. In their
new schools, they are not counted as disadvantaged! The dollars do not follow the child! At
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a meeting last week, the principal of the Burley School complained that she had a student
body in which more than 90 percent of the students qualified for a free lunch, but, because
the school is located in a more affluent neighborhood, she did not qualifiy for federal Chapter
I assistance. The elimination of regulations on the use of federal Chapter I funth would allow
the school system to dhtribute these funds evenly to all students on the basis of the
enrollments of disadvantaged students, the mechanism we have now included in the Chicago
School Reform Act for distribution of state poverty generated revenues. It would also allow
all receiving schools to utilize these funds in educationally beneficial ways which would not
require pulling disadvantaged students out of regualar classrooms, and thereby labelling them,
in schools with less than 75 percent disadvantaged enrollments.

Let me give you another example. Federal vocational education funds have been an
important factor in assuring that job-oriented education is available in the public schools of
the land. However, these funds are not always utilized as inttrided. Several years ago I
reported to this committee on our studies of the dropout problem in Chicago. In that
testimony, I mentioned that one of the ironies in Chicago is that attendance at a vocational
high school is one of the ways to avoid attending a neighborhood high school with a dropout
rate over 50 percent. Six of the 21 high schools with the lowest dropout rates in Chicago are
vocational high schools which are able to offer outstanding educational programs, in part
because they receive extra funding through the Carl Perkins Act. The irony is to see the pride
the principah of those schooh have, shared by other Voc Ed off icials in the district, at the
high proportions of college matriculation among the graduates of those schools. In fact, the
proportion of graduates going on to college is signficantly higher in those vocational high
schools than in most general high schools in the city, and their ACT scores are significantly
higher. In effect, for years Chicago has used federal Voc Ed funds to maintain a set of
selective, college prep high schools for inner city kids, by requiring them to take e minimum
of vocational education courses, in effect as electives on the college prep track While this
may have a broadening effect on these students, it does narrow their opportunities to take
courses which would make them competitite with their suburban peers in preparation for
college entrance tests and placemen% in freshman courses when they do matriculate. H.R. 3347
would offer the possibility of freeing these students from this constraint and opening up mote
vocational course opportunities for students intending to seek employment after high school

I have one concern about H.R. 3347 as I have reviewed it State governments and local
school districts also have a number of constraints which hamstring local schools and keep their
staf f s from being creative in meeting the neeth of their students Freeing those schooh of
federal constraints is quite important, but it may not be enough to have the results you hope
for. I would suggest that you to add a provision encouraging participating state and local
pradictions to provide corresponding waivers of constraints for school districts entering into
these agreements. In Chicago, we felt if we could just free local schools from the bureaucratic
constraints of our own local district, we would accomphsh much I would hope you would not
overlook the importance of similar encouragement in this federal legislation

Support for H.R. 3347

On behalf of the Chicago Panel on Public School Policy and Finance, and as a
representative of the school ref orm movement in Chicago, I urge the House of Representatives
to enact a bill to est3blish a National Demonstration Program for Educational Performance
Agreements for School Restructuring. Evidence is beginning to emerge that an emphasis on
the outcomes of education rather than control of the inputs is likely to be more appropriate
for those seeking to improve the quality of public education in this country Continued
controls on the nputs are comfortable for eduational professionals It makes it clear what
things they can do and what things they cannot Their decisions are not then subject tc
negotiatMns, whether with unions, or parents, or principals And employee groups also 11 1 J
such regulations comfortable, for they guarentee jobs for specialized parts af their
membership. A focus on outcomes is not comfortable, for anyone. But it is likely to be
beneficial for children. A further effort to demonsteate that outcomes will improve if we
focus on them rather than on controlling Inputs seems entirely appropriate I urge you to
enact H.R. 3347.
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Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Hess. Just a couple of comments.
First of all, I am well aware of what everyone went through in the
Chicago school reform movement. What struck me as the legisla-
ture was considering that some years ago was that all of the years
that Chicago had gone through without ever trusting the parents
to be involved in the processthrt seemed to be the constant re-
frain through the whole reform movement, as you know, that par-
ents really can be trusted to help decide what happens to their
children and -we need to give them more of that empowerment to
do that.

I think Chicago is going to be much better served in the future
because of the reforms that you folks have made. I do hope that
you stand as a watchdog to make sure that those things are fol-
lowed through and that people, once again, have something to say
about what happens to their children in the classroom.

Ms. Dennett, just one comment on your questioning. In the years
that I spent in education, one of the most frustrating parts of our
system to me was the fact that when you succeed you are punished.

To me this bill, if we can ever get all of this ironed out, will
never again allow that to happen. When you can take the Chapter
1 children or the other special ed children or remedial children and
get them to succeed without losing your funding base that would be
a great improvement. But there are so many disincentives right
now to show success in our school systems.

It weighs most heavily upon those school systems that have the
highest number of disadvantaged students, because we are forced
not to succeed sometimes, not to want to do very much to succeed.
That is the pity of all of it.

Mr. Hayes, you had a question, sir.
Mr. HAYES. Not so much a question as a comment. I will be very

brief, Mr. Chairman.
I must say that the young lady there who endured a rough night

to get here, I admire you for your courage. It even disturbed me
when I tried to sleep.

Ms. DENNETT. I knew someone would take care of us.
Mr. POSHARD. Not too many things disturb Charlie when he is

trying to sleep.
Mr. HAYES. I just want to commend first my colleague Mr. Smith

for taking the initiative in introducing this legislation. I think that
the opportunity to really improve the public school system is
within this piece of legislation.

It is possible and I think some of the testimony we have heard
here would steer us in the right direction to make certain revisions
in the bill that is now structured to bring about the performance.

I was glad to hear Mr. Hess point out some of the things that we
at least need to look forward to in the way of correction in Chicago.

One thing I would like to have you maybe give me some informa-
tion or some opinion onyou know, one of the things that is be-
coming more and more visible is the usage of our Lotto money in
the state of Illinois. You know, the state handles the distribution.
When that was instituted the big reason for it was to help spend on
our educational system.
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We have got a lot of poor people who line up daily and weekly
playing that Lotto, trying to become members of the Fortune 500, I
guess, which is quite unlikely.

I have tried and I am still trying to, and I wish the Committee
on Reform would demand of the state an audit of that fund as to
how it is used and what percentage of it really goes for education
as part of our monitoring process.

Money is not the only answer, but if we are going to do some of
the things that we have talked about here we have got to begin to
make people, leaders who are handling the funds, to do it responsi-
bly.

I am concerned about the shortchange that poor kids are getting,
particularly when they spend $800 more, as I am told, on a kid who
goes to school in the suburbs surrounding Chicago than they do on
a kid that goes to the inner city.

Now, certainly this kind of inequity cannot continue to exist.
That is why we have such a high dropout rate among some of the
and teenage pregnancy and these kinds of things that lead kids to
drop out of achool.

I introduced some legislation on that. In fact, funding on the Fed-
eral level is still pending at the expiration of this third year of that
existence. I do hope we will get funding for it.

I think performance is key and our monitoring apparatus as a
part of the school councils is something that is very necessary. I
would like to hear your comments on that.

Mr. HESS. Thank you. I also am concerned about the inequities in
funding in Illinois. I was glad that Illinois' name did not get
dragged into the mud with Texas earlier, but it should be, really. I
mean, we have about a four-to-one ratio between our richest and
poorest districts. We do have to do something about it.

I urge you, Congressman Hayes, to join with the Urban League
on our school finance effort that we are going to be doing jointly in
November, December and January, but that is basically a state
issue. We have to fight at the state level.

I think we do have to find ways to fund our schools adequately.
One of the thingsyou know, it does not do any good to talk to you
about our state problems, but we do need full funding for Head
Start programs. We do need full funding for Chapter I programs.

Right now we have the irony that when we have Choice pro-
grams in operation within our school system, which we do, the chil-
dren who come from low income backgrounds who exercise that
Choice and go to a middle income school, their funding does not go
with them.

So the irony is that they leave a bad school to go to a better
school, but that better school cannot produce any particular pro-
grams for them. So there are some of these ironies that are in-
volved in the regulation of the Federal effort that I hope this bill
will help to iron out.

Mr. POSHARD. Thank you. Mr. Smith?
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you both

for being here. I cannot say that I thought of it as I was sleeping,
but I heard you were driving yesterday, Ms. Dennett, and I
thought, my god, what a day to drive anywhere and what a night.
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You have both described in different ways the importance which
the chairman picked up on of community-based involvement and
the question of reintroducing a fundamental component of any suc-
cessful school anywhere, which is that individual people are invest-
ed in it. They are invested in its success. They are excited by it.
They feel welcome in it.

I would like to tie that to the issue of the involvement of the pro-
fessionals, because I do not think you could show me a school in
which the professionals look forward to coming to work every day,
where the professionals going into that school felt well used and
felt in control of their lives, where in fact the rest of the communi-
ty would not also feel positive.

It strikes me that you cannot have one without the other. When
you have neither, what you have is a school that is, even on its best
days, moribund, where people with winning scripts survive or pros-
per and people without winning scripts do not survive.

I would also connect that in my own mind to the shortage of
teachers. To me, along with all the laws we can pass, and I want to
add this as a natural corollary for your comment, that we will
never succeed in getting more people or as bright, let along bright-
er, peopleand I have always resisted that distinctionto go into
schools until we treat them like adult professionals.

There is a fundamental recruiting problem and it is not just the
money and it is not just all the other things. It is, in fact, that they
are treated like children themselves in too many cases when they
finally surrender to the daily routine of the classroom.

Could the two of you briefly just talk about from your experi-
ence, in Chicago and Montvale, how this legislation and how your
experience come together around the issue of community-based in-
volvement and investment, teacher involvement and investment
and excellence?

Ms. DENNETT. Actually, something that Roland Barth said in his
book, "Run, School, Run," is exactly that point, although maybe he
said it better than I could, quickly anyway.

He says, "Probably nothing within a school has more impact on
children in terms of skills development, self confidence and class-
room behavior than the personal and professional growth of teach-
ers. When teachers individually and collectively examine, question,
reflect on their ideals and develop new practices that lead toward
those ideals, the school and its inhabitants are alive. When teach-
ers stop growing, so do their students."

I think it is a major problem. I think we have told people that
schools are in trouble. There is not a lot of respect for teachers. We
constantly point out that they are the problem in many cases, and
so why would anybody choose a profession that does not pay all
that great in the first place, so that they can get beat up on on a
regular basis and feel that they are out of control of the important
things that happen in their lives?

One of the things that was important, I think, about the changes
that happened at Mont lake was that it was not just the kids that
started to grow and kept growing and grew more, but the teachers
themselves made dramatic changes, both in their skills inside the
classroom and in their personal lives.
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It was one of those places where everyone loved to be there.
When you came in the door, even strangers would walk into the
building and say, "Wow, what is going on here? You can feel it in
the air." It is just so important. It is time, support, encouragement,
vision, all of those kinds of things.

While resources are absolutely critical, these things in some
ways are even more fragile and more critical. Teachers are there
because they care about what they do and they care about the kids
and the will go to unimaginable lengths to do that and do it well.

We have got to provide a place where that really gets supported.
Mr. HESS. If I could also comment, we did some work with one of

the high schools in Chicago last year and sat down to work with
them in terms of creating a school improvement plan and working
with their faculty.

In the beginning stages of that what we did was to go and talk to
all of the teachers and say, "If you could do anything you wanted
in this school to make this school better, what would you do?"

About eighty percent of them gave the same answer. The answer
was, "We would change the kids."

Unfortunately, that is the fallout of the Coleman report as it has
been used through the education community. While it produced
Chapter I in its original effort in the 1960s, it has been used in the
educational community to say, "Poor kids cannot learn and you
cannot expect them to learn. If we have poor kids we can't expect
it to work."

Fortunately, we have had a whole set of literature with the Ef-
fective Schools work that shows that that is not necessarily true
and that that connection is not an automatic connection and that
we should not use that to limit kids' visions.

What has happened is that it has limited teachers' visions, a lot
like the fleas that Ms. Dennett was talking about a few minutes
ago, and to give teachers that sense to be creative, that sense of
taking control of their environment again, I think, is one of the
things that is going to overcome the dearth of morale in the teach-
ing force right now.

We have teachers who simply do not believe you can do anything
good in schools, so why try, and therefore why encourage anybody
else to go into teaching?

So I think it does relate to the teacher shortage question, the
lack of morale, and I think one of the major issues here is to get
teachers involved in creating programs that they know will work
with kids that will be their projects, the investment of their lives
in something that works and that they feel good about. That is
going to encourage other kids, then, to go into teaching to be
among the brightest and the best who also want to go and put their
lives in the service of other young people.

That is not happening today. Money is a part of it. We only
moved within five years from about a $14,000 a year starting
salary in Chicago, and that is not enough to attract the bright kids
coming out of college.

My son was going to be a teacher until he saw what the starting
salary was and that he could get twice that in other fields, and he
went into something else. I am sorry about that.

A. 4 't
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So money is a part of it, but I think also this sense of being in
control of their environment, having an ability to put their lives
into what they are doing and having it have some effect. This is a
key part of that whole environment.

Mr. Posiudtp. That carries over alsoI have observed over the
years that in those authoritative, straight-jacketed kinds of admin-
istrations there is a direct correlation between what is taught in
the classroom and the way a teacher is so-called "governed."

In those authoritative, straight-jacketed environments I never
see kids going much above the lower level thinking skills, memori-
zation and regurgitation, but where teachers are allowed to partici-
pate, they are allowed to be creative themselves, then you see ana-
lytic, creative, and critical thinking skills being taught to students.

It goes all the way through the system. That is why flexibility
has to be a key here and administtators and teachers simply have
to be able to engage in those kinds of activities together.

Mr. HESS. We had a superintendent in Chicago who came in a
number of years ago and her basic approach was to create a cur-
riculum which was teacherproof.

If you start out from that perspective you are never going to get
any creativity in the classroom, never.

Ms. Dennett. In fact, one of the things that I thinkyou talk
about first level change and second level change. First level change
is sort of doing things a little bit better that we have always done.
We can do that. We know a lot about how to do that, but if we are
really going to get to stcond level change, where we dramatically
change the way we are doing things, which is what I think we have
to do now with schools, then we have got to stop putting all ofour
energy into that kind of stuff and really provide places for people
to think about it in completely different ways.

We haven't done that. I think this is an important step in trying
to do that.

Mr. POSHARD. Mr. Smith?
Mr. &Aim. I think we are approaching the witching hourI

don't know if I should put it that way anymore, but with the noises
and sound effects of the day, however, it is sort of Halloween-like.

I just want again to thank you, one for your effort to be here,
two for your patienceand I hope some of it was interesting to
listen to in listening to what the other people said and we will try
to make sure you get a full copy of everything that happenedand
three for this last conversation, which was triggered -by Mr. Po-
shard's comment about getting the community invested, because it
reminded me why I started out working on this idea five years ago,
which is based on the conversations with teachers especially.

My fundamental conclusion is that until schools become fit
places for teachers to spend time and to work they will never be fit
places for children to learn.

It is a fundamental reality of the work place, whatever you do
and we have learned it in other places and we have yet to learn it
except by exception in our schoolsthat, short and sweet, is what
we are trying to do.

I think your testimonies today, along with the other testimony, is
helping us to get the concernsone, about the system, and, two,
about retreating from our commitments all on the tablebecause
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it is only when people are candid about, one, what is wrong, and,
two, the mistakes we could make if we went too rapidly or in the
wrong directionwe have got to get all those things on the table.

I think that then this committee can fashion something which
achieves the dream that we have about schools and the people who
work in them and learn in them.

You have been enormously in that regard, coming as you do
from positions somewhat closer to the classroom than any of us
currently have. I appreciate your being here and your testimony.

Ms. DENNaTr. Thank you.
Mr. POSHARD. Thank you, Mr. Smith. I second Peter's remarks

and I thank you very much for being liere. I would make a note
that we are leaving the record open for ten days for submission of
additional statements and testimony of those people who could not
be here today.

If there are no other questions from the committee, the Subcom-
mittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education is ad-
journed. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 12 noon, the subcommittee was adjourned.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]

-
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House Committee on Education and Labor

HR. 3347

"National Demonstration Program for Educational Performance

Agreements for School Restructuring'

David S. Wolk, Principal, Barstow Memorial School
Senator, State of Vermont

Good Morning

My name is David Wolk. I have been a Vermont elementary and

middle school Principal for the past 6 years at the Barstow School in

Chittenden The school, serving 300 rural youngsters from Kindergarten

through eighth grade, was one of Vermont's three selections last year for

the U.S. Department of Education Elementary School Recognition Program

and in 1986 the school became the first fully accredited K-8 school in

New England Previously, I have worked for seven years as a high school

men
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teacher and administrator. I am also a Vermont State Senator, serving on

the Senate Education Committee among others. I was educated in Rutland

City public schools, Middlebury College, the University of Vermont, and

Harvard University.

I ern here today to express my very enthusiastic support for

H.R. 3347, a National Demonstration Program for Educational Performance

Agreements for School Restructuring.

As an educator and as a State Senator, I am not here to merely issue

the perennial complaint that the federal government mandates programs

and services which others must fund. I am not here to stridently suggest

that because P.L. 94-142 has never been adequately funded that we should

radically increase the federal share of special education to meet that

promised goal. Instead, I am here to ask you not to send us more money.

Please -- do not send us federal aid to education beyond current levels.

Instead, let us plan together for creative ways to allocate existing

resources. Let us remove the imposed straitjacket of federal regulation.

Let us agree upon measures of performance which will focus on the ends,
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not the means. let educators, in concert with perents and communities.

develop the means to that end of improving performance. In short, trust

us, KR. 3347 assumes that we trust each other, and that we will earn our

right to maintain that relationship built on trust.

Several months ago I mentioned to Vermont Congressman Peter

Smith that we need to establish and maintain this sense of mutual trust in

our federal-state-local partnerships. Furthermore, while we need to

aggressively ensure accountability, we must also provide the autonomy.

flexibility and creativity which might unleash the innovative ideas and

exemplary practices which we all desire for our schools.

This pertnership, and the unleashing of human energy and innovation.

would be greatly facilitated by enactment of this legislation.

A special education teacher recently told me that 'our priorities are

twisted: the federal focus is on dates, deadlines, forms and procedures.

when instead the emphasis should be on children and learning.- There are

currently 27 forms which must be faithfully completed and included in

each student's file each year. Filling out forms, filing the proper
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paperwork in the appropriate compartments, and conducting the requisite

number of planning meetings and parent conferences are all the steady

diet of special education teachers who thought they were going to be able

to teach children when they entered the profession. We can do better than

The paperwork burden and regulatory limitations have been

promulgated not by those of you who enact such legislation, but instead by

the bureaucracy responsible for administering such programs. Clearly,

government must continue to closely scrutinize public programs and to

ensure protections related to cMl rights. discrimina',.ion and safety. But

government at all levels must also enable and empower local schools,

providing the incentive for flexibility in attaining improved student

performance.

Over the past three decades there have been periodic calls fur

educational reform. including national studies, blue ribbon commissions.

special task forces and other well intentioned efforts. Most of their

reports and proclamations have resulted in new federal and state

mandated programs which have been funded primarily by local property

taxpayers.
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These reforms come from special interest groups, colleges,

universities, private foundations, business think tanks and federal and

state education bureaucrsts who recommend altruistic initiatives for the

educational practitioners to implement. Educators by and large try their

best to react to and act upon calls for reform. But volumes of research

reveal to us and, more importantly, human nature tells us that those who

are involved in collaborative decision making from the ground up are more

invested in reform than those who react to missives from on high. H.R.

3347 provides for such collaborative partnerships for reform and further

offers the guarantee of accountability and performance.

I can tell you with confidence that Vermont will enthusiastically

embrace this proposal. We in Vermont are increasingly supportive of

incentive programs in lieu of mandates. This year we alloceted seed

money, matcheti Dy Lnisinesses in the state, for those districts who, by

competitive proposal, committed themselves to 'reinvent schools for very

high performance% an initiative prroosed by Education Commissioner

Richard Mills and supported by the State Legislature. State and local

authorities are ready, willing and able to devote the financial resources
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as well as the philosophical support and commitment called for in the

proposed legislation. We tr,1 poised to pursue this today, tomorrow and

whorlever You deem it aPProoriate to enter a new era of mutual trust and

Improved accountability.

Local educators, parents and board members will not improve

schools by being cajoled or coerced. They instead will improve schools by

being trusted and then tested. H R. 3347 offers cooperation, not coercv_bo:

incentives, not mandates. We must listen to the relevant research as well

as to our own common sense about what works for our schools and for our

kids. Please enart HR. 3347: a catalyst for collaborative creativity and a

springboard for school success. Thank you.
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We are pleased to have the opportunity to testify on H.R. 3347,

to establish a national demonstration program for educational

performance agreements for school restructuring.

1

To create schools that serve and succeed with all children and to

develop school systems of both excellence and equity, the

tollowing principles are essential:

* to implement the characteristics of effective schools;

* to strengthen the individual school as the locus of

decision-making;

* to create effective parent-school partnerships, including

opportunities for choice;

* to provide resources and training for teachers, so that

they are able to adapt instruction and curricula to meet

individual student needs;

* to promote students as learners and workers; and

* to assure sufficient and equitable funding.

Two further factors, we believe, are essential. The first

is to promote respect for students that grows from the

recognition that while their learning is the desired outcome, it

is their engagement that produces that learning; and, the second

is to assess and evaluate both the students and the adults, using

appropriate measures.
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We make these points to emphasise that there is no "silver

bullet", no single solution, no one step that itself will produce

the schNols we seek for our children. This is not to gainsay the

importance of the factors noted above -- nor the proposal

incorporated in H.R. 3347. It is to place them -- and it -- in

context.

Before turning to the topic we have been asked to address --

namely, the extent to which it is appropriate to include students

labelled as handicapped in a program of educational performance

standards -- let us say a word in general about the concept of

providing relief from categorical regulations. Here, we have

reference to our experience in the New York City Public Schools,

where one of us was Executive Director and the other Chief

Administrator, in the Division of Special Education. Then

Chancellor Frank J. Macchiarola instituted a program where school

principals in planning for the use of resources -- personnel and

physical -- were instructed to consider all resources (regardless

of source) as a single pool. Of course, the reality was that

neither the Chancellor nor the principals could disregard the

federal and state restrictions of the categorical programs,

either in their use of money or in the targeting of programs.

Nonetheless, there is reason to believe that the improvements of

the city's schools under chancellor Macchiarola were at least in

part a function of this conceptual framework that sought to view

not only all funds coming into the building as a common pool but
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also to understand all students in the school as a common

concern.

In addressing the application of the provisions of H.R. 3347 to

students labelled as handicapped, we will divide our testimony in

two parts. First, we will describe the general issues of the

learning of students with disabilities, and, second, we will then

turn to comments about specific features of H.R. 3347.

According to the latest report of the Department of Education to

the Congress on the implementation of P.L.94-142, during the

1987-88 school year, 4,494,280 s,....dents with handicapping

conditions between the ages of 0 and 21 here served. This

represents an increase of 1.6 percent over the previous year, the

highest percentage increase since 1980-81. Students with

handicapping conditions, ages 6 through 21, were most frequently

classified as learning disabled (47 percent), speech impaired (23

percent), mentally retarded (14 percent), and emotionally

disturbed (9 percent). These four categories included more than

93 percent of the students served; no other category included

more than 2 perc,i.nt of the total. (3etdeen the 1986-87 and 1987-

88 school years, continuing trends of previous years, the numbers

of students labelled as learning increased by 2 percent, while

the number of students labelled as mentally retarded decreased by

3 percent.)
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"Capable of achievement and worthy of respect" expresses our view

about the capacity of students labelled as handicapped. While

P.L. 94-142 has been successful in providing access to students

labelled as handicapped, it has failed in terms of their

learning. We can see this in examining several outcome measures:

student learning; drop-nut rates; graduation rates; return to

general education; and post-school education, employment, and

community living.1

Student learning: Although more than a third of school

districts excuse students labelled as handicapped from the

standardized tests that all other pupils take -- a telling

comment in itself -- the results available indicate the school's

failure in terms of academic knowledge acquired by these

students. According to the National Longitudinal Transition

Study, nearly one in four students with disabilities failed to

pass any part of the minimum competency tests they were required

to take, a third of the students passed some of the test, and

four in ten passed the entire test.

3 The data cited here, es well as many of the basic ideas,
arc pitsented more fully in Gartner and Lipsky (1987). Beyond
special education:Toward a quality system for all students.
Harvard Educational Review; Gartner and Lipsky (1989). The Yoke
of Special Education: How to Break It. A monograph for the
National Center on Education and the Economy; Gartner and Lipsky
(1989). Equity and Excellence for All Students. A presentation
before the National Council on Disability; Lipsky and Gartner
(1989). Beyond Separate Education: Quality Education for All.
Brookes Publishing. The order of authors in these publications,
as well as that of the presenters here today, does not represent
seniority.
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Drop-out rates: While there are no systematic national data

collected regarding drop-out rates, the information available

from the latest report of the Department of Education to the

Congress on the implementation of P.L. 94-142 shows drop-out

rates a fifth or more greater than those for students in general

education. Among those students labelled as Learning Disabled,

generally the least impaired, the drop-out rate was 47 percent of

all those over the age of 16.

Graduation rates: The National Longitudinal Transition Study

reports that in a two-year period, 56 percent of special

education exiters left secondary education by graduation. Of

this group, 79 percent received a regular diploma. Thus, of 3049

special education exiters in the Study's sample, 1347 (44

percent) graduated with a regular diploma.

Return to general education: Data concerning the return to

general education for students who have been "in" special

education and then declassified are not available. While the

federal government collects voluminous amounts of data, it does

not collect this essential information on a systematic basis.

While such information might be difficult to collect, it would be

no harder to do so than for other data required by the feeral

government. The limited data collected suggest a low single

digit figure.
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Post-school education, employment, and community living:

According to a recent Department of Education funded study, fewer

than half of the students with disabilities who had been out of

school for one year had found paid employment. And among those

employed, less than 30 percent had full time jobs. And while 56

percent of nonhandicapped youth enroll in post-secondary courses

in their first year out of high school, fewer than 15 percent of

the youth with disabilities do so. Finally, the National

Longitudinal Transition Study reports that 31 percent of the

youth with disabilities who had been out of school fo: more than

a year had not been engaged "in any pToductive activity in that

year... ".

We see, then, an overall picture of failure, schools that fail

students labelled as handicapped. Yet, there are schools where

students labelled as handicapped are well educated, that is they

learn and achieve. And, analogous with what the late Ron Edmonds

argued in the school effectiveness studies, if there are some

schools where students labelled as handicapped learn, then this

can be true of all schools, if: 1. we care about the fact that

they have not, and 2. we craft procedures to enable success to

happen.

There is compelling evidence to support the following statements:

* All students, regardless of the severity of their

handicap, can learn;

1 5 9
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* The great majority of students labelled as handicapped can

with appropriate instruction achieve at levels far exceeding

their present performance.

Therefore, it is appropriate: 1. to have expectations of such

achievement for students with disabilities and 2. to hold school

adults accountable for this outcome.

It is within the context of the foregoing that we turn now to the

particulars of H.R. 3347.

Section 2(a)(3): We would favor explicit assurance that certain

P.L. 94-142 guarantees and due process rights were continued,

including: the universal entitlement to a free appropriate

education in the least restrictive environment; the use of

culture-fair and bias-free asse.sment; parental participation in

decision-making concerning the child's education. In other

words, the fundamental rights of students and their parents must

be maintained, while bureaucratic procedural requirements should

be examined in terms of their actual benefit.

section 2 (b)(1)ID): States, and as appropriate local educational

agencies, should be required not only to specify those state (and

local) funds to be affected but also to provide assurances as to

the consolidation of and flexibility in the use of sLch state

(and local) funds.
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Section 2 (d)(1): The local educational performance agreement

committee should (at least) include school administrators,

teachers, and parents. Among these should be teachers and

parents of children labelled as handicapped.

Section 2 (d)(6-8): In establishing long-term goals, performance

goals, and outcomes, it is essential not only that these

distinguish, as this section does, those served by the Education

of the Handicapped Act, but that they identify within the group

of those students labelled as handicapped particular groups.

8

Section 2 (d)(10): These distinctions should also be made for the

indices to be reported upon per Sec. 2 (d)(10)(A)(i-ii,iv).

Further, while the "Plan" need not do so, the skill levels to be

reported on per Sec. 2 (d)(10)(A)(iii) should be available for

individual students. Indeed, it would seem desirable that for

each student served by the Plan there be developed the features

(although not necessarily the form) of an individualized

Educational Plan (1EP), including current level(s) of

performance, intervention(s) to be providedynd mdhsures of

achievement (domains and methods). As Lencerns the methods to be

used (Sec. 2 (d)(10)(8) ), they should not be limited to norm

referenced measures but should also include those that are

criterion referenced. And, unlike the current practice in many

school districts, no student should be excluded from the measures

I 6 I
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of outcome. As with the current practices per P.L. 94-142, there

should be provision for alternative measurement procedures.

Our overall point, concerning this and the previous section, is

that benefits must both inure to individual students and that

data must be reported in a manner that makes this explicit.

Further, while there is considerable debate as to the appropriate

measures of performance, it should not be debatable that we must

measure student learning. The remedy for inadequacies in such

measures is not to discard them; it is to improve them. Nor can

we delay either the implementation of necessary reforms or the

measurement of outcomes for students; the seeking of the best

must not become the enemy of doing better.

Sec. 2(d)(11): While the intent of this section is appropriate,

its vagueness offers little guidance. For example, what does

"insufficient improvement" mean ? Is it on one or each of the

indices noted in Section 2 (d)(10) ? For one or each of the

target groups per Section 2 (a)(2)(A-I)

Sec. (d)(12-13): If the inclusion of these provisions is a

recognition that simply allowing greater flexibility to

consolidate funds is not sufficient to achieve H.R. 3347 goals,

we agree. The Plan, however, should be specific as to: 1. pupil

assignment policies that promote student integration; 2. staffing

patterns that do not isolate personnel; 3. instructional
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strategies that encourage educating students together; and 4.

designs for congruence between developmental and remedial

programs. To the extent necessary, the assistance provided by

states (per Sec. 2(c)(3)) should include support in these areas.

The succeas of the Educational Performance Agreements to be

developed by this legislation requires more than unshackling from

bureaucratic regulations. It requires a fundamental change in

the way schooling is done. If limited to the former, this effort

will be yet another falge promise. If it encompasses the latter,

it can be a significant tool in the work of restructuring schools

to achieve outcomes of success for all students, including those

libelled as handicapped.
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